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Abstract

Current search engines filter the vast amounts of information available on
the Internet by retrieving a potentially large set of documents in response to
a user’s query. However, the burden of finding the searched-for information
within these documents stays with the user. Computational methods that
progress beyond today’s document-centric information retrieval solutions are
therefore essential to help users to cope with the sheer amount of relevant
documents and the information they contain. Automatic text summariza-
tion is such a technology, as summaries present a concise gist of much larger
subjects while filtering out irrelevant and redundant content. In addition,
summaries can satisfy complex information needs in a personalized manner.
Summarization can thus be a powerful tool to reduce the amount of infor-
mation users have to process.

This dissertation develops novel algorithms for the personalized summa-
rization of collections of thematically related news articles. Of particular
interest in this scenario is the identification of the various subtopics centered
around the collection’s main theme, which helps to determine important
source content and reduce redundancies. However, the ambiguity of natural
language and the sparsity of sentence vocabularies present problems that go
beyond the capabilities of common modeling techniques. The algorithms in-
troduced in this dissertation are especially tailored to reduce the effects of
lexical variability and sparsity in order to derive more precise and robust
summarization models. Exhaustive tests for different settings and various
datasets show that the developed solutions produce summaries of higher
quality than the current state-of-the-art.

News articles reporting on the same event are similar not only in terms of
the subtopics they address, but often also relate similar facts. Fact identifica-
tion is a highly desirable, if yet unsolved, subtask of summarization, since an
automatic assessment of the semantic similarity of phrasal text spans is cur-
rently not feasible with the required precision. The latter part of this thesis
is dedicated to an extensive analysis of semantic, fact-like text units in news
articles and human reference summaries and proposes a novel algorithm for
the detection of text units that approximate human-annotated facts.
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Zusammenfassung

Herkömmliche Suchmaschinen filtern die großen Mengen im Internet
verfügbarer Daten durch die Abbildung einer Nutzer-Suchanfrage auf eine po-
tentiell große Menge von Dokumenten. Das Auffinden der gesuchten Informa-
tionen innerhalb dieser Dokumente bleibt jedoch Aufgabe des Nutzers. Da-
her ist die Entwicklung computergestützten Methoden essentiell, welche über
herkömmliche, dokumentenzentrische Informationsbeschaffungslösungen hi-
nausgehen, und die den Nutzer bei der Verarbeitung großer Dokumenten-
mengen und darin enthaltener Informationen unterstützen. Automatisierte
Textzusammenfassung ist eine solche Technologie, da Zusammenfassungen
konzise die Kernpunkte wesentlich größerer Quelltexte zusammentragen und
dabei irrelevante und redundante Informationen herausfiltern. Textzusam-
menfassungssysteme können also ein mächtiges Werkzeug zur Reduktion der
von einem Nutzer zu verarbeitenden Datenmengen darstellen.

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit werden Algorithmen zur personalisierten Zu-
sammenfassung von Kollektionen thematisch aufeinander bezogener Nach-
richtenartikel entworfen und evaluiert. Von speziellem Interesse ist hierbei
die Identifikation der Unterthemen, die das übergeordnete Hauptthema ei-
ner solchen Kollektion strukturieren, da dieses die Bestimmung wesentlicher
Inhalte und die Erkennung von Redundanzen erleichtert. Existierende Model-
lierungsverfahren berücksichtigen nicht in ausreichendem Maße die Mehrdeu-
tigkeit natürlicher Sprache und die Begrenztheit von Satzvokabularen. Die in
dieser Arbeit entwickelten Algorithmen hingegen werten Wortkontextinfor-
mationen zur Themenerkennung aus, und profitieren von den dadurch gege-
benen Zusatzinformationen bei der Erstellung personalisierter Zusammenfas-
sungen. Ausführliche Tests in verschiedenen Szenarien und für unterschiedli-
che Datensätze zeigen, dass die entwickelten Lösungen Zusammenfassungen
von höherer Qualität liefern als existierende Ansätze.

Nachrichtenartikel, die über ein bestimmtes Ereignis berichten, sind nicht
nur ähnlich in Hinblick auf ihre Unterthemen, sondern enthalten auch oft die
gleichen Fakten. Die Erkennung ähnlicher Fakten ist eine wünschenswerte,
aber derzeit ungelöste Teilaufgabe von Zusammenfassungssystemen, da ei-
ne Bewertung der semantischen Ähnlichkeit von Teilsätzen nicht mit der
benötigten Präzision möglich ist. Einen weiteren Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit
bilden daher eine ausführliche Analyse von faktenähnlichen Satzabschnitten
in Nachrichtenartikeln und Referenzzusammenfassungen, sowie die Entwick-
lung eines Algorithmus zur Erkennung ähnlicher Teilsätze.
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Introduction

Motivation

In today’s information society, we are faced with an ever-increasing amount
of data, as the Internet and other media offer the interested user numerous
opportunities to access information. Search engines such as Google,1 Bing2

and Yahoo!3 allow users to filter this mass of information by mapping a
list of user-specified keywords (a query) to a set of relevant documents (i.e.
web sites, text and multimedia files). However, a typical search engine query
returns references to thousands of documents, and it is up to the user to
follow these links and to scan each document for the answers to her informa-
tion need. Furthermore, the searched-for information is typically distributed
across a number of different documents, and many documents contain re-
dundant and irrelevant information. These downsides of today’s standard
Information Retrieval (IR) paradigm are amplified if a user’s information
need is more complex than just a keyword-based search for a set of facts.
For example, users who want to follow the development of a news story as
it evolves over time are interested in the story’s main points and in updates
about new events. News aggregation portals like Google News4 and Yahoo!
News5 overwhelm users with the sheer amount of news sites reporting about
the same event, and do not provide comprehensive overviews of the main
developments of a news story.

Summaries condense larger amounts of source information, while aim-
ing to reflect and consolidate the source’s main contents [Man01]. In our
daily life, summaries, such as newspaper headlines, scientific paper abstracts,
movie trailers, tables and diagrams, or book reviews, are omnipresent. They
help us to digest and organize large amounts of information, and to make

1http://www.google.com
2http://www.bing.com
3http://www.yahoo.com
4http://news.google.com
5http://news.yahoo.com
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Introduction

effective decisions in less time [HM00]. Summaries exist in many forms and
for different types of source information, such as text, multimedia contents,
or product databases. Besides condensing information and eliminating re-
dundancies, they can be used to aggregate and combine information from
different source documents, highlight similarities and differences, and deliver
highly concentrated, topic-focused digests of huge amounts of source mate-
rial [Man01]. These advantages are complemented by the fact that sum-
maries can be personalized according to a user’s information need, and thus
can act as a filter for irrelevant source information. All these potential ben-
efits of summaries have stimulated much interest in the task of automatic
summarization. Furthermore, the rapid growth of electronically accessible
information makes automatic summarization a very desirable technology for
next generation IR solutions.

By condensing and aggregating information from a potentially large num-
ber of source documents, summarization can be considered a powerful tech-
nology to channel and focus the vast amounts of information users are faced
with every day. From an information retrieval perspective, summarization
becomes especially appealing in scenarios where users have to process a large
number of documents related to a specific topic or query, such as search
engine result lists, news article clusters, or user-generated content such as
comments, blogs, and product reviews. This task is addressed by multi-
document summarization (MDS) systems, which have become the pre-
dominant focus of recent research in automatic text summarization. The
input to such systems is a set of thematically related documents, and option-
ally a query which specifies a user’s information need. In order to provide
comprehensive and concise summaries, MDS systems have to identify similar
and differing information, which then allows the determination of impor-
tant content, the elimination of redundancies, and the adequate coverage of
different aspects of the information contained in the source documents.

Of particular interest to the research community has been the summa-
rization of clusters of news articles related to a common topic [Jon07]. One
recurrent observation when summarizing such clusters is that the articles
are structured into subtopics centered around the collection’s main theme.
For example, news stories about an earthquake will generally contain infor-
mation about the earthquake’s strength and location, reports of casualties,
rescue efforts, aftershocks, and international help. These subtopical elements
reappear in similar form in different news articles, and with different empha-
sis as the news story develops. The identification and utilization of such
domain-specific information structures helps human summarizers to deter-
mine important content [EN98], and can serve as a broad approximation
to the definition of similar and differing information. In automatic summa-
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Thesis contributions and structure

rization, the term content models has been introduced to denote models
which aim to represent such subtopical information [BL04]. Summarization
methods that create content models of text, and which integrate subtopic
information into a model of text passage importance and redundancy are
still rare and leave much room for improvement.

News articles reporting on the same event are similar not only in terms of
the subtopics they address, but often also relate the same facts. In the field of
multi-document summarization, text spans that express the same semantic
content are called content units [NP04]. Content units play a major role
in several summarization evaluation schemes, as the comparison of meaning-
ful units of text, larger than words or phrases, but smaller than sentences,
provides a useful granularity for determining content similarity, importance
and redundancy. Content units are defined by their meaning, and are thus
independent of the actual choice of words and phrases used to express them.
This property, coupled with the sparsity of word information available in
short text spans, makes it difficult to automatically discover similar content
units in source texts as well as human reference summaries [HLZ05]. How-
ever, an automatic identification of content units could immensely lower the
costs of summarizer evaluation by significantly reducing the required manual
effort, as well as help to create better summaries.

Thesis contributions and structure

Part I of this thesis is dedicated to an introduction to automatic summa-
rization, types of summaries, and an overview of summarization tasks related
to different application scenarios. It describes the main challenges of auto-
matic summarization, and introduces different summary evaluation schemes
(Chapter 1). We then present an exhaustive discussion of previously pre-
sented work related to multi-document summarization, content models, and
content unit discovery in order to emphasize the novel contributions of this
thesis (Chapter 2).

Following the discussion of the thesis’ fundamentals, Part II develops
novel summarization methods that especially focus on content models of text.
The discovery and integration of subtopic structures of real-world news story
collections helps to design an effective summarization system, and overcomes
problems related to the sparsity and variability of word usage patterns in
human-written news articles. The main contributions presented in this part
of the thesis are the introduction of three novel summarization approaches
which incorporate subtopic-focused content models of text, and which ad-
vance the state-of-the-art in the most relevant summarization tasks:

3
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Topic taxonomy The taxonomy-based approach presented in this work ad-
dresses the task of generic multi-document summarization. We describe
a supervised summarization algorithm that makes use of novel features
derived from mapping sentences to nodes of a hierarchical topic on-
tology. The ontology is built from the hierarchically structured topics
of the Open Directory Project (ODP)6 category tree, and its topic
nodes are augmented with lexical knowledge acquired by harvesting
millions of topic-related words using search engine queries. The top-
ics of the ontology provide a wide coverage of different domains, and
are well-suited to the purpose of subtopic modeling for news article
summarization (Chapter 3).

PLSA Going one step further, we present a content model of news stories
that is based on the well-known Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA) algorithm. The utilization of PLSA avoids the manual con-
struction of the topic ontology, and instead captures the observed con-
tent structure of the documents to be summarized. It is motivated by
the observation that the sparsity and variability of word usage patterns
in human-written news articles impede the identification of similar text
passages when relying on a simple word vector space representation.
Our model accounts for lexical variability by inferring the semantics of
words based on co-occurrence information and word-distributional con-
text, and thus does not require manually constructed lexico-semantic
knowledge resources. In addition, it exploits recurrent word patterns
to derive the subtopic structure of multiple texts in a domain- and
language-independent, unsupervised fashion (Chapter 4).

Beyond “bag-of-words” We extend the PLSA model to investigate how
probabilistic topic models of text can be merged with language mod-
els in order to relax the “bag-of-words” assumption made by standard
topic models. Our novel approach to query-focused multi-document
summarization combines term and bigram co-occurrence observations
into a single probabilistic latent topic model. The proposed method
conditions bigram observations on the same latent topic variable as
term observations, and thus couples long-range word correlations with
short-range word associations that are due to word ordering. Evalua-
tion results show that the integration of a bigram language model into
a standard topic model leads to a system that produces summaries of
a higher quality than systems which are based on term respectively bi-
gram co-occurrence observations only. Furthermore, it requires a much

6http://www.dmoz.org

4
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smaller number of latent topics for optimal summarization performance
than a PLSA summarizer that is based solely on term co-occurrence
observations (Chapter 5).

The final part of this thesis is dedicated to an analysis of semantic content
units in news articles and human reference summaries. Since an automatic
identification of such meaning-oriented, fact-like text spans is highly desir-
able both for automatic summarization and for summarizer evaluation, the
contributions of Part III of this dissertation include the presentation of a
novel algorithm for content unit discovery:

Subsentential content units We begin our investigations with an analy-
sis of the nature of fact reporting in closely related news articles. Our
observations suggest that content units reoccur in related news arti-
cles, and are often expressed with similar, but not necessarily identical
word patterns. We present a categorization of different types of con-
tent units based on their lexical, semantic and structural properties.
We then describe a novel, unsupervised approach to the discovery of
(sub-)sentential, meaningful word patterns. Our approach addresses
lexical variability on the basis of a co-occurrence model, and groups
together observations with similar meaning. A comparative study of
the similarity of identified word patterns and manually annotated con-
tent units suggests that many of the automatically discovered patterns
closely resemble their manually created counterparts (Chapter 6).

Summary content units Evaluating machine-generated summaries on the
basis of whether they express the same information (or facts) as a set of
reference summaries is an important aspect of summarizer evaluation,
since it addresses the problem of human variability in content expres-
sion. The Pyramid evaluation scheme compares machine-generated
summaries to reference summaries by counting the number of shared
content units. In this work, we extend our study of content units to
an analysis of human summary writing and Summary Content Units
(SCUs). Our intention is to find out how such an analysis can en-
rich our understanding of human summaries, and to learn if human
summary authors use similar word patterns to express the same ideas
when summarizing the same set of source documents. Our experimen-
tal results show that our model can identify with high accuracy word
patterns that are good approximations of SCUs, and reveals some of
the structure of human-written reference summaries (Chapter 7).

5
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Application scenarios

There are many potential application scenarios for summarization in an In-
formation Retrieval setting, as will be described in Chapter 1. This dis-
sertation focuses on the summarization of text documents, and in particu-
lar on the summarization of clusters of news articles related to a common
topic. Within this setting, the main tasks addressed are the identification
of summary-worthy, important information, the elimination of redundancies,
and the diversification of summary content. Furthermore, this dissertation
will consider the task of query-focused multi-document summarization, in
which a complex query describing a user’s information need represents a
context for constructing a personalized summary. A short description of the
two main summarization tasks considered in this dissertation is given below:

Generic multi-document summarization Given a set of news articles
related to a common topic, e.g. a single event or distinct events of the
same type (“earthquakes”), the task of the summarizer is to create a
coherent summary that is presented as a fluent natural language text.
The challenge in generic multi-document summarization is to recognize
similar content, to identify the topic’s main points and to create a
coherent output summary. Such summaries can serve the purposes of
giving an overview of the major developments of a single news story,
or of relating the most important aspects of a specific type of event.

Query-focused multi-document summarization The query-focused
summarization scenario extends the generic summarization scenario
by additionally considering a user who wants to satisfy a complex
information need, i.e. a question that cannot be answered by simply
stating a name, date, quantity, etc. The challenge in this setting is
not only to identify content relevant to the information need, but
also to ensure the coverage of different aspects (or subquestions)
formulated in the information need. Query-focused multi-document
summarization is the best-researched summarization scenario in the
context of automatic text summarization. Including this scenario
therefore allows us to evaluate the presented approaches with respect
to previously proposed summarizers.

Related publications

Several contributions of this dissertation have been previously published and
presented during conferences and workshops. Table 1 lists these contributions
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and the chapters in which they appear.

Chapter 3 [HUW08]
Chapter 4 [HS08],[Hen09]
Chapter 5 [Hen09],[HA10]
Chapter 6 [HSN+10]
Chapter 7 [HSN+10],[HDLA10]

Table 1: Related publications to which the author contributed and their
appearance in this dissertation.

Out of scope

There are many aspects and research topics related to automatic document
summarization that, despite their importance, cannot be investigated in this
dissertation:

Single-document summarization Many scenarios require the summa-
rization of a single document instead of a set of input documents.
Single-document summarization can be viewed as a simplified version
of the standard multi-document summarization task [Man01], and is
therefore addressed by the summarizers developed in this dissertation.

Keyphrase summaries Some summarization scenarios focus on the
construction of headline summaries [BMW00], key-phrase extrac-
tion [Zha02], or on the generation of text snippets for search engine
result lists. As interesting as these scenarios may be, they are not
within the scope of this work, which aims for the generation of fluent,
multi-sentence texts.

Multimedia summarization Summaries can be constructed from differ-
ent input media types, such as text, audio, pictures and movies. Mul-
timedia summarization is a subfield of automatic summarization that
deals with input and output consisting of media types other than text
[MM99, RKEA00, Fur05, MA08]. Throughout this work, we will only
consider text as the sole form of input and output.

Linguistic and external knowledge This dissertation mainly studies ap-
proaches that are based on probabilistic co-occurrence models. Infor-
mation stemming from the linguistic processing of texts, sentences and
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Introduction

words, such as part-of-speech information, sentence parse trees [BM05,
LMFG05], or discourse relations [Mar97b] is not considered. Fur-
thermore, we disregard external knowledge sources, such as Word-
Net7 [Fel98] for the enrichment of our content models. The solutions
presented in this dissertation can be thought of as core building blocks
for successful summarization models, which can be augmented with ad-
ditional external knowledge (see e.g. [BE97, MB99, FH04, WLZD08]).

Update summaries Recent summarization competitions have included the
task of update summarization. Update summarization requires the
summarizer to present a personalized summary under the assumption
that the user is already familiar with previous developments of a news
story [DO08]. Many summarization systems apply standard redun-
dancy elimination algorithms to avoid introducing “known” content,
and as such, the solutions to this task are similar to those for creating
a diversified generic or query-focused summary.

Other genres Research in automatic text summarization focuses mainly on
the summarization of newswire material. Reasons for this include that
large news articles collections were easily available from other IR eval-
uations [Voo03], do not require technical domain knowledge, and are of
interest to many potential system users [Jon07]. Summarization com-
petitions such as the Document Understanding Conference (DUC)8 and
the Text Analysis Conference (TAC)9 have created document-summary
corpora mainly of newswire material. Due to the costliness of creat-
ing reference summaries for the purpose of summarizer evaluation, and
for a comparative evaluation with previously presented work, the solu-
tions presented in this dissertation are all evaluated on these standard
datasets.

Natural language generation This dissertation focuses on extractive ap-
proaches to summarization, bypassing the challenges of natural lan-
guage generation. Furthermore, the presented solutions do not employ
sentence simplification algorithms, as these may result in ungrammat-
ical sentences [VSB06].

User Studies User studies are probably the most accurate way to evaluate
the quality of machine-generated summaries. However, in accordance
with most work on summarization systems, we will evaluate summaries

7http://wordnet.princeton.edu
8http://duc.nist.gov/
9http://www.nist.gov/tac
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by comparison with human-written reference summaries. Throughout
this work, we will evaluate machine-generated summaries according to
their level of concept capture, i.e. the amount of content they share
with reference summaries, using several automatic quality measures
commonly used in summarizer evaluation [LH03]. The evaluation of
linguistic quality criteria, such as coherence or grammaticality, is not
within the scope of this work.
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Part I

Automatic Text Summarization
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Chapter 1

An introduction to automatic
text summarization

Summaries written by humans are an integral part of our daily life, and our
interaction with information. Some summary types, such as headlines and
reviews, help us decide which news articles or books to read, which movies or
TV shows to watch, or which radio shows to listen to. Other types of sum-
maries act as strongly compressed substitutes of the original source, such
as book digests or professional abstracts of scientific papers. Some sum-
maries are highly concentrated filters of source information, as, for example,
statistics tables or diagrams, or management summaries. Common to all
summaries is that they are concise, comprehensive presentations of the most
important information contained in a source document or a set of source
documents. Figure 1.1 illustrates the reductive power of summaries with an
example headline and abstract of a New York Times news article. Readers
can immediately understand the main point of the article by scanning just the
headline. Furthermore, the one-paragraph summary below the headline pro-
vides additional details of the article’s contents. Summaries thus help people
to cope with the ubiquitous information overload by presenting only the main
points of potentially overwhelming larger amounts of source information. As
a result, people can process and organize information more efficiently and
make effective decisions in less time and with less effort [HM00]. Further-
more, summaries can guide people towards selecting interesting content by
incorporating additional information, such as the recommendatory opinion
of a book reviewer.

Information retrieval can benefit from summarization in many areas. A
common feature of web search engines are the text snippets displayed with
each search result. In addition to providing a brief description of the search
result’s contents, such snippets often include short text passages from the
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Chapter 1: An introduction to automatic text summarization

Figure 1.1: The image shows the headline of an example news article, to-
gether with a lead-paragraph summary of its contents. Human readers can
grasp the main gist of the news article by scanning just the headline and the
lead paragraph, and on this basis decide whether reading the full article is
worthwhile.

context surrounding the found query terms, and thus help users to decide
which search results warrant further attention. An even higher benefit arises
when considering the document-centric approach of current IR: While search
engines allow users to filter large amounts of source information by mapping
user queries to a set of documents, they typically still return thousands of
relevant results. Many of these result documents contain the same or similar
information, and most of them only partially satisfy the user’s information
need. Furthermore, it is very likely that large parts of the document con-
tents are unrelated to the information need, i.e. that the information the
user is interested is found in a few passages of the original documents. In
the standard IR paradigm, the burden of filling the gap between the out-
put granularity (documents) and the searched-for information (a set of text
passages) therefore stays with the users [SAB93, BP06], which forces users
to scan and read at least a few, if not potentially very many documents.
These downsides are amplified if a user’s information need is more complex
than just a simple search for some facts, and requires e.g. a comprehensive
overview of a specific topic. Yet another example of a potential application
area for summarization systems are news aggregation web sites, which collect
hundreds of news articles about the same event from many different sources.
However, these articles often repeat similar information, or are derived from
material created by the same original newswire agency. Following a news
story thus becomes a tedious endeavor, since users have to scan many ar-
ticles, and will continuously encounter repeated background matter as the
news story evolves.

Automatic summarization is a technology that has the potential to ad-
dress some of the aforementioned deficits of current IR solutions. As the
main function of a summary is to condense larger quantities of source mate-
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rial, summaries allow users to get an overview of the most important points
without having to process all of the original sources. In addition, summaries
can combine information from different sources, and act as a filter for irrel-
evant and redundant information. Summarization can thus be a powerful
tool to reduce the amount of information users have to cope with. From
an information retrieval perspective, summarization becomes especially ap-
pealing in scenarios where users are faced with a large number of documents
related to a specific topic or query, such as search engine result lists, news
article clusters, or user-generated product reviews. In addition, summaries
condense information for the benefit of the reader and task [Man01]. This
means that summarizing the same source information can result in very dif-
ferent, personalized summaries, based on the specific requirements of a user
or the task she is performing.

This chapter is intended to make the reader familiar with the concepts
and challenges of automatic text summarization. It first introduces human
professional summarizing in Section 1.1. In Section 1.2, we will then define
the task of automatic text summarization, and discuss its main challenges. In
Section 1.3, we will introduce a typology of summaries, and juxtapose the two
major paradigms of abstractive and extractive summarization. Section 1.4
of this chapter is dedicated to summary evaluation, discussing its challenges
and presenting the evaluation metrics used in this thesis. Finally, Section 1.5
looks at summarization from an IR perspective, and frames automatic text
summarization within related fields of research.

1.1 Human professional summarization

Everyday notions of summaries include many different things, such as movie
trailers, football statistics tables or book reviews. This thesis focuses solely
on the summarization of written text documents. We therefore define a sum-
mary to be a brief synopsis of the essential parts of the content of one or more
source texts, which is presented to the user as a coherent natural language
text [Man01]. Summarization is the process of producing this condensed
representation of the source content for human consumption.

Several studies have investigated human professional summarization of
text documents in order to understand the processes involved and gain in-
sights for improving automatic summarization methods [Cre96, EN98, JM99].
Professional abstractors are active in different areas, for example, in produc-
ing bibliographic databases. They typically follow a summarization process
that can be described in three approximate stages [EN98, Man01]:

Document exploration. In the document exploration phase, the abstrac-
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Chapter 1: An introduction to automatic text summarization

tor examines the document’s title, outline, layout and overall structure
to become familiar with the document. The abstractor may be expe-
rienced in summarizing a particular type (or genre) of documents (e.g.
experimental studies), and thus have some prior knowledge of the types
and structure of the information contained in the document. For ex-
ample, she may know that scientific articles in general first introduce
and motivate a research problem, then present a solution or approach,
followed by an experimental study and a discussion of its results.

Relevance assessment. The relevance assessment phase deals with the
identification of source passages that may be relevant for a summary. In
this step, the abstractor constructs a mental model of the document’s
theme, and the theme’s structure in terms of different sub-elements,
which she then uses to assess the (sub-)elements and text passages
associated with them for their relevance.

Summary Production. The summary production phase consists of cut-
ting and pasting text from the source document in order to create the
summary. Since professional abstractors usually are not experts in the
domain of the documents they summarize, they follow the author as
closely as possible. Abstractors often edit and revise the extracted pas-
sages to conform to the intended summary structure, e.g. by lexical
rewriting, sentence combination, and the deletion of redundant, vague
or superfluous terms.

The process described by Endres-Niggemeyer illustrates that an abstractor
who aims to attain an understanding of the contents of a source document
creates a structured representation of the document’s theme and its elements.
In her study, Endres-Niggemeyer comes to the conclusion that human profes-
sional summarizers often exploit prior knowledge about a document’s theme
and various theme elements to determine important content. This obser-
vation is also discussed in a study on newspaper summarization [Man01].
Newspaper editors, who have to write a short front page summary of articles
found elsewhere in the newspaper, often look for sentences or paragraphs
that contain information corresponding to a “specialized scheme which iden-
tifies common, stereotypical situations [and characters] in a domain of inter-
est” [Man01, p. 34]. These sentences or paragraphs are then re-used as is, or
with only minor revisions. A major focus of this thesis is the identification of
such domain-specific structures of news article collections, and Chapters 3–5
of this thesis will present novel solutions for their utilization in an automatic
text summarization system.
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1.2. Automatic text summarization

1.2 Automatic text summarization

The automation of the task of summarization is very demanding, and involves
a number of complex challenges. While research in automatic text summa-
rization has a long tradition, with the earliest systems appearing in the 1950s
and 1960s [Luh58, Edm69], it has only been in the last two decades that the
majority of automatic summarizers have been developed. This is partly due
to the advances made in related research fields (see Section 1.5), as well as
better techniques, tools and linguistic resources that are now at the disposal
of summarization researchers [HM00]. In addition, different workshops and
the introduction of the annual Document Understanding Conference series
(DUC) [DUC07] provided a large stimulus and forum for text summarization
research.1

Two standard definitions of the task of automatic text summarization are
given by Mani [Man01, p. 1] and Spärck Jones. According to the former, the
goal of a summarizer is to:

“. . . take an information source, extract content from it, and
present the most important content to the user in a condensed
form and in a manner sensitive to the user’s or application’s
needs.”

Spärck Jones provides a similar definition [Jon07], where summarization is

“. . . a reductive transformation of source text to summary text
through content condensation by selection and/or generalization
on what is important in the source”

In order to create a concise and comprehensive summary, an automatic sum-
marizer must therefore successfully address the following core tasks:

1. Analyze, and potentially “understand”, the source content.

2. Determine important (salient, relevant) source content, to distinguish
summary-worthy content from content that can be left out.

3. Condense source content

4. Create an output summary

Note that these steps are applicable not only to the summarization of text,
but also to the summarization of other media, such as spoken language or
movies. We will now discuss each of these steps in more detail.

1DUC has since been replaced by the Summarization Track of the Text Analysis Con-
ference (TAC) [TAC09] in 2008. Both conference series are organized by the American
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST, http://www.nist.gov).
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Source analysis

Determining what is important in the source requires an analysis of the
source’s content. The summarizer must process the source content, and con-
struct an internal representation of it. The source representation captures
the different (information) elements contained in the source, and their re-
lation to each other. In this context, the notion of source elements may
refer to words or concepts, as well as more complex elements such as rep-
resentations of facts, or elements of the discourse structure of a document.
The analysis of written text implies handling natural language and all its
inherent complexities, including morphological, syntactic, semantic and dis-
course issues [Man01]. Ultimately, the goal of source analysis is to arrive at
some form of understanding of the source content, which would require the
successful integration of various kinds of lexical, domain and common-sense
knowledge [Jon07].

Determining content importance

The next task of a summarization system is to determine which source con-
tent is important, and which information does not need to be included in
the summary. From an IR perspective, this can be seen as the problem of
filtering and ranking source content elements. Importance (or salience, rel-
evance) can be defined as the weight attached to the information elements
of a document. This weight can be influenced by several different factors:
Some scenarios may only require the identification the most important con-
tent in a single document [Man01]. In other scenarios, salient content is
determined relative to other documents, e.g., for identifying novel informa-
tion [RM98, AGK01]. Importance may also depend on the user’s or ap-
plication’s needs, and thus require a personalization factor in the filtering
and ranking strategies [MB97, MB98]. In addition, individual source con-
tent elements may be very similar. Since it is not useful to repeat similar
information in a summary, the relevance of content elements also depends on
which other elements have already been included in a (partially constructed)
summary [CG98, RJB00]. Finally, as discussed in Section 1.1, prior domain
and background knowledge may also play a role in determining content im-
portance.

An additional challenge of the identification of summary-worthy content
is that importance is an elusive notion and hard to establish. It is well-known
that humans vary strongly in what they consider important in a given source
text, and the same human will choose different source elements when given
the same source on two separate occasions [RRS61, Man01, NPM07]. It
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is therefore not trivial to determine the particular contribution of various
content and context properties on content importance.

Condensation

Once an internal source representation has been constructed, and the im-
portance of elements of the source representation has been established, the
summarization system needs to transform the source representation into a
summary representation [Jon07]. During this transformation, the informa-
tion contained in the source representation is condensed. Condensation can
be achieved by selection, where the summarizer chooses a subset of the over-
all source content for the summary [Man01]. Selection is typically guided by
the importance of source elements determined in the previous step. How-
ever, analogously to the problem of determining content importance, it is
difficult to decide which particular source element to select, given a set of
elements that cover the same or similar information. For example, human
abstractors may consider the same information as important, but differ in
the way they express this information, e.g. by using synonyms or para-
phrases [NP04, NPM07]. One of the benefits of automatic summarization,
advocated by Luhn [Luh58], is that an automatic system produces consistent
summaries in terms of content selection and expression.

Complementary to selection, a summarization system may apply general-
ization and aggregation operations [HM00]. Generalization refers to replacing
one or more source elements by a single, more abstract one. For example,
the words “vegetables” and “fruit” may be expressed more briefly as “gro-
ceries”. This is also an example of aggregation, which refers to the merging
of source elements. Generalization and aggregation can be performed at dif-
ferent levels of the source representation, e.g. at the morphological, syntactic
or semantic level [Man01].

Finally, the condensation process often targets a specific compression ratio
or a maximum summary length, which restricts the amount of words, and
hence information, the summary can contain. Depending on the length of
the input (consider for example a short news report versus an essay-length
dossier), this may mean that the summarizer must be flexible in choosing
which and how much source material to include in the summary [Man01].

Synthesis

In this step, the internal summary representation is rendered back into nat-
ural language text to create an output summary. For text summarization,
this usually means producing a coherent, fluent text, much like an abstract
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written by a human [Man01]. However, other summary forms include text
snippets, headlines, and lists of keywords. The challenge of generating co-
herent text will be further discussed in the next section.

1.3 Summarization concepts

This section introduces summary types and basic concepts of automatic sum-
marization. We describe the two main paradigms for tackling the problem
of automatic summarization: extractive and abstractive summarization. We
then introduce and discuss further categorizations of summaries that mate-
rialize from the different application scenarios.

1.3.1 Abstractive and extractive summaries

Automatic text summarizers are historically categorized as abstractive or
extractive. Abstractive summarization aims to reproduce human summariz-
ing by attempting to infer the meaning of source content during analysis,
and by creating new or reformulated text during summary generation. Ex-
tractive summarization, on the other hand, focuses on the simpler strategy
of selecting and concatenating source text passages to produce a summary.
Figure 1.2 shows an example news article together with an abstractive and an
extractive summary of its contents. Both summaries were created by human
professional summarizers. The abstract combines and rephrases information
from different source sentences into new text, whereas the extract consists of
selected sentences from the source document.

Abstraction

Abstractive summarization is motivated by the assumption that if one
can grasp the meaning of a text, one can condense it more effectively, and thus
create a more concise summary. Abstraction must therefore process mean-
ing representations (often also called symbolic representations) of source and
summary content. The construction of such representations requires deep lin-
guistic analyses of source text, such as syntactic and discourse parsing, and
relies on machine-readable resources that encode context and world knowl-
edge [HM00]. Important content is determined by weighting elements of
the symbolic representation of source content. The transformation of the
source representation into a summary representation involves selection and
reasoning operations (e.g. aggregation, generalization, or inference with re-
spect to a user’s information need). The use of reasoning operations on
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Hurricane Gilbert, one of the strongest storms ever, slammed into the Yucatan
Peninsula Wednesday and leveled thatched homes, tore off roofs, uprooted trees
and cut off the Caribbean resorts of Cancun and Cozumel. Looters roamed the
streets of Cancun, stealing from stores whose windows were blown away. Huge
waves battered the beach resorts and thousands were evacuated. Despite the
intensity of the onslaught and the ensuing heavy flooding, officials reported only
two minor injuries. The storm killed 19 people in Jamaica and five in the Domini-
can Republic before moving west to Mexico. Prime Minister Edward Seaga of
Jamaica said Wednesday the storm destroyed an estimated 100,000 of Jamaica’s
500,000 homes when it throttled the island Monday. The Jamaican Embassy
reported earlier that 500,000 of the nation’s 2.3 million people were homeless.
Army officials in Mexico City said about 35,000 people were evacuated from
Cancun, but Cancun Mayor Jose Sanchez Zapata said about 11,000 fled. More
than 120,000 people on the northeast Yucatan coast were evacuated, the Yucatan
state government said. The eye of the storm passed over Cozumel and Cancun
with howling winds clocked at 160 mph at about 8 a.m. EDT. By Wednesday
night the National Hurricane Center downgraded it to a Category 4, but center
director Bob Sheets said:“There’s no question it’ll strengthen again once it comes
off the Yucatan Peninsula and gets back in open water.”

(a) Example news article

OnWednesday, Hurricane Gilbert, a category 5 storm, the strongest and deadliest
type, slammed into the Yucatan Peninsula with 160mph winds causing heavy
damage to the resort areas of Cancun and Cozumel. It destroyed and estimated
100,000 of Jamaica’s 500,000 homes. More than 120,000 people on the northeast
Yucatan coast were evacuated. The already record-setting storm is expected to
intensify as it leaves the Yucatan and again moves over water.

(b) Abstractive summary

Hurricane Gilbert, one of the strongest storms ever, slammed into the Yucatan
Peninsula Wednesday and leveled thatched homes, tore off roofs, uprooted trees
and cut off the Caribbean resorts of Cancun and Cozumel. More than 120,000
people on the northeast Yucatan coast were evacuated, the Yucatan state govern-
ment said. Prime Minister Edward Seaga of Jamaica said Wednesday the storm
destroyed an estimated 100,000 of Jamaica’s 500,000 homes when it throttled the
island Monday.

(c) Extractive summary

Figure 1.2: The figure shows a news article about Hurricane Gilbert, together
with an example abstractive and extractive summary of the article’s contents.

meaning representations again requires context and world-knowledge, such
as domain-specific ontologies. Finally, the internal summary representation
needs to be rendered into written text by a Natural Language Generation
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component [RD00].
Abstractive summarization is an appealing research goal, since it poten-

tially offers high compression rates, the possibility of conceptual and struc-
tural condensation, and the inclusion of background material that enriches
the source content [HM00]. However, abstractive summarization comes at a
huge cost due to its high demands in terms of linguistic resources and tech-
nologies. Most of the necessary tools are not yet reliable or generic enough,
or are costly to transfer to new knowledge domains [Jon07]. Therefore, ab-
stractive approaches have rarely been investigated in recent summarization
research.

Extraction

In contrast to abstractive summarization, extractive summarization es-
sentially aims to reproduce selected source content [Edm69]. It focuses on
the identification of the most important source material, which is extracted
“as is” to create a summary [Luh58, Man01]. The main assumption of ex-
tractive summarization is that not all source passages are equally informa-
tive [RHM02], and thus identifying the more informative source passages al-
lows for the construction of a summary. An extractive summarization system
approaches the task of summarization by splitting the source text into pas-
sages, which are then weighted, filtered and ranked during the analysis phase.
The basic unit of extraction is typically a sentence, since it is a prominent
linguistic unit [Man01]. In addition, extracting sentences guarantees that
the summary consists of grammatically well-formed text. Extracting smaller
passages, such as clauses or phrases, results in fragmentary text that needs
to be patched or reformulated. Choosing a larger unit of extraction, such as
a paragraph, may negatively affect the compression rate and conciseness of
the summary. Extractive summarization thus emphasizes the analysis phase
of summarization, whereas the condensation phase is typically reduced to
selecting the most highly weighted passages, which are then ordered and
concatenated during the synthesis phase. Simply concatenating source pas-
sages extracted from different parts of the original text may however lead to
problems of text coherence, cohesion and redundancy [HM00].

Text coherence captures the notion of the macro-level discourse structure
of a text. A text is coherent if it forms an integrated whole and is not just
a set of disjoint passages. Coherence is represented by relations between
text segments such as elaboration, cause and explanation [BE97, Man01].
In practice, ensuring coherence is difficult, because it requires understand-
ing the content of each passage and knowledge about the structure of dis-
course [RHM02]. Since extraction typically treats passages as independent,
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an extractive summary may be incoherent, for example by containing un-
resolved pronouns, or argumentative gaps [HM00]. Cohesion, on the other
hand, is a device for “gluing” together different parts of a text through the
use of semantically related terms (lexical cohesion), co-reference, ellipsis and
conjunction [HH76]. Extractive summaries may lack cohesion, e.g. when
combining sentences from different source documents.

Finally, redundancy may be introduced into a summary if the summarizer
selects passages that contain similar or the same information. A summariza-
tion system must therefore compare the content of the selected passages
before adding them to a summary.

A vast majority of current approaches to automatic text summarization
pursue extractive strategies. However, many systems apply deeper linguis-
tic analyses and employ knowledge-based methods, both to arrive at more
meaningful source representations and to produce more abstract-like sum-
maries [HM00, RHM02, Jon07]. The distinction between extractive and non-
extractive approaches is therefore not absolute, especially for different parts
and components of summarization systems.

1.3.2 Indicative, informative and critical-evaluative
summaries

Summaries can be classified according to the task or function they are in-
tended for. The literature distinguishes three types of summary uses – in-
dicative, informative, and critical-evaluative [Edm69, Cre96, Man01].

Indicative summaries provide enough content to act as a decision (or
navigation) tool, but they do not give a comprehensive overview of the source
content [Man01]. For example, the text snippets provided with search engine
query results allow users to decide which documents to read, and facilitate
browsing the collection of relevant documents. Indicative summaries thus
enable an efficient screening and scanning of sources.

Informative summaries, on the other hand, can serve as a substitute of
the original document. They assemble relevant information from the source,
at some level of detail, in a short, concise document [HM00]. Informative
summaries are what automatic summarizers have typically targeted [Jon07],
and the construction of informative summaries is also the focus of this thesis.

Finally, critical-evaluative summaries incorporate a critique of the
source’s contents, in addition to providing an informative gist [Man01].
A book review is a good example of this type of summary. Critical-
evaluative summaries thus add expertise that is not available from the source
alone [HM00]. Automatic summarizers currently cannot produce such sum-
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maries due to the infeasibility of encoding this kind of expertise.

1.3.3 Generic, personalized and update summaries

A further categorization of summaries arises from varying the summary’s
focus. Traditionally, summaries were intended to be generic, i.e. designed
to comprehensively reflect the main content of a source document [Jon07].
However, in some settings, such as a user searching the Internet, it may
be useful to provide query-focused summaries.2 In contrast to generic sum-
maries, query-focused summaries cover source content more selectively than
generic summaries, and may not reflect all aspects of the source [Man01].
Often, the query (or topic statement) defines a complex information need,
which may consist of a set of sub-questions. An example topic statement is
shown in Figure 1.3. Query-focused summaries should ideally aim to include
answers for each of the “sub-questions” of the user’s information need.

Query-focused summarization raises the additional challenge of ade-
quately translating a user’s information need into features which indicate
the query relevance of source elements. This requires a representation of
the information need, and its comparison to source elements. For complex
topic statements involving several (sub-)questions, a summarization system
needs to ensure that each of the different subquestions is addressed in the
summary. Query-focused summarization has been the main focus of many
DUC competitions [DUC07].

A final type of source coverage arises in the context of newswire summa-
rization. Newswire streams continuously present novel articles that update an
ongoing news story. A reader may consume a summary of a current event on
one day, whereas from then on she is only interested in new developments of
the story. In that case, the summarizer needs to produce update summaries,
i.e. summaries which cover only novel information and do not include content
that is assumed to be known to the user [AGK01, HRL07, DO08].

The summarizers developed in this dissertation are mainly evaluated us-
ing query-focused summarization datasets, but are not restricted to this type
of summarization.

1.3.4 Single- and multi-document summarization

Text summarization is not restricted to the production of summaries of a
single source document. A much more interesting use case is the summariza-
tion of multiple sources, which is known as multi-document summarization

2Query-focused summaries are often also called topic- or user-oriented summaries, de-
pending on the specific focus of the summarization approach.
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Title: Global warming
Query: Describe theories concerning the causes and effects of global
warming and arguments against these theories.

Figure 1.3: An example topic statement (query) describing a user’s infor-
mation need as used in query-focused summarization. Note that the query
consists of multiple subquestions, and an automatic summarization system
should therefore aim to create a summary that includes answers for all them.

(MDS) [Man01, ODH07, Jon07]. Multi-document summarization addresses
a range of application scenarios strongly connected with current document-
centric approaches to information retrieval. For example, as mentioned in the
introduction, multi-document summaries can be used for condensing search
results, or for providing overviews of news article collections. The richer input
in multi-document summarization requires more complex processes and rep-
resentations than single-document summarization, but also allows for more
interesting summaries, as summarizers can identify and highlight similarities
and differences across documents [MB99].

Multi-document summarization typically operates on a collection of the-
matically related documents [Dan06, ODH07]. The common theme of the
document collection may be the user query that resulted in a particular set
of documents being retrieved by a search engine. Alternatively, as in the
case of news article collections, the common theme is often a specific news
event. The close relatedness of the source documents means that much of
the information they contain will be redundant. For example, news articles
often summarize previous reports of the same event as the news story evolves
and repeat similar background matter.

Recognizing similar information is therefore one of the main challenges
of multi-document summarization [RHM02]. It is crucial for avoiding the in-
troduction of redundant information in the summary, and for creating more
diverse summaries [MB99, GMCK00]. In addition, the frequency with which
a particular piece of information is encountered in the source content is a
good indicator of its importance [NVM06]. The identification of similar in-
formation can thus help to find important content.

One recurrent observation in multi-document summarization, especially
of news data, is that documents usually consist of several subtopics, centered
around a main theme [GL01, BL04, Jon07]. For example, a news article
collection about an earthquake contains information about the earthquake’s
strength and location, reports of casualties, rescue efforts, aftershocks, inter-
national help, and so forth. Each document is composed of a subset of these
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(a) Single-document summarization (b) Multi-document summarization

Figure 1.4: Illustrative schema of extractive single- and multi-document sum-
marization. (a) The image shows the working principle of an extractive
single-document summarizer. Important passages from the source document
are extracted and concatenated to create a summary. (b) In extractive multi-
document summarization, documents may repeat the same or similar infor-
mation, as indicated by the passages with identical coloring. A summarizer
must recognize these similarities in order to avoid redundant content in the
summary.

subtopics, and many of the subtopics are repeated throughout the document
collection.

Subtopics can be viewed as domain-specific sub-elements of the overall
text structure, i.e. news articles about an earthquake consist of a different set
of subtopics than articles about a presidential election. Previous research has
argued that humans rely on prior knowledge about such formulaic domain
elements as this facilitates reading comprehension and recall [BL05, Bar32].
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 1.1, human summarizers often utilize
this kind of knowledge to identify important information. Modeling the
subtopics of a document collection can therefore contribute to the design
of more effective summarization systems, since such a model represents high-
level elements of the source content. The aggregation of subtopic information
from different source documents in multi-document summarization can help
to create more accurate and comprehensive representations of each subtopic,
such that a user interested solely in a particular aspect of the source material
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Parameter Types

Relation to source Extractive or abstractive
Use Indicative, informative or critical
Coverage Generic, query-focused or update
Units Single- or multi-document
Output Fragments or fluent text
Language Mono-, multi- or cross-lingual

Table 1.1: Types of Summaries

can get a more complete picture of it.
Finally, multi-document summarization is more challenging than single-

document summarization because it introduces additional complexities in
other areas as well. For example, ensuring coherence and cohesion of an out-
put summary created by concatenating passages from different source doc-
uments involves resolving cross-document co-references, and handling dif-
ferences in author style and source register [GMCK00, Jon07]. Document
collections may also be broadly distributed in time, and the summarizer thus
must decide if and how to present older information. Furthermore, generat-
ing a multi-document summary in general implies adopting a much higher
compression rate, since the amount of source content is typically larger than
for single-document summarization.

The summarization methods proposed in this thesis deal exclusively with
multi-document summarization, and in particular with the summarization of
topically related collections of news articles. The use of news material is, on
the one hand, motivated by the existence of suitable evaluation datasets (and
in contrast, the costliness of creating novel datasets). On the other hand, the
main focus of this work is to address challenges related to the identification
of similar information elements, which is facilitated by choosing a domain
in which many documents naturally cover the same or similar information
(i.e. news events). In particular, this thesis will present novel solutions for
multi-document summarization that utilize the theme and subtopic structure
of news article collections (Chapters 3–5).

1.3.5 Other aspects of summarization

There are various other, less investigated aspects and challenges of automatic
text summarization. The following list is intended to serve as a brief overview,
for an extensive discussion see Mani [Man01] and Spärck-Jones [Jon07].
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Language Most studied source content is in English, but experiments
have also been done with Japanese [Nom05], Chinese [CLGT00],
Dutch [MD00], German [RKEA00], Arabic [DL04, COS06], and other
languages. In general, source content is monolingual, with the excep-
tion of the Multilingual Summarization Evaluation workshop3 which
used both English and Arabic input. The output language is usually
the same as the input language. For cross-lingual and multi-lingual
summarization, however, output may be in a language different from
the input [RKEA00, DM05a].

Genre Most of the input in summarization research is news material.
Other corpora include scientific articles [TM02], legal texts [HG05,
SRR08], medical texts [MJH98], email messages [CORGC04], short
stories [KS10], web pages [SSZ+05] and blogs [HSL08]. There has been
little research on explicit genre selection for output [May95], typically
the input genre has determined the output genre.

Length The length of the source content may also play a role, for example
summarizing a short story requires a much more effective condensation
than summarizing a news article [Man01].

Document structure Document structure, such as section headings, ta-
bles, quotations, or domain-specific orderings of information, could be
useful to consider during content analysis [Jon07].

Output Format Summaries typically consist of fluent text, but for some
purposes fragmentary summaries, i.e. lists of words or phrases, may suf-
fice. Text snippets are a form of summary used by search engines to pro-
vide context for the displayed search results. Another specialized form
of summary are document headlines [BMW00], key phrases [Zha02] or
tag clouds.

Table 1.1 lists the discussed summary types, and Table 1.2 gives an overview
of the main challenges of automatic text summarization.

1.4 Summarizer evaluation

Summarization systems have to be evaluated like any other natural language
information processing system. This section discusses the main challenges of

3http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/MSE, visited May 3rd, 2011
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Phase Challenge Description

Analysis Content analysis Process the source text(s) to create
a meaningful source representation,
which requires handling the complex-
ities of natural language text.

Analysis Importance Determine what is important in the
source, possibly with respect to a user’s
information need.

Analysis Content similarity Recognize repeated and similar source
content, especially in multi-document
summarization.

Transformation Condensation Decide how to condense, e.g. by selec-
tion, aggregation and generalization of
source elements, to create a summary
representation. In addition, a targeted
compression ratio or maximum sum-
mary length may restrict the amount
of information allowed in the summary.

Synthesis Text generation Ensure that the output summary con-
sists of well-formed, grammatical text,
and does not suffer from lack of coher-
ence or cohesion.

Synthesis Redundancy Avoid the introduction of redundant
information.

Table 1.2: Main challenges of automatic text summarization

summary evaluation, and introduces the different evaluation methods used
by the research community and in this dissertation.

Automatic summarization systems (and automatically constructed sum-
maries) can be evaluated intrinsically and extrinsically [JG96]. Intrinsic
evaluation tests the system in itself and with respect to its own declared
objectives, and has been at the core of summarizer evaluation. Extrinsic
evaluation, on the other hand, assesses a system in relation to another task.

There have been only a few extrinsic evaluations of summarization sys-
tems. For example, summaries have been used for relevance filtering of full
documents in retrieval [BMR95, MB98, JBME98], or employed as an inter-
nal system module for document indexing and retrieval [SSWW99]. Other
researchers have investigated summaries in the context of information search
on mobile devices [BGMP01], and for report generation [MJH98, MPE+05].
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The two main intrinsic evaluation concepts of summarization are text
quality and concept capture. Text quality criteria measure the linguistic well-
formedness of a summary, i.e. whether it consists of well-formed discourse,
and is grammatically correct and coherent. The concept-capture criterion,
on the other hand, relates to the notion that a summary should reflect as
many key concepts of the source document as possible, i.e. that it should
contain the most important pieces of information from the source document.
However, both criteria are difficult to measure, as will be discussed below.
The comparison of concepts found in a machine-generated summary with
the concepts contained in reference (or gold-standard) summaries written by
human abstractors has become the standard method of intrinsic summarizer
evaluation [Man01].

Using human-written reference summaries, or any other form of human
judgment in summarizer evaluation, raises the problem of human varia-
tion [RRS61, JBME98, PNMS05, Jon07]. Different possible extracts or ab-
stracts may be equally good summaries of a source [Man01], and it is well-
known that agreement in which content is important enough to be included
in the summary is typically not very high when comparing human written
summaries of the same source text(s) [RRS61, vHT03, NPM07]. For ex-
ample, Hovy and Lin report that only 40% of the words in multiple human
reference summaries overlap [LH02], and Copeck et al. observe that only 55%
of the vocabulary of reference summaries occurs in source documents [CS04].

This observation holds true even when human judges are only required
to pick out representative sentences from a source document, and also when
the same person is requested to summarize the same source text on two
separate occasions [RRS61, SSMB97]. However, humans do tend to agree
on the most important content to extract (e.g. the top 10% of the sen-
tences) [JBME98, Mar99], whereas agreement drops for less important con-
tent in longer summaries. McKeown et al. showed that, when using only a
single reference summary, the choice of reference summary has a significant
impact on the scores assigned to machine-generated summaries [MBE+01].
To mitigate the effects of human variation in content selection, summary
evaluations (such as the DUC competitions) typically utilize multiple human
reference summaries [PNMS05, Dan06].

Furthermore, even if humans agree on some particular content as
summary-worthy, they will not necessarily use the same words or phrases
to express this content [vHT03, NP04, NPM07]. Different summaries may
therefore contain content that is semantically, but not necessarily lexically or
syntactically similar. For example, the three phrases “the hiring of Jose Ig-
nacio Lopez, an employee of GM by VW”, “Ignacio Lopez De Arriortua, left
his job at General Motor’s Opel to become Volkswagen’s . . . director” and
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“He left GM for VW” all express the same fact using different words and
word combinations. The Pyramid method, which will be described in more
detail in the next section, aims to capture these variations using so-called
“summary content units”.

1.4.1 Metrics

The difficulties of summarizer evaluation were addressed in the summariza-
tion community by the introduction of the annual DUC and TAC confer-
ences. These conferences enforced a shared road map of summary evalua-
tion, with the goal of moving from intrinsic to extrinsic, task-oriented evalu-
ation [Jon07]. They provided a forum for continuous, large-scale evaluations
of system performance on common datasets, using both human judgments
of summary quality as well as (semi-) automated methods of intrinsic sum-
mary evaluation by comparing machine-generated summaries with sets of
gold-standard summaries written by NIST assessors. Over the years, a vari-
ety of automatic and manual evaluation methods have figured in DUC and
TAC evaluations, most prominently the automatic Rouge metric, manually
evaluated linguistic quality and content criteria, and the Pyramid method.
This section will first introduce Rouge, which constitutes the only practical
automatic evaluation measure to quantify the level of concept capture of a
summarization system. Subsequently, we will present the Pyramid method
and its basic notion of summary content units, as an understanding of these
concepts motivates the analyses conducted in Chapter 7 of this thesis.

Rouge

Rouge is a recall-oriented metric that measures how well a machine-
generated summary overlaps with a set of human reference summaries in
terms of the words they contain. It therefore addresses the concept cap-
ture criterion introduced above, and approximates this criterion by calculat-
ing word n-gram4 co-occurrence statistics [LH03, Lin04]. Rouge is recall-
oriented since it determines how many correct concepts are contained in a
machine-generated summary, when compared with the set of concepts con-
tained in the set of human written reference summaries.5 Higher values

4A word n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n words, for example, a unigram (1-gram)
is word sequence consisting of a single word only, whereas a bigram is a sequence of two
words. ‘bigram is’ and ‘is a’ are two example bigrams of the previous sentence.

5Recall is a widely used evaluation metric in information retrieval and measures the
completeness of correct results. For a detailed explanation of precision, recall and F-
measure, see e.g. [MS01, BYRN99]
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indicate a higher summary quality.
The Rouge metric provides several different measures. The most com-

monly used are Rouge-1 (unigram overlap), Rouge-2 (bigram overlap) and
Rouge-SU4 (skip bigram overlap, where word pairs can contain up to 4
intervening words). Rouge-N is computed as follows:

ROUGE-N =


S∈{ReferenceSummaries}


gramn∈S Countmatch(gramn)

S∈{ReferenceSummaries}


gramn∈S Count(gramn)
(1.1)

where N, n denote the length of the n-gram, and Countmatch(gramn) is the
number of n-grams gramn co-occurring in the candidate summary, i.e. the
summary to be evaluated, and the set of reference summaries. The numerator
sums over all reference summaries, which gives more weight to matching n-
grams occurring in multiple reference summaries. This follows the intuition
that information which multiple human reference summaries agree on is more
important, and should be weighted higher.

The major advantage of Rouge is that it does not rely on human judges
to annotate important content, but instead uses n-gram frequencies as an
indicator of content importance. Rouge can be computed automatically
and repeatedly, and has been shown to correlate well with human judg-
ments [LH03]. However, Rouge measures are based on lexical overlap,
and therefore cannot handle linguistic phenomena, such as word ambigu-
ity (polysemy) and synonymy. They also cannot capture semantic simi-
larities and differences of text. Furthermore, Rouge-1 considers unigram
observations independently, and thus makes the well-known “bag-of-words”
assumption [MS01]. This assumption is relaxed for bi-gram and higher n-
grams statistics, but these in turn are sensitive to changes of word choice and
word order. Considering the huge costs and variability of manual summarizer
evaluation, however, Rouge is de-facto the only consistently repeatable and
reliable method for automatic, intrinsic summarizer evaluation, and thus the
most widely utilized metric to compare system performance outside of the
manual evaluations performed during the DUC and TAC conferences. We
utilize Rouge in this thesis for all automatic evaluations.

The Pyramid method

The Pyramid method is a manual evaluation scheme that aims to overcome
some of the deficits of Rouge [NP04, PNMS05, NPM07]. The method re-
wards automatic summaries for conveying content that has the same meaning
as content represented in a set of human reference summaries. The Pyramid
method is thus not based on the lexical overlap of word n-grams, but on the
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SCU ID Text

SCU 18 The US Coast Guard with help from the Air National
Guard then began a massive search-and-rescue mission,
searching waters along the presumed flight path

Contributor 1: The US Coast Guard with help from the Air National
Guard then began a massive search-and-rescue mission,
searching waters along the presumed flight path

Contributor 2: A multi-agency search and rescue mission began at 3:28
a.m., with the Coast Guard and Air National Guard
participating

Contributor 3: The first search vessel was launched at about 4:30am.
An Air National Guard C-130 and many Civil Air Patrol
aircraft joined the search

SCU 21 Federal officials shifted the mission to search and recov-
ery

Contributor 1: Federal officials shifted the mission to search and recov-
ery and communicated the Kennedy and Bessette fami-
lies

Contributor 2: federal officials ended the search for survivors and began
a search-and-recovery mission

Table 1.3: Summary content units (SCUs) used in the Pyramid evalua-
tion [NPM07]. The table shows two example SCUs. Each SCU groups to-
gether text passages (contributors) from human reference summaries which
share the same meaning, regardless of the choice of words used to express
this meaning.

semantic similarity of larger text spans. These text spans, which can be as
long as a sentential clause, are called content units. Similar content units are
identified on the basis of expressing the same semantic content, irrespective
of the actual choice and ordering of words. The Pyramid method is hence not
as sensitive to variation in human content expression as the Rouge metric.

The Pyramid method relies on human judgments to identify similar con-
tent units in sets of human reference summaries. Similar content is identified
manually, which incurs another expensive annotation step in the process of
summarizer evaluation. A group of content units with a shared meaning is
referred to as a Summary Content Unit (SCU), and the content units are de-
noted as contributors of that SCU. As different contributors may vary in how
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precisely they specify a particular piece of information (e.g. “1993” vs. “the
early 90’s”), the exact semantic precision of the SCU is left to the annotator’s
judgment, and typically clarified by the label assigned to an SCU [PNMS05].
While the Pyramid approach allows for variation in the way similar content
is expressed, different authors have observed that semantically similar text
spans written by different human summarizers are often conveyed with a
similar choice of words and word patterns [NP04, HNPR05].

SCUs are weighted by the number of human reference summaries they
occur in, i.e. the number of their contributors. This approach assigns more
importance to content that multiple human summarizers agree on. A Pyra-
mid model is then created by collecting all identified summary content units,
with higher-weighted SCUs at the top, and SCUs occurring only in a sin-
gle reference summary at the bottom. The “pyramid” shape arises since
there are typically only a few content units of maximum weight, and many
SCUs of weight 1, corresponding roughly to a negative binomial distribu-
tion [PNMS05]. Two example SCUs are given in Table 1.3. SCU 18 has a
weight of 3, since three reference summaries contribute to it, whereas SCU
21 has only two contributors and a weight of 2. SCU 18 aggregates con-
tributors which share some key phrases such as “Air National Guard” and
“search”, but otherwise exhibit a quite heterogeneous word usage. Contrib-
utor 3 gives details on the aircraft type and specifies a time when the first
sea vessel was launched to search for the missing plane. Only contributor
1 gives information about the location of the search. In SCU 21, the first
contributor contains additional information about communication with the
Kennedy family, which is not expressed in the SCU label and therefore not
part of the meaning of the SCU. Both contributors contain key terms such as
“officials”, “search” and “recovery”, but vary in word order and verb usage.

To score an automatically generated summary using the Pyramid method,
one sums the weights of the content units contained in it, and normalizes
this value by the score of an ideally informative summary. An ideal summary
contains as many content units as the average human reference summary, and
as many highly-weighted SCUs as possible. Formally, the modified pyramid
score is calculated as follows:

Max =
n

i=j+1

i× |Ti|+ j ×

X −

n
i=j+1

|Ti|

, where

j = maxi


n
t=i

|Tt| ≥ X


. (1.2)

In this equation, |Ti| is the number of content units of weight i, X is the
average number of SCUs in the reference summaries, n is the maximum
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weight of any content unit, and j is equal to the index of the lowest content
unit weight an optimal summary will draw from.

A major disadvantage of the Pyramid method is its strong dependence
on human effort, both during SCU annotation and summary scoring, which
severely hinders its wider application outside of the official DUC / TAC
competitions. While some authors have used existing Pyramid annotations to
automate the scoring of machine-generated summaries [HNPR05], there is to
date no automatic approach to the identification of SCUs in human reference
summaries. In this thesis, we present a novel approach that takes a step
towards an automated discovery of semantically similar content units. Our
analysis of reference summaries shows that the described approach identifies
recurrent word patterns that are good approximations of manually annotated
Summary Content Units (Chapter 7). From a summarization point of view,
our method allows for a fine-grained model of inter- and intra-document
content similarities (e.g. by representing the different fact-like text spans
expressed in a set of related news articles, see Chapter 6). From an evaluation
point of view, we believe it can help human annotators during Pyramid
creation and with the evaluation of machine-generated summaries.

Text quality and responsiveness

Summarization evaluation has traditionally involved human judgments of
different linguistic quality metrics. These metrics are used to assess the
readability and fluency of summaries and are not based on a comparison
of machine-generated summaries against reference summaries.6 Instead,
machine-generated summaries are scored on a five-point scale for each of
the following metrics [Dan06]:

Grammaticality A summary should not contain ungrammatical sentences
or spelling errors.

Non-redundancy Information provided by the summary should not be
repetitive. This includes repeated sentences or facts, or the repeated
use of nouns or noun phrases (“Bill Clinton”) when a pronoun would
suffice.

Referential clarity It should be easy to relate pronouns to the noun
phrases they are referring to, and the role of entities or their relation
to the story should be clear.

6A description of the quality metrics can be found at http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/
projects/duc/duc2007/quality-questions.txt, visited May 3rd, 2011
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Focus The summary should have a clear focus and sentences should only
contain information that is related to the rest of the summary.

Structure and Coherence The summary should be well-structured and
well-organized, and should not be just a heap of information.

During the DUC and TAC competitions, human judges also evaluate
the content responsiveness of a summary, which measures the amount of
information in the summary that actually helps to satisfy the information
need expressed in the topic statement.7 The responsiveness score provides
a coarse manual measure of information coverage [Dan06]. It is therefore
similar to Rouge and Pyramid metrics, but can be judged by a human
without the use of reference summaries.

1.4.2 Datasets

All the analyses and evaluations in this work are conducted on the
multi-document summarization datasets created for the DUC competi-
tions [DUC07]. These datasets are the only larger corpus available on which
new ideas and system performance can be compared against previous results
and research. They were developed by the American National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), and typically consist of source document
sets together with reference summaries written by NIST assessors. The fol-
lowing sections will briefly introduce the datasets that have been used in this
thesis for analysis, evaluation and comparison of the presented solutions to
text summarization. All of them can be obtained from the DUC website.8

DUC 2002 This dataset consists of 59 news article clusters, with a total
of 567 documents [OL02]. The documents in each set are related to a
common topic or event, and there are on average 9.6 documents per
set. The documents themselves are drawn from different newswire and
newspaper sources, such as the Wall Street Journal, Associated Press,
and Los Angeles Times, among others. NIST assessors chose documents
for the following categories of topics:

1. A single natural disaster event with documents created within at
most a 7-day window (“The eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in the
Philippines”)

7The instructions on how to evaluate this criterion can be found at http://www-nlpir.
nist.gov/projects/duc/duc2007/responsiveness.assessment.instructions, vis-
ited May 3rd, 2011

8http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/data.html (visited May 3rd, 2011)
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2. A single event of any type with documents created within at most
a 7-day window (“The Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings”)

3. Multiple distinct events of the same type (no time limit) (e.g.
“Heart attacks”)

4. Biographical (discuss a single person), e.g. “Margaret Thatcher”

In total, there are 15 document clusters per category. NIST assessors
created abstracts and extracts of different lengths to evaluate system
performance. The reference extracts for multi-document summariza-
tion are 200 and 400 words long, and consist of sentences extracted
without modification from the source documents. For each cluster,
there are extracts by two different assessors. NIST also provided
abstracts for both single- and multi-document summarization. This
dataset is the only summarization corpus available which contains ref-
erence extractive summaries, and therefore the only publicly available
dataset on which supervised sentence ranking and classification meth-
ods can be trained and evaluated without the need for further manual
labor. We utilize this dataset in this thesis to train a supervised Sup-
port Vector Machine classifier on the task of sentence extraction for
generic multi-document summarization (see Chapter 3).

DUC 2006 For the multi-document summarization task of DUC
2006 [Dan06], NIST assessors created 50 document clusters, each
consisting of 25 news articles related to a single topic. The news arti-
cles were drawn from Associated Press, New York Times, and Xinhua
news agency material. For each cluster, assessors formulated a topic
statement describing a user’s information need that could be answered
using the selected documents. The topic statement is composed of a
title and a set of questions or a multi-sentence task description (see
Figure 1.3 for an example task description). Participants are asked to
generate summaries of at most 250 words for each cluster:

“The task [. . . ] will model real-world complex question
answering, in which a question cannot be answered by simply
stating a name, date, quantity, etc. Given a topic and a set of
25 relevant documents, the task is to synthesize a fluent, well-
organized 250-word summary of the documents that answers
the question(s) in the topic statement.” [Dan06]

The dataset is thus geared towards query-focused multi-document sum-
marization. NIST assessors produced four model abstracts for each
document cluster.
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Property / Dataset DUC 2002 DUC 2006 DUC 2007

Number of topics (docu-
ment clusters)

59 50 45

Avg. number of documents
per topic

9.6 25 25

Avg. vocabulary (excluding
stop words)

1,045.6 2,059.4 1,728.2

Avg. number of sentences
per topic

282.6 702.5 557.4

Number of topics with
Pyramid annotations

- 20 23

Number of reference sum-
maries per topic

2 4 4

Table 1.4: Global statistics of summarization datasets used in this thesis.

DUC 2007 The DUC 2007 dataset for query-focused multi-document sum-
marization is similar to the DUC 2006 set [ODH07]. There are 45 doc-
ument clusters, each consisting of 25 thematically related documents.
As in the DUC 2006 dataset, NIST assessors wrote four abstractive
reference summaries per document cluster. Pyramid annotations are
available for 23 of the 45 document clusters. We utilize the DUC 2006
and DUC 2007 datasets for the evaluation of our topic model-based
approaches to multi-document summarization (Chapters 4–5), and for
our analyses of sentence-level semantic content units in Chapters 6–7.

Table 1.4 lists descriptive statistics for the multi-document summarization
datasets considered in this thesis.

1.4.3 Baseline approaches

This section introduces several baseline methods that are commonly used in
summarizer evaluation. In summarization, and especially when summarizing
news article collections such as the DUC datasets, a traditionally hard-to-
beat baseline is the lead baseline. It creates a summary by simply extracting
the first n sentences of a source document [BMR95]. This follows from the
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principle of the “inverted pyramid” in news writing, where authors put the
most relevant information at the beginning of an article and provide details
in later paragraphs, which allows editors to cut from the end of the text with-
out compromising the article’s readability [RM98]. In addition, news articles
typically summarize previous and novel developments of an ongoing news
story in the first paragraph. A comparative review of single-document sum-
marization systems participating in the DUC 2001–2004 challenges showed
that none of the systems outperformed this baseline with statistical signifi-
cance [Nen05].

In multi-document summarization, the lead baseline typically contains
the first n sentences of the most recent document [Dan06]. An earlier vari-
ant, employed in the DUC 2002 evaluation, selected the first sentence in
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, . . . document from a document cluster in chronological se-
quence until the target summary size was reached. However, this strategy
is prone to select redundant content in the case of document sets consisting
of closely related documents or documents selected within a very brief time
span. Nenkova notes that for multi-document summarization, systems in
general do outperform the first, but not the second baseline [Nen05].

1.5 Summarization & IR

Summarization is not only a technology to condense large quantities of in-
formation. Other benefits of summaries include:

Satisfying complex information needs Summaries satisfy complex in-
formation needs by aggregating and merging information from different
sources [Man01].

Highlighting similarities and differences A summary can combine in-
formation from different sources and may highlight their similarities
and differences [MB99].

Removing redundant and irrelevant content Redundant or irrelevant
source content is typically excluded from a summary [GMCK00].

Identifying novel information Summaries can be tailored to provide up-
dates of novel information with respect to a user’s previous knowledge,
e.g. in a developing news story [GMCK00].

Personalizing summary content Depending on the task a user is per-
forming, or on the requirements of the user, summarizing the same
source information can emphasize different aspects of the source(s) and
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result in very different summaries. Summaries can also provide highly
concentrated digests of huge amounts of material, which are focused on
particular topics or themes [Jon07].

Adapting content to user interface requirements Summarization can
adapt information for display on mobile devices, in order to better ex-
ploit the limited screen size [BGMP01, ORK06]. Automatic layout
generators for electronic newspapers can also benefit from the avail-
ability of condensed versions of news articles [SH09, HS08].

Enhancing user experience Summaries can enhance user experience with
news aggregation and browsing sites [Nen06]. NewsInEssence9 and
Columbia’s Newsblaster10 are two examples of such systems.

Summarization can thus be an invaluable tool for a wide range of future in-
formation retrieval solutions. Figure 1.5 illustrates the use of summarization
for providing an informative overview of current news events. The image
displays the interface of the Columbia Newsblaster news aggregation site,
showing the details of a collection of thematically related news articles. The
paragraph text below the headline is an automatically generated summary
of the seven news articles in the collection and combines information from
different source articles. The link after each sentence indicates the source
article, and allows to access the article’s full text. Users thus get a broad
overview of the most important information contained in the different news
articles. This contrasts with standard news aggregation sites like Google
News that simply display the first paragraph of the most recent news article
from the collection. In addition, Newsblaster’s user interface allows to track
the development of a news story over time. By clicking on the event tracking
link, users can access a timeline of earlier versions of the news article collec-
tion along with corresponding summaries, which reflect the developments of
the news story.

Related research fields

There are several fields of research which are either related to automatic
summarization, or from which automatic summarization draws ideas and
methods. This section frames summarization as a Natural Language Infor-
mation Processing (NLIP) task, highlights the differences between summa-
rization and other research areas, and points out shared characteristics and

9http://www.newsinessence.com
10http://newblaster.cs.columbia.edu, visited Nov 18th, 2010.
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Figure 1.5: Interface of the Columbia Newsblaster news aggregation and
browsing site. The image shows the details and a summary of a collection of
related news articles. Users get an overview of the most important informa-
tion contained in the different news articles and can decide which articles to
read.

technologies. The analysis follows and extends the one given in [Man01, p.
3–4]:

Information Extraction. Information extraction (IE) is concerned with
extracting factual knowledge – such as the location of an event, par-
ticipating persons, date and time of the event – from natural language
text [AI99]. Typically, a predefined domain-specific template (a table)
is filled with this information, which can then be used to generate a nat-
ural language text. Condensation is not a goal of this process [Man01].
In addition, an IE system would only produce a summary for content
defined in the template, ignoring all other information.

Question Answering. Question answering systems attempt to provide an
answer to questions such as ‘At which university does Krugman teach?’
(a fact) or ‘What criticisms do US senators have against the current
tax system?’ (a list of arguments) [DKL07]. The main difference to
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summarization is in extracting specific bits of information from a doc-
ument collection, and not extracting generally important information
from the document collection. Query-focused summarization, however,
can be seen as combining answers to multiple questions. As in infor-
mation extraction, the goal of question answering is not to condense
documents.

Text Mining. Text mining aims to discover novel or anomalous information
in large text corpora, or to recognize patterns in text data [Fel06]. In
recent summarization challenges, identifying and summarizing novel
information has figured as a new task [DO08].

Text compression. The goal of text compression is to condense text in-
put for efficient storage and transmission among machines, and not for
human consumption. The input text is treated as a code, and the con-
densation process takes advantage of the redundancy in the input, such
as re-occurring character sequences [BCW90].

Indexing. Indexing aims to provide a representation of an input document
to facilitate later retrieval [SM86], which involves the creation of an
inverted index which maps terms to documents. Almost all document
terms are typically listed in this index, which thus does not serve the
role of condensation. However, indexing can benefit from summariza-
tion, as document summaries have been used to create more efficient
indices [SJ01].

Document Retrieval. The task of document retrieval is to select a subset
of the documents of a document collection that are relevant to a user’s
information need [SM86, BYRN99]. Retrieval is only concerned with
presenting fewer or more documents, but not about condensation of
the content of the retrieved documents. However, summarization may
be used for the presentation of retrieved results. One very brief form of
summary well-known to every search engine user are the text snippets
provided with each search result.

Required research fields

Automatic text summarization utilizes methods and technologies from many
other research fields. Natural Language Processing (NLP) [MS01] meth-
ods such as parsing, part-of-speech tagging or stemming play an impor-
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tant role, as does the use of linguistic resources such as WordNet.11 The
field of Information Retrieval supplies many methodologies, e.g. mod-
els for document representation, as well as evaluation metrics, that are
used widely in automatic summarization. In recent years, the availabil-
ity of source document-summary corpora has fostered the use of Ma-
chine Learning (ML) methods, e.g. for sentence classification and rank-
ing [KPC95, TM97, COS06, OLL07], sentence ordering [BL04], or learn-
ing of feature values [LH97, TM02, LMFG05]. More sophisticated text
analysis is the focus of methods from the fields of Textual Entail-
ment [DDMR09, AM10] and Machine Reading [EBC06, HRL07], which
combine syntactic and semantic text processing with knowledge representa-
tions and logical inference to create richer representations of source texts.

Natural Language Generation (NLG) aims to create natural language
text from an internal representation of information [RD00]. NLG has figured
only very infrequently in recent summarization research due to the commu-
nity’s focus on extractive approaches. However, in earlier research, there
have been a number of summarization approaches which employed an NLG
component to create summaries from internal representations of summary
content [HR86, MRK95, RKEA00].

1.6 Conclusion

This chapter provided an overview of the motivations and challenges of au-
tomatic text summarization. Summarization is a powerful technique that
enables humans to efficiently digest large amounts of information, making it
an invaluable tool for a wide range of future information retrieval solutions.
The main challenges that have to be addressed by an automatic summarizer
are the analysis of natural language text, in order to adequately represent
the content of source material, and the identification of important, summary-
worthy information (Section 1.2). A major goal of summarization is to create
well-formed and coherent text, which in addition may need to be tailored to
the specific needs of a user or task. These challenges are further complicated
by involving problems related to the complexity and variability of natural
language, and the elusiveness of the notion of importance.

11WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu) is a lexical resource that groups En-
glish words (mostly nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) into sets of synonyms, called
synsets [Fel98]. The different senses of a word correspond to different synsets. Synsets
are provided with a short definition, and are linked with each other by their semantic
relations, such as antonymy, hyperonymy, and hyponymy. There exist (smaller) versions
of WordNet for other languages, see e.g. [Luc08].
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Two main approaches to automatic summarization have emerged in re-
search: Abstractive summarization aims to reformulate source content in
novel terms based on meaning-oriented representations of source material,
whereas extractive summarization focuses on the simpler strategy of selecting
and concatenating relevant text passages to create a summary (Section 1.3).
In the context of multi-document summarization, one of the main additional
challenges is the identification of similar information, in order to ensure that
the summary covers different aspects of the source material, and does not con-
tain redundant content. Furthermore, it has been shown that the frequency of
source information is an effective indicator of content importance [NVM06].

In Section 1.4, we introduced the challenges of summary evaluation, and
described the metrics and datasets used by the research community and in
this dissertation. The final Section 1.5 highlighted the benefits of automatic
summarization for future information retrieval solutions, and framed the task
of automatic summarization with respect to related research areas.

In the next chapter of this work, we will present an exhaustive discussion
of previously presented approaches to automatic text summarization, focus-
ing on work related to modeling the subtopical contents of multi-document
summarization datasets and human-created multi-document summaries, in
order to motivate and emphasize the novel contributions of this dissertation.
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Related work

Introduction

Summarization is a research field with a long tradition. The first pub-
lications appeared in the 1950’s and 1960’s [Luh58, Edm69], focusing on
extractive strategies, while later work during the 1970’s and 1980’s took
up trends in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and aimed for abstrac-
tive summarization [Leh82, DeJ82, RH88, RJZ89]. The growing number
and quality of natural language processing tools, such as robust part-of-
speech taggers and syntactic parsers, as well as the availability of suit-
able text corpora renewed interest in automatic summarization during the
1990’s [MR95, MRK95, BK97, BE97, TM97, HL99], with a shift back to
extractive strategies. These years also saw the first applications of methods
from Machine Learning (ML) [KPC95, AOGL99, MB98], and new research
directions like multi-document summarization [MB99, GMCK00, SNM02]
and multimedia summarization [MM99, Fut99, Zec01] were being investi-
gated.

Today, automatic summarization has become a vibrant field of research,
with recent years seeing a rapid growth in publications. This growth has
been fueled by the competitions conducted during the annual Document Un-
derstanding Conference (DUC) [HM01, HH02, ODH07] and its successor,
the Text Analysis Conference series (TAC) [TAC09], and the availability
of summarization corpora that were created in the course of these com-
petitions. Until recently, the attention of the research community focused
on the tasks of generic and query-oriented multi-document summarization,
typically of news material. However, this picture is changing rapidly, and
many researchers are starting to investigate the summarization of non-news
material (e.g. blogs or product reviews) [HSL08, GZH10], or address other
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types of summarization such as update [HRL07, SJ08] and opinion sum-
marization [KLWC05, NHMK10, GZH10]. On the other hand, approaches
which aim for abstractive summarization are still scarce and most systems
opt for extractive strategies. Nevertheless, in recent research one can observe
a tendency of using more complex linguistic processing during analysis and
synthesis in order to move from simple passage extraction towards symbolic
representations of source and summary content and reformulation for output
generation [Jon07].

This chapter surveys existing work in automatic text summarization. It
starts with an overview of classical work in Section 2.1, which serves as a
basis for our subsequent discussion of different summarization approaches.
Section 2.2 outlines general strategies for extractive summarization, and in-
troduces the application of machine learning techniques to the task of au-
tomatic summarization. Section 2.3 then presents previous approaches to
generic and query-focused multi-document summarization. Section 2.4 in-
troduces a class of unsupervised learning algorithms that are known as la-
tent factor models, which constitute the algorithmic basis for many of the
content modeling approaches presented in Section 2.5, and for our own work
presented in Chapters 4 and 5. Subsequently, Section 2.6 presents existing
publications related to subsentential content units and human variation in
content expression that relate to our work in chapters 6 and 7. The final
Section 2.7 summarizes the main findings and challenges of current summa-
rization research, and motivates the contributions of this thesis.

2.1 Classical approaches

One of the first approaches to automatic text summarization was presented
by Luhn in 1958 [Luh58]. Luhn’s study pioneered the idea that an automatic
extract of sentences can serve in place of an abstract for summary purposes.
He described an approach in which sentences are scored for their component
word values, ranked by this score, and selected from the top of the ranked
sentence list until some predefined score threshold is reached. Word values
are determined by their frequency in the source document, and stop words1

are not considered in the computation of sentence scores. Luhn’s approach
is a premier example of basically statistical approaches to automatic text
summarization [Jon07].

1Stop words (or function words) are common words like pronouns, determiners and
prepositions – e.g. “the”, “a”, “it”, and “that” –, that are generally assumed to not carry
significant content information. They are typically words that occur very often, and thus
are of little discriminative value [Zip35].
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The summarization strategy Luhn describes is motivated by a few key
assumptions: It presumes that the relative importance of words is defined
by lexical frequency, and that the relative importance of a sentence can
be derived as a function of the values of the words in that sentence. The
fact that word frequency has something to do with the importance of corre-
sponding concepts is well-established [NV05, Jon07], and variants of (lexical)
frequency-based features serve as a major indicator of importance in many
summarization systems.

Another highly influential early work on text summarization was pub-
lished by Edmundson [Edm69]. He presented a study of the abstracting
behavior of humans, which allowed him to identify additional features, be-
sides component words, that signal sentence importance. Edmundson pro-
posed features based on cue phrases, title words and sentence location. Cue
phrases are phrases which signal important or unimportant information in
a text. These can for example be words indicating in-text summaries, such
as “in conclusion”, comparatives and superlatives, and on the other hand
belittling expressions which hint at unimportant information. The empha-
sis of words appearing in the document’s title is motivated by the idea that
in titles and headings an author herself summarizes the main notions of a
document. The location feature captures the intuition that information oc-
curring at specific positions, such as the beginning or the end of documents
and paragraphs, is more likely to carry salient information, an observation
first put forward by Baxendale [Bax58].

In Edmundson’s approach, the discussed features were computed once for
each sentence. The title feature, for example, was calculated by counting the
number of words from the document’s title that occurred in a given sentence.
To determine an overall sentence score W (s), Edmundson then computed a
weighted linear combination of a sentence’s feature values:

W (s) = w1C(s) + w2K(s) + w3L(s) + w4T (s) (2.1)

where C(s), K(s), L(s), T (s) correspond to the cue phrase, key terms, loca-
tion and title words scores of sentence s, and the feature weights wi deter-
mined the relative influence of each feature. Edmundson found that the new
features dominated Luhn’s word frequency feature. In his study, location
was the single best feature, and using cue phrases, location and title words
gave the best performance. Variations of Edmundson’s original features play
an important role in much of summarization research. Furthermore, the fea-
tures evaluated in his study are very similar to the cues used by professional
abstractors (see Section 1.1).

Sentence significance can also be derived from a sentence’s relations
to other parts of the source document. In his influential study, Sko-
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Figure 2.1: Example sentence graph. The figure shows a sentence graph
consisting of six sentences originating from two different documents D1 and
D2. Sentences correspond to nodes in the graph, and edges between nodes
are inserted if the similarity score of two sentences exceeds a predefined
threshold.

rokhod’ko [Sko72] proposed to model relationships between sentences as
a graph, where sentences are nodes and edges correspond to edges between
sentences. Figure 2.1 shows an example sentence graph consisting of six sen-
tence nodes and several edges. In Skorokhod’ko’s approach, sentences were
linked with each other if the number of words they shared was larger than
some predefined threshold.

Sentences were then assumed to be more important if they had many
significant links to other sentences, or if the deletion of a sentence would have
caused a larger change in the graph structure. Skorokhod’ko’s approach thus
contrasted with earlier work by not considering sentences in isolation, but
instead utilizing their relations to each other. Furthermore, such a sentence
relationship graph can capture some aspects of the document’s discourse
structure [Jon07]. Approaches that are based on graph representations of
document content have since been a major avenue of research.

Following these early extractive approaches, summarization research took
a sharp turn towards abstractive summarization during the late 1970’s and
1980’s. This paradigm shift was driven both by general trends in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) during those years, as well as by the introduction of formal
knowledge representation and inference models, such as semantic networks,
frames, and scripts [Sch73, SR81]. These models provided a methodology
for working with conceptual, domain knowledge representations of source
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content, and promised some form of text understanding, which could subse-
quently lead to meaning representations and transformations for summary
generation. However, most of the proposed approaches were extremely re-
stricted (e.g. to very limited domains), and typically did not generalize or
scale well [Jon07].

One of the first examples of an abstractive summarizer was presented
by DeJong. His summarizer, called FRUMP [DeJ82], instantiated prede-
fined sketchy scripts – templates which defined the important events that
were expected to occur in a specific situation – by scanning the source text
for expressions matching the specified event types. FRUMP then produced a
summary from the instantiated script by using a natural language generation
module. In DeJong’s approach, content importance was predetermined and
represented in terms of world knowledge about what is expected to be salient
in a particular situation. Source analysis was restricted to extracting infor-
mation predefined in the script, and all other information was assumed to be
unimportant. The main weakness of the approach lay in its brittleness, as it
did not extend easily to new situations or summary purposes. Furthermore,
scripts as well as recognition criteria had to be predefined by hand. A range
of summarization systems similar in spirit and differing only in the parsing
technologies and knowledge representations used were proposed subsequently
by various authors [RJZ89, PJ93, MR95, SL02].

In another line of work, the TOPIC system presented by Hahn and
Reimer [HR86, RH88, HR99] utilized a concept hierarchy to represent do-
main knowledge in the area of computers and technical products. The hier-
archy encoded “is-a”-relations and “has-part” properties, such that for ex-
ample the concept “Computer” had the sub-concepts “Workstation”,“PC”
and “Laptop”. Summarization was then viewed as finding those parts of the
concept hierarchy that were talked about in a given text. The system em-
ployed syntactic parsing to identify noun phrases which referenced instances
of these concepts, and counted how frequently concepts were referred to in
the text. The system’s main appeal was its ability to generalize concepts on
the basis of the ontology’s hierarchical relations, but determining the ‘right’
level of generalization was found to be a problem in itself. Furthermore, as
all knowledge-rich approaches, this summarizer suffered from the fact that
the domain-specific concept hierarchy it used would have had to be recreated
for each new domain.

As there has been little research in (purely) abstractive summarization
in recent years, we will conclude our discussion of classical work with a brief
overview of noteworthy abstractive summarizers, before shifting our review
to the multitude of extractive systems seen in the past two decades.

McKeown and Radev [MR95, RM98] presented a symbolic summa-
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rization system which combined information extraction template representa-
tions of multiple news stories to create a summary. Template combination
was based on the identification of relationships such as contradiction, change
of perspective, or information addition. Saggion and Lapalme [SL02]
also employed a template-based approach for summarizing technical articles,
where templates represented indicative or informative content types such as
the Topic of a section or Experiment. The synthesis phase of summarization
was the focus of work by McKeown et al. [MRK95], who described tech-
niques for a rule-based revision of sentences in order to incrementally pack
information into linguistic constituents. Maybury [May95] also focused on
summary generation, and constructed summaries from military event logs.
His approach utilized statistical measures to determine event significance,
but also employed aggregation and generalization operations to create more
compact event expressions. Reithinger et al. [RKEA00] described a system
which can summarize spoken dialogues about negotiations in the domain of
travel planning.

2.2 Extractive summarization

The basic extractive strategies outlined by Luhn and Edmundson are
naturally extensible in several ways. The proposed statistical measures
can be computed for whatever is taken as a source passage, be it
phrases [BK97, BME99], sentences [BMR95, KPC95, MB97, GKMC99] or
paragraphs [MSB97, SSMB97, SSWW99]. Similarly, the measures cannot
only be applied to lexical elements (words), but also to more sophisticated ele-
ment types which consider the linguistic relations between words, such as con-
cepts [MB98, MB99, SNM02], word n-grams [BL04, GF09], grammatical con-
stituents like noun phrases [BK97, BE97], or logical forms [BME99, VBM04,
HL05, TJ05, LMFG05]. Weighting schemes for different elements and ele-
ment types can be used to differentiate their relative contribution towards
passage importance, for example by taking into account corpus characteris-
tics [BMR95, LH00], grammatical notions of salience [BK97], cohesion rela-
tions [BE97], or statistical association with predefined topics [LH00, Har04].

Various authors have also moved beyond the basic groups of fea-
tures first described by Edmundson and investigated more elaborate and
novel features that may contribute to passage significance [BMR95, LH97,
MB97, Mar97a, BE97, HL99], or that characterize passages with respect to
query [MB98, GKMC99, FR06, DM06] and subtopic representations [GL01,
HL02, HL05, WWLL09]. The question of how to efficiently combine and
weight different features led to the application of methods from machine
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learning [KPC95, MB98, AOGL99]. ML methods are also employed in de-
termining optimal feature values [LH97, TM02, LMFG05, YGVS07], or for
determining the content structure of source texts [GL01, BL04, NVM06].
In addition, as outlined by Skorokhod’ko’s and Earl’s work [Ear70, Sko72],
words and sentences do not exist in isolation. The former are part of (of-
ten complex) sentence structures, the latter part of the document’s discourse
structure. Identifying and utilizing these structures has been a major fo-
cus of research in automatic summarization [BE97, BK97, SSMB97, Mar99,
BME99, FH04, VBM04, LMFG05, WY08].

The general strategies presented in Luhn’s and Edmundson’s approaches
are typically still employed in many current extractive summarizers. It has
become common practice to preprocess the source text in order to detect sen-
tence and word boundaries. Subsequently, various statistical and linguistic
features are computed for each sentence. The feature values of each sen-
tence are then weighted and combined to derive a final importance score for
each sentence, and sentences are ranked in order of the scores. The con-
densation phase involves selecting the highest-ranked sentences, which are
concatenated until some predetermined summary length (often specified as a
number of words) is reached. Redundancy is accounted for by applying some
measure of content overlap, such as Maximum Marginal Relevance (MMR)
(see Section 2.3.2). The extracted sentences are typically re-arranged to ap-
pear in the same order as in the original document, which is a simple strategy
for ensuring a minimal amount of coherence.

Before we proceed with our survey of summarization research, we will
briefly introduce the Vector Space Model, which has been adopted by many
summarization researchers as a model to represent sentences and documents,
and for feature computation.

Vector Space Model The Vector Space Model (VSM) is a basic method-
ology proposed by IR researchers which reduces each document to a vector of
suitably weighted words, w = (w1, w2, . . . , wn), where wi is the value of word
i [SM86, BYRN99]. In this word space representation, each word corresponds
to a different dimension, and the total number of dimensions is fixed by the
size of the vocabulary. A common weighting scheme for word values is tf-idf,
where each word is weighted by combining its frequency count in a docu-
ment with its inverse document frequency, i.e. its frequency of occurrence in
a larger corpus of documents [SM86].

Many ways of measuring the similarity of two text documents are based
on comparing their vector representations. Formally, a similarity function is
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defined as follows:

d = f(x, y), (2.2)

where f(x, y) is a function that measures the similarity of x and y. A popular
measure for computing f(x, y) is the cosine similarity. The cosine measure of
two n-dimensional vectors x and y in a real-valued space is calculated as the
inner product of the vectors, normalized by the product of their Euclidean
length:

cos(x,y) =
xTy

∥x∥ ∥y∥ (2.3)

This equation assigns values ranging from 1.0 to vectors pointing in the same
direction, over 0.0 to vectors orthogonal to each other, to −1.0 for vectors
pointing in opposite directions. Other common similarity measures include
the Dice coefficient, the Jaccard coefficient, and measures of distributional
similarity such as the Kullback-Leibler divergence [MS01].

Despite being successfully used in many IR and NLP applications, the
standard word-based VSM is limited in several ways. Since each word cor-
responds to a different dimension of the vector space, the similarity of two
documents will be determined on the basis of their lexical overlap. This
makes it difficult to measure the conceptual similarity of documents, as plain
word matching has severe drawbacks due to the ambiguity of words and to
differences in word usage and personal style across authors. To alleviate this
problem, the representation of documents in word space is often replaced
by a representation in concept space, where each concept (or term) aggre-
gates several words based on considering their morphological and semantic
relations. Using stemming algorithms, for example, one can reduce words to
their stems by stripping inflectional and derivational affixes and then group
together words sharing the same stem [Por80, MS01]. Alternatively, one can
group together synonymous or otherwise semantically related words to cre-
ate vectors of high-level concepts. However, the identification of semantic
relations usually requires that appropriate lexico-semantic dictionaries, such
as WordNet, are made available to the application. Such resources are often
expensive to create and to maintain, and may not be available for specific
domains or languages.

A second drawback of the VSM arises from the fact that word vector
representations are often very sparse. There are typically only very few
non-zero entries in each document’s vector, given the fixed dimensionality
of the vector space which is determined by the much larger vocabulary of a
document collection. In text summarization, which usually needs to represent
sentences and short queries instead of documents, this problem is even more
pressing than in traditional document retrieval [DM06]. Word aggregation
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strategies, such as stemming or concept identification, may help to reduce
sparsity-related problems. Another solution are dimensionality reduction
techniques, which will be introduced in Section 2.4.

A third problem of the word vector representation is that it considers
words as independent of each other, and does not capture relations among
different words in a document. Each word or concept corresponds to a sep-
arate dimension of the word space. The representation thus disregards the
way words co-occur, or how they are combined to form a clause or a sentence.
Co-occurrence models, which are discussed in Section 2.4, are one approach
to address this problem.

2.2.1 Lexical elements and features

Many early extractive summarization approaches have chosen VSM repre-
sentations for sentences and documents and have investigated the effects of
different term aggregation, selection and weighting strategies. We will de-
scribe the most important strategies next.

Word frequency in a document, as utilized in Luhn’s and Edmundson’s
approaches, captures how important a word is within a document. However,
it does not capture how discriminative, or semantically focused, a word is
in a collection of documents [MS01]. Words that are spread homogeneously
over many documents are generally assumed to be uninformative, and may
not be useful for characterizing sentence importance. Stop words are prime
examples of such uninformative words. Brandow et al. [BMR95] illustrate
the use of corpus statistics to account for this observation. The authors
calculate tf-idf scores for each word and select a subset of words significant
for the document to weight sentences.

Aone et al. [AOGL99] investigate the effects of term aggregation and
feature selection on summarizer performance. The authors apply stemming
to link similar word forms, and identify named entities (e.g. person, orga-
nization and location names) and name aliases (e.g. ‘IBM’ for ‘International
Business Machine’) in order to count name references rather than name men-
tions. They also collect collocations from a large document corpus, which
again influences term aggregation. Their experiments show that the different
ways of identifying basic element types and thus aggregating different terms
can impact summarization performance.

Term aggregation using lexico-semantic resources instead of morpho-
logical processing is employed in the summarizer by Mani and Bloe-
dorn [MB98, MB99]. The authors utilize WordNet’s synonymy and hyper-
nymy relations, and apply co-reference resolution to aggregate semantically
related words. WordNet has been used as a lexical resource for term aggrega-
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tion in many summarization systems, and various authors have explored the
utility of the different semantic relations it encodes [BE97, HL02, SNM02,
VBM04, LMFG05, Nas08, WLZD08].

The use of a larger background corpus to generate a more descriptive
set of words, as introduced by Brandow et al., is also pursued in Hovy and
Lin’s SUMMARIST system. The authors use a corpus of news articles pre-
classified into different topics to collect signature words for each topic, i.e.
words that are closely associated with a predefined topic. The topics under
consideration in this approach are broadly-defined news article categories,
such as ‘Banking’ or ‘Agriculture’. Together, the set of signature words
for a given topic constitute a so-called topic signature. The approach is
motivated from the perspective of feature selection [RY02], aiming to narrow
down a large and potentially imprecise vocabulary to a set of words highly
characteristic for a given topic. In later work, the authors refined their
approach by selecting topic signature terms based on the likelihood ratio
of their occurrence in a collection of topic-relevant documents as compared
to a corpus of non-relevant documents [LH00].

Topic signatures have turned out to be a good indicator of impor-
tance, and are used in many summarization systems [CSGO04, Har04, HL05,
CSO06, HL10]. However, topic signatures are based on a document-level rel-
evancy decision. Documents from the topic-relevant corpus which are only
loosely associated with a topic (e.g. the document has the topic as a sub-
sidiary theme only) introduce ‘noise’ terms in the topic signatures. The
topics in general are coarse-grained, and an identification of subtopics is only
possible if an appropriately fine-grained corpus of preclassified documents
exists. Terms that refer to subtopics may however be included implicitly in
the topic signature, but the subtopical relation is not made explicit.

2.2.2 Syntactic and discourse structures

Most of the elements and features discussed in the previous section con-
sider elements and passages as independent. The influence of passage- or
document-level structure is expressed solely through the statistical salience
model for elements, e.g. by applying term aggregation and calculating fre-
quencies within a document to estimate importance. However, passages are
not simply random sequences of words, but rather structured information
ordered by syntactic, semantic and discourse rules, all of which can provide
valuable clues to an automatic summarizer.

The summarization system by Barzilay and Elhadad [BE97] constructs
lexical chains that capture the semantic relations between words, and uses
the chains to model topic progression through a text. Lexical chains are
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sequences of noun phrases which are linked together based on lexical cohesion
relations. Repetition and WordNet’s synonymy and hyponymy relations are
used to identify semantically related words, and WordNet path length is
used to estimate the link weight of different noun groups in a chain. Chains
are scored by summing link weights, and sentences associated with high-
scoring chains are selected to create a summary. However, the high degree of
polysemy encoded in WordNet leads to a combinatorial growth of candidate
chains and an exponential complexity of the algorithm. Barzilay and Elhadad
address this issue by pruning low-scoring chains. In later work, Silber and
McCoy [SM02] present an efficient algorithm that computes lexical chains
in linear time.

Ono et al. [OSM94] and Marcu [Mar97a, Mar99] propose approaches
which utilize macro-level discourse structures for summarization. In both
approaches, the discourse structure of source texts is modeled on the basis of
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [MT88]. In his study, Marcu shows that
there is a strong correlation between the nuclei of RST trees and what readers
perceive as the most important information in a text. The summarizer uses
the generated discourse tree to assign scores to tree elements based on element
depth and selects sentences that span the major rhetorical nodes of the tree to
construct a summary. However, the utilized RST parser was constructed by
hand, and RST parsers in general depend on domain-specific lexico-syntactic
patterns, making them hard to adapt to new domains and not robust with
respect to the dynamics of language [Mar97b]. More recent approaches that
consider discourse structure for guiding an automatic summarizer include
Thione et al. [TVdBPC04] and Bosma [Bos08].

Harabagiu and Lacatusu [Har04] extend the idea of topic signatures
by hypothesizing that topics are not only characterized by terms, but also
by relations between terms. These relations are determined by a syntactic
analysis of sentences, which identifies verb phrase-noun phrase (VP-NP) con-
structions. Similar to the acquisition of topic signature terms, characteristic
VP-NP relations are learned from a corpus preclassified into topics. During
summarization, sentences are then scored not only by the number of topic
signature words, but also by the number of relations they contain. An evalu-
ation on the DUC 2002 multi-document summarization data set shows that
this approach outperforms a model using only topic signatures.

As syntactic and semantic parsing technologies have become more robust,
different researchers studied representations based on logical form analyses
of input sentences. Tucker and Spärck Jones identify predicate-argument
structures, and Vanderwende et al. [VBM04] as well as Leskovec et
al. [LMFG05] utilize dependency parsing to extract logical forms from sen-
tences. In the summarization approach described by Vanderwende et al.,
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each sentence is analyzed to construct its logical form, i.e. its dependency
tree. From the tree, logical triples (nodes and the relation between them)
are extracted and linked to other triples to create a graph. In this graph,
predicates (verbs) and arguments (nouns) correspond to nodes, and edges are
constructed from the semantic relations between nodes. Words from different
sentences denoting the same concept are mapped to the same node on the
basis of lexical similarity and grammatical information. The authors then
determine the weight of each node by applying the well-known PageRank
algorithm [BP98]. To create a summary, the system extracts sentences con-
taining highly-weighted predicate nodes, which are assumed to correspond
to events. Sentences containing highly-weighted noun nodes, on the other
hand, are included in the summary to provide reference information on the
referred entity.

Wang et al.’s [WLZD08] approach illustrates the combination of lexico-
semantic resources like WordNet and semantic parsing technologies to calcu-
late more sophisticated measures of content similarity. The authors propose
to label words with semantic roles, such as “Actor”, “Location” or “relation”,
using the PropBank semantic annotation scheme [PGK05]. Pairwise sentence
similarity is then calculated based on words occurring in the same semantic
role and having a direct semantic relation, such as synonymy or hypernymy,
in WordNet. These values are used to construct a pair-wise similarity matrix,
which is decomposed using matrix factorization methods [GVL96] in order
to find clusters of similar sentences (see Section 2.4.1). The most informative
sentences from each cluster are selected to create the summary.

2.2.3 Machine learning

Given the range of potentially interesting features that can be used to char-
acterize source passages, the question arises of how they can be weighted
and combined, and how one can determine which features are the most use-
ful for summarization. In addition, the contribution of features can vary for
different text genres and domains, and it would be tedious to manually tune
feature weights for each new setting. Machine learning methods offer a range
of solutions to these questions [Mit97, Bis07].

Supervised approaches The application of ML techniques to the task
of automatic summarization was pioneered by Kupiec et al. [KPC95]. In
their study, the authors trained a Näıve Bayes classifier on the task of deter-
mining summary-worthy sentences, given a corpus of research articles with
corresponding summaries. Kupiec et al. represented each sentence as a vector
of features, and labeled each sentence as summary-worthy or not depending
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on whether the sentence occurred in the document’s reference summary. The
sentence features they considered were similar to the ones described by Ed-
mundson. An experimental evaluation of the proposed approach showed
that the learned feature combination lead to a significant boost of sum-
mary quality. Encouraged by these results, a number of other researchers
explored ML techniques for learning feature weights and optimal feature val-
ues [TM97, MB98, HL99, HIMM02, AG02, YGVS07]. Other researchers have
used ML methods to learn sentence orderings for summary generation [BL05],
or to reduce redundancy [LZX+09].

The crucial problem for supervised approaches to sentence selection, how-
ever, is the difficulty of obtaining training data [AG02]. Often, it is available
only in the form of human-written abstracts. Sentences from the abstract
therefore do not exactly match source sentences, making it difficult to ade-
quately label the latter. Kupiec et al. solve this problem by allowing partial
matches, while other researchers have manually labeled gold-standard sen-
tences [TM97, RJB00, LMFG05]. Later work focused on exploiting the refer-
ence summaries provided in the DUC challenges (see Section 1.4.1), for exam-
ple by estimating source sentence “oracle” scores. This approach is illustrated
e.g. by Ouyang et al. [OLL07], who calculate sentence oracle scores on the
basis of word n-gram likelihoods in reference summaries, and by Schilder et
al. [SK08], who assign each source sentence a score of summary-worthiness
based on its cosine similarity to the reference summaries. However, sentence
labeling cannot only be determined by lexical overlap, but must also take
into account semantic similarities, as discussed in Section 1.4. Furthermore,
a single abstract may not be sufficient given human variability in content
selection, and thus the preparation of training data must handle multiple,
possibly differing labels per sentences.

Summary annotations can also be used to label source sentences as
summary-worthy. For example, Fuentes et al. [FAR07] exploit the Pyramid
annotations to label as positive instances all source sentences containing at
least one Summary Content Unit. Another solution to the problem of ob-
taining training data is the use of semi-supervised approaches, where smaller
amounts of labeled training data are combined with large amounts of unla-
beled data. Amini and Gallinari [AG02] illustrate such a semi-supervised
classification scheme, and show that with only 10% labeled training data,
their approach performs comparable to Kupiec et al.’s fully supervised ap-
proach, and outperforms it when using more training data.

Unsupervised approaches The difficulties involved in obtaining and
working with labeled training data in the context of automatic summariza-
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tion have stimulated the use of unsupervised ML algorithms, which do not
require such data. Among these, clustering, graph-based ranking and latent
factor methods have raised the greatest interest.

Clustering algorithms partition data sets into groups of similar data, such
that the resulting groups contain data that is similar to each other, but dis-
similar from the data in other groups [Bis07]. They iteratively group elements
of a set S on the basis of a distance function f(x, y), where x, y ∈ S and
x ̸= y. A popular approach is to represent sentences as word vectors in the
VSM, and to use the cosine measure to determine f(x, y). Typically, the
word vectors x and y are assigned to the same cluster if their distance is
smaller than some threshold ϵ, which has to be determined experimentally.
Popular clustering algorithms include k-means [Mac67] and spectral cluster-
ing [Wei99, NJW01]. As a result, one obtains a set of clusters, where each
cluster contains a subset of the sentences in S. Clustering based on word
vector representations identifies similar information at the level of lexical
similarity, by matching dimensions in the word space.

Sentence clustering for text summarization is illustrated by Nomoto and
Matsumoto [NM01], who employ k-means clustering to find topical groups
of sentences. Lacatusu et al. [LHR+06] employ k-Nearest Neighbor cluster-
ing using the cosine similarity measure to group similar sentences, and extract
only the top-ranked sentence from each cluster to reduce the likelihood that
redundant information is included in a summary. Wang et al. [WWLL09]
incorporate sentences clusters as nodes in a hypergraph, which allows them
to determine sentence relevance with respect to subtopics using standard
graph-based ranking algorithms. Other researchers employ clustering as a
preprocessing step, for instance, McKeown et al. [MBE+02] initially clus-
ter sentences in order to facilitate an identification their syntactic overlap.

Graph-based approaches to text summarization represent relations be-
tween text passages, typically sentences, in the form of a graph, and utilize
features derived from the resulting graph to rank sentences. In such a graph,
nodes correspond to sentences (or sentence-derived representations), and
edges are based on lexical or logical relations between nodes (see Figure 2.1).
Classical work by Skorokhod’ko [Sko72] illustrates sentence graphs con-
structed on the basis of lexical relatedness between sentences.

An influential work in this area was presented by Erkan and
Radev’s [ER04], whose LexRank approach is based on the assumption that
in a sentence graph, sentences “vote for each other” on the basis of the words
they contain, and sentences that receive many votes are considered impor-
tant. This idea is implemented in the PageRank algorithm [BP98]. In the
proposed approach, generic summaries are constructed by selecting the sen-
tences with the highest weight after convergence of the PageRank algorithm.
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The authors evaluate their summarizer on data sets of the DUC 2003 and
2004 conferences, and report results as good or slightly better than the top-
ranked participants of the respective DUC competitions. Similar results are
also reported independently by Mihalcea and Tarau [MT04, Mih05] for
single-document summarization. A major benefit of both approaches is that
they are fully unsupervised and domain- and language-independent. How-
ever, a single global model of centrality, as computed by PageRank, is not
well-suited to adequately represent the different subtopics of a document
collection. Furthermore, in Erkan and Radev’s approach, the edges in the
sentence graph are undirected, as opposed to the original PageRank formu-
lation which assumes directed edges. The use of undirected edges causes
weights to flow back and forth between nodes, which has been shown to lead
to weak performance of the PageRank algorithm in other domains [Wet09].

Otterbacher et al. [OER05, OER09] extend the LexRank approach
for query-focused multi-document summarization, using a combination of a
sentence’s similarity to a query and to other sentences to weight nodes. The
authors report a competitive Rouge-2 recall score on the DUC 2006 dataset.
Similar work by Wan et al. [WYX06] represents the query-similarity of
sentences as a personalization vector for the PageRank algorithm. Wang
et al. [WWLL09] generalize the above models to a hypergraph, where nodes
are sentences and hyperedges connect nodes or arbitrary node sets. Standard
edges connect sentences on the basis of lexical overlap, and hyperedges are
used to model sentence-subtopic similarities, where subtopics correspond to
node sets consisting of lexically related sentences. The authors report a high
Rouge-2 recall score for the DUC 2006 dataset, a result that is similar to
the results reported in this thesis (Chapter 4). Subtopic integration into a
sentence graph is also investigated by Wan and Yang [WY08].

Latent factor models, such as Latent Semantic Analysis [DDF+90], Prob-
abilistic Latent Semantic Analysis [Hof99b] and Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion [BNJ03], also work in an unsupervised fashion. Similar to clustering
approaches, these models can be used to partition the set of source passages
into collections of thematically related passages [GL01, SPKJ07, AR08b].
We will discuss latent factor models extensively in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.

2.3 Multi-document summarization

In multi-document summarization, where the input is typically a collection of
thematically related documents, slightly richer representations are required
than in single-document summarization. The summarization system must
deal with the redundancy inherent in the document collection, as many doc-
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uments repeat the same or similar content. Many systems opt to extract
sentences iteratively, and apply a measure of content overlap between candi-
date sentences and the current summary. Candidate sentences which repeat
content already contained in the summary are penalized, and thus receive a
lower overall score. However, summarization systems also can benefit from
the repetition of information, as frequently repeated content is often assumed
to be important.

The summarization system must also account both for the overall content
of the document collection, as well as for the different subtopics appearing
in it, to ensure the coverage of different aspects of the main theme. A char-
acterization of the collection and its subtopics is required, and sentences are
scored against both. Subtopics in turn may be weighted to distinguish their
relative importance.

Finally, recent summarization competitions have addressed the task of
query-focused multi-document summarization [DUC07]. For query-focused
summarization, systems must adequately translate the query or topic state-
ment into features which indicate the topic relevance of source elements, and
take into account that the specified information need may be more complex
than a simple question.

2.3.1 Early work

Mani and Bloedorn [MB97, MB99] present one of the first multi-document
summarization systems. The authors approach the problem of highlighting
similarities and differences between pairs of documents from a graph per-
spective. Each node of the graph corresponds to a concept, and edges are
constructed on the basis of cohesion relations between concepts. Concepts
are extracted from text using a variety of linguistic tools, such as a phrase
identification component and a named entity recognizer, and linking relies
on lexical overlap, WordNet’s synonymy and hypernymy relations and co-
reference resolution. The authors use a spreading activation algorithm to
find nodes related to a user query, and employ graph matching to identify
similar and differing concept nodes.

The study of Barzilay et al. [BME99] aims to identify similar infor-
mation from a syntactic perspective, with the goal of fusing information
from different source sentences. The authors move from sentence extraction
to phrase extraction by identifying and synthesizing phrasal intersections of
similar sentences. They manually construct a set of syntactic and seman-
tic paraphrasing rules, which are applied to dependency tree pairs to create
intersections of similar predicate-argument structures. In later work, Barzi-
lay and McKeown [BM05] rely on a bottom-up alignment of parse tree
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elements to identify phrases to be fused.
Schiffman et al. [SNM02] present a summarizer for loosely similar doc-

uments, which uses a combination of concept counting (exploiting WordNet’s
synonymy, hypernymy and hyponymy relations), verb specificity and global
information about words that are likely to appear in lead sentences of news
article to determine the summary-worthiness of sentences. The summarizer is
part of the fully operational Newsblaster system [MBE+02], and illustrates a
range of representations and processes – including statistical and symbolical
ones – that may be used in summarization.

TheMead system presented byRadev et al. [RJB00, RJST04] considers
the relative importance of a sentence with respect to all articles of a document
collection as a novel feature. Extending earlier work on the use of tf-idf -
based relevance features by Aone et al. [AOGL99], the authors calculate
for each sentence how well it represents the collection’s main theme. To
characterize the main theme, the approach first computes a centroid vector,
i.e. a representation of the collection’s statistically most important words. A
sentence’s “collection” feature score is then calculated as the cosine similarity
of the sentence and centroid vectors. The Mead system performed well in
the DUC 2001 and 2002 competitions [HM01, HH02].

2.3.2 Redundancy and frequency

To address the problem of redundancy in MDS, Carbonell and Gold-
stein [CG98] introduced an approach called Maximum Marginal Relevance
(MMR), which combined relevance and novelty criteria in the ranking of sen-
tences. The novelty criterion measures the degree of dissimilarity between
a ranked list of candidate sentences and sentences already selected for the
summary:

MMR
def
= Arg maxSi∈R\D [λ(Sim1(Si, q))

−(1− λ)(maxSj∈D Sim2(Si, Sj))

, (2.4)

where R is a ranked list of sentences, q is a query (or some other relevance
criterion), D is the subset of sentences already selected for the summary,
R\D is the set of candidate sentences not yet selected for the summary, and
Sim1 and Sim2 are similarity measures. The novelty measure Sim2 can be
the same as Sim1. Typically, sentences and the summary are represented as
word (or concept) vectors and compared with the cosine similarity measure.
λ is a tuning parameters that balances the relative influence of the similar-
ity penalty and the relevance factor. This formulation of MMR penalizes a
candidate sentence by comparison with the most similar summary sentence.
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Other variants of MMR measure the similarity to centroid representations
of the summary’s sentences. Carbonell and Goldstein report that the appli-
cation of MMR is extremely useful for multi-document summarization, but
less so for single-document summarization, since a single document typically
does not contain as much redundant information [GMCK00].

MMR is a greedy optimization scheme, since it adds candidate sentences
iteratively and recomputes the redundancy criterion for all remaining candi-
date sentences in each iteration. An alternative greedy scheme for penalizing
redundant content is based on discounting the weights of words already in-
cluded in the summary [GL01, FH04, NV05]. However, given that in current
summarization tasks a summary is typically constrained to a fixed size (in
words), finding a selection of sentences that maximizes relevance and min-
imizes redundancy is an example of a global inference problem, related to
the knapsack problem [KPP04]. Different authors have therefore proposed
alternative solutions, including dynamic programming [McD07], stack decod-
ing [YGVS07], and integer linear programming formulations [McD07, GF09].
MMR however remains the de-facto standard algorithm due to its simplicity
and efficient computability. Alternatively, summarization systems can select
representative sentences from clusters of related sentences, or apply matrix
decomposition methods to select sentences from different dimensions of the
latent space, as discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.

The redundancy of information observed in MDS document collections
can also be exploited as a useful feature to identify important content.
Nenkova and Vanderwende [NV05, NVM06] present an influential study
that isolates the contribution of frequency information in MDS from that of
other features. The authors find that the frequency of words in input docu-
ments strongly correlates with their appearance in human-written reference
summaries. Words that are very frequent in the source documents are also
very likely to be included in reference summaries. This observation supports
the (heuristically motivated) frequency-based features that are at the core of
many summarization systems. At the same time, the authors note that fre-
quency alone does not completely explain human choices in content selection,
as there are also many low-frequency input words appearing in summaries.

On the basis of their observations, Nenkova and Vanderwende’s propose
a summarization approach that assigns words a weight equal to their proba-
bility in the input document collection, and calculates sentence importance
as the average probability of the words occurring in a sentence. The system
handles redundancy in an innovative fashion: Instead of applying MMR, it
discounts the probabilities of words that occur in sentences already included
in the summary. Thus, candidate sentences that contain these words will
receive a lower score, as compared to candidate sentences containing words
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not yet “used”. The performance of this single-feature, unsupervised system
on the task of generic multi-document summarization is comparable to the
best systems in DUC 2004.

Nenkova’s findings on frequency as a major indicator of importance are
confirmed by various authors [CSO06, VSBN07, YGVS07, GF09, HV09]. A
recent study performed by Gillick and Favre [GF09] utilizes word bigram
frequencies instead of unigram frequencies, and implements an Integer Linear
Programming algorithm to extract the set of sentences that maximizes the
sum of bigram frequencies. In their experimental evaluation, the authors
show that this simple heuristic gives results comparable to state-of-the-art
systems on current summarization data sets.

2.3.3 Query-focused summarization

For query-focused summarization, systems must adequately translate the
query or topic statement into features which indicate the query relevance
of source elements. Various strategies have been proposed, most of which
either compute features based on a sentence’s similarity to the query, or
based on the presence of (weighted) query words in the sentence. To al-
leviate the problems of sparsity and term mismatches when computing
such features, various researchers have proposed to adopt query expan-
sion techniques from IR [BYRN99]. Query expansion increases the set of
word associated with the query, e.g. by adding semantically related terms,
in order to match additional sentences. Several researchers have incorpo-
rated lexical resources (e.g. WordNet) for expanding a query with seman-
tically related words [HLH06, VSB06, VSBN07]. Nastase [Nas08] uti-
lizes information derived from Wikipedia, a large-scale encyclopedic knowl-
edge source. Other approaches have employed relevance feedback methods,
e.g. [GKMC99, DM06, AU07]. However, as Vanderwende et al. discuss,
query expansion with lexical resources like WordNet, or synonyms acquired
from a large web corpus, does not always help in query-focused summariza-
tion [VSB06].

Summarization systems must also take into account that a user’s infor-
mation need may be more complex than a simple question, an aspect of
information search which is reflected in recent DUC competitions (see Sec-
tion 1.4.2). Some researchers have therefore investigated strategies for decom-
posing the question into a set of simpler ones. For example, Harabagiu et
al. [HLH06, HRL07] utilize a syntactic parser to separate conjoined phrases
and to recognize embedded questions. The authors explain that question
decomposition leads to more relevant and complete answers, as systems can
select appropriate passages for each of the subquestions.
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A popular scheme to determine the query relevance of sentences is to
score them based on the number of query words they contain, which is a
variant of the title words feature proposed by Edmundson. Conroy et
al. [CSO06] adopt this approach, and combine a query relevance feature
with topic signature-based features to compute sentence scores. The authors
report that using these two simple features, together with a redundancy
removal strategy based on a matrix decomposition [CO01], results in state-
of-the-art summarization performance on DUC 2005 and 2006 data sets.
Goldstein et al. [GMCK00] instead compute the passage’s similarity with
the query using the cosine measure and weighted word vector representa-
tions. Copeck et al. [CIK+07] calculate a query-focused similarity score
by linearly combining overlap measures of the passage with the title and
the passage with the longer topic statement of the document collection, us-
ing unigram and bigram overlap and assigning different weights to different
parts-of-speech.

The approach of Daumé and Marcu [DM06] considers query-focused
summarization from a language modeling perspective [PC98]. In their ap-
proach, the weights of query words are smoothed with a word-unigram lan-
guage model constructed from a set of query-relevant documents. Sentences
are then ranked based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the query’s
word distribution and a sentence’s word distribution. In order to incorporate
query constraints into the frequency-based summarizer proposed by Nenkova
and Vanderwende [NVM06], Vanderwende et al. [VSBN07] compute the
probability of words contained in the query. Final word weights are then
calculated as a linear combination of a word’s original likelihood in the doc-
ument collection and its query probability.

We will now introduce three different query-focused summarization sys-
tems that have achieved state-of-the-art results, whether measured by man-
ual inspection or through the use of automatically computed metrics, in the
DUC 2006 and DUC 2007 competitions. These systems illustrate a range
of very different summarization strategies, ranging from basically statistical
models to in-depth linguistic processing.

GISTexter

The GISTexter system has evolved over the years into a complex system
which combines a wide range of linguistic and statistical methods for generic
and query-focused multi-document summarization. In its early implementa-
tions, sentence scores were mainly determined by calculating topic signature
and topic relation-based features, which were discussed previously in this
survey [HL02]. In later work, Harabagiu and Lacatusu [Har04, HL05]
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describe the use of statistical models along with predicate-argument struc-
tures to represent sentences. The authors utilize clustering for discovering
subtopics of related sentences, and combine subtopics in a graph represen-
tation based on linguistic and content relations. In a comparative study of
different source representations – moving from basic statistical ones to com-
plex combinations of statistical and symbolic structure – the authors show
that complex subtopic representations they propose improve the quality of
summaries [HL10].

Current versions of GISTexter [LHR+06, HHL07, HL10] additionally
incorporate question decomposition, question answering and textual entail-
ment technologies, and utilize a variety of knowledge sources for query-
focused multi-document summarization. The system’s performance is ex-
cellent, ranking first for many of the manually evaluated linguistic quality
criteria and overall summary responsiveness, and among the top systems for
Rouge and Pyramid scores in DUC 2006 and 2007. The approach imple-
mented in the GISTexter system thus illustrates the value of combining
implicit statistical and explicit symbolic structure [Jon07].

PYTHY

The PYTHY summarization system [VSB06, TBG+07] scores each sentence
by linearly combining a wide range of mostly lexico-statistical features (e.g.
bigram frequency). The system approaches the learning of sentence feature
weights as a pair-wise ranking problem. Given a goodness metric of sentences
which asserts a set of preferences ij : si > sj, the learner seeks to assign higher
scores to the “better” sentence of a pair. The authors evaluate a range of
metrics derived from reference summaries of previous DUC competitions,
and find that a metric based on unigram frequency in reference summaries
outperforms metrics using Pyramid content units and Rouge scores. Re-
dundancy is accounted for using a discounting strategy similar to Nenkova
et al.’s approach [NVM06]. In addition, the system employs a beam search
and a dynamic programming approach instead of standard greedy summary
optimization schemes. The performance of this summarizer is excellent, in
fact, its reported Rouge-2 recall score is to the best of our knowledge only
surpassed by the system we present in Chapters 4–5 of this thesis. On DUC
2007 data, the system also achieves a high Rouge-2 recall score, placing 2nd
out of 30 participating systems.

An additional feature of the PYTHY system is the use of a syntacti-
cal sentence simplification component, which supplies abridged versions of
input sentences to the summarizer. This strategy allows the summarizer
to choose from a larger set of alternative sentences. However, the authors
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report that syntactic simplification can produce ungrammatical sentences,
which contributes to the low grammaticality and referential clarity scores of
their system in the DUC 2006 competition.2

Yih et al. [YGVS07] extend the original PYTHY system by incorporat-
ing features based on word position. The weight of a word is determined by
its probability of occurring in reference summaries, and is learned with a su-
pervised logistic regression approach using a range of position and frequency
features. A stack decoding algorithm then finds the set of sentences that
maximizes the sum of word weights, similar to the approach of Vanderwende
et al. [VSBN07]. The authors report state-of-the-art Rouge-2 recall scores
on DUC 2004 data, and in particular, significant improvements over a pure
frequency-based summarizer.

IIIT Hyderabad

The summarization system presented by Jagarlamudi et al. [JPV06] deter-
mines sentence importance based on a set of statistically computed features.
The first feature exploits the distributional hypothesis that co-occurring
words are semantically related. Word weights are estimated as joint proba-
bilities from a term-term matrix T. Each entry Tij is calculated as:

p(w′|w) =
K
k=0

P (k)P (w′|w, k), (2.5)

where P (w′|w, k) is the relative frequency of word w′ co-occurring with word
w in a sliding window of size k, and P (k) is inversely proportional to k. The
relative co-occurrence frequency is summed over all windows of size k up to a
predefined maximum size K. This weighting scheme gives higher probability
to words co-occurring close to each other, and lower weight to words co-
occurring at a larger distance. Each sentence is assigned a feature value
equal to its probability under the query, following the probability ranking
principle [BYRN99]:

P (S|Q) ≈

wi∈S

P (wi)

qj∈Q

P (qj|wi), (2.6)

2Syntactic sentence compaction has been a pre- or post-processing component in a va-
riety of summarization systems [SNM04, ZDL+05, CSO06, TBG+07, ZDLS07, YGVS07].
Although appealing because compaction allows to remove redundant or non-relevant
subsentential content, its impact on summarizer performance has not been fully deter-
mined [SNM04, DM05b, VSBN07], especially with respect to the grammaticality and
coherence of the produced summary. Nevertheless, by using sentence compaction summa-
rizers may create more space to capture important content [TBG+07].
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where qj are the words contained in the query. Note that this model reduces
to the standard Vector Space Model model if the size of the sliding window
is K = 1.

In addition to the query probability feature, the system uses two query-
independent features to score sentences. The first feature is calculated as the
likelihood of the sentence under a unigram language model, which is esti-
mated on the source document collection. The second feature is given by the
entropy of the sentence under the same language model. The authors evalu-
ated the validity of their approach during the DUC 2006 competition. Their
system outperformed all other summarizers in the automatic evaluations and
ranked among the top systems for manual evaluations.

In later work, Pingali et al. [PKV07] introduce a feature that is based
on a contrastive analysis of word probabilities in the document collection to
be summarized (D), compared to the probabilities of words in a randomly
chosen document set D̂:

scoreD,D̂(S) =
P (D)


wi∈S P (wi|D)

P (D)


wi∈S P (wi|D) + P (D̂)


wi∈S P (wi|D̂)
, (2.7)

where S is a sentence and wi is the i
th word in sentence S. This approach is

similar to the topic signature approach described previously, since it assigns a
higher weight to words characteristic for the collection of relevant documents.

2.4 Latent factor models

This section introduces latent factor models, a class of unsupervised machine
learning algorithms that can be used to model large collections of discrete
data, such as the document collections used in information retrieval [BNJ03].
Latent factor models aim to represent such datasets in terms of a set of
hidden, or latent factors, which are assumed to be responsible for generating
the observed data. Each latent factor can be seen as corresponding to a
particular concept expressed in the original data. When applied to text
corpora, the factors are often interpreted as “topics”, and hence these models
are often called topic models. The goal of latent factor algorithms is to recover
the set of underlying factors from the observed data.

In natural language processing and information retrieval, the application
of latent factor models is motivated by the observation that documents are
typically composed of several different main concepts, or topics. For example,
a scientific paper in computational linguistics may be tagged as containing
30% computer science-related content, and 70% content that deals with lin-
guistic issues. Latent factor models assume that when writing a document,
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Topic 247 Topic 5 Topic 43 Topic 56

word prob. word prob. word prob. word prob.

drugs .069 red .202 mind .081 doctor .074
drug .060 blue .099 thought .066 dr. .063
medicine .027 green .096 remember .064 patient .061
effects .026 yellow .073 memory .037 hospital .049
body .023 white .048 thinking .030 care .046
medicines .019 color .048 professor .028 medical .042
pain .016 bright .030 felt .025 nurse .031
person .016 colors .029 remembered .022 patients .029
marijuana .014 orange .027 thoughts .020 doctors .028
label .012 brown .027 forgotten .020 health .025
alcohol .012 pink .017 moment .020 medicine .017
dangerous .011 look .017 think .019 nursing .017
abuse .009 black .016 thing .016 dental .015
effect .009 purple .015 wonder .014 nurses .013
known .008 cross .011 forget .012 physician .012

Table 2.1: An illustration of four (out of 300) latent topics extracted from
the TASA corpus (taken from [SG07]).

the author has in mind several ideas (or concepts, topics) she intends to ex-
press, and subsequently selects words from each topic to relate these ideas.
Each latent topic is thus characterized by its own, specific vocabulary.

Table 2.1 shows a set of example topics, taken from [SG07], which are
derived from the TASA document corpus. The TASA corpus is a collection of
approximately 37,000 texts from educational materials [LFL98]. The figure
shows the 15 most highly weighted words for each topic, which relate to drug
use, colors, memory and the mind, and doctor visits.

There are several strong benefits associated with the use of latent factor
models to represent unstructured text data. From a linguistic point of view,
latent factor models represent documents by a small set of underlying factors,
and thus abstract from the observed usage of words. This approach allows
such models to address several limitations of the standard vector space model
related to lexical variability, data sparsity and vector space dimensionality
(see Section 2.2). The projection of the original, high-dimensional word space
onto a denser, low-dimensional latent space typically leads to documents
having a high similarity in the latent space even if they do not share any
words in the original word vector space [MS01]. In addition, latent factor
models capture patterns of word usage, thereby uncovering semantic relations
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between words and documents, which has proven to result in more robust
word processing in many IR and NLP applications. A general claim made for
such models is that the various factors explicitly distinguish between different
meanings and different types of word usage (polysemy), and group words with
the same or similar meanings (synonymy) [LMK07]. This effect is achieved
by exploiting word co-occurrence: Words which co-occur in the same contexts
are projected onto the same latent topic, and words that occur in different
contexts are projected onto different latent topics. For example, the words
“physician” and “doctor”, even if never co-occurring in a single document,
will tend to be quite similar in the latent space because they occur in the
same contexts (e.g. with words like “patient”, “hospital”, “sick”, “surgery”,
“nurse”, etc.). This distributional viewpoint of word semantics is driven by
the hypothesis that a word’s meaning is determined by its context [Fir57].
Latent factor models do not only discover the hidden structuring in document
collections, but also establish inter- and intra-document links, which offers
new ways to explore and understand the input data. They are particularly
useful with text data, since the observed data (words) are explicitly intended
to communicate a latent structure (their meaning) [GS04].

From a computational point of view, the reduced description of docu-
ments in a latent space often mitigates noise-related issues, and lowers com-
putational efforts, e.g. in document retrieval applications [BNJ03]. Further-
more, latent factor models are unsupervised machine learning algorithms,
and therefore do not require the use of labeled training data. This fact
makes them applicable to large collections of unstructured text data, as well
as domain- and language-independent. Latent factor models assume no prior
knowledge of the topics in a given set of documents, and can thus model the
content structure of texts independent of any external knowledge resources.
Probabilistic variants of latent factor models are in addition embedded in
a rich Bayesian framework that enables the application of well-known sta-
tistical methodologies, and facilitates the integration of new information
sources [Bis07, LMK07]. However, similar to the standard vector space
model, latent factor models make the “bag-of-words” assumption — i.e. the
assumption that the order of words in a document can be neglected, and that
word occurrence observations can be considered independent of each other for
computational purposes. Since word-order information contains important
cues to determine content meaning, various authors have proposed extensions
which aim to incorporate such kinds of information [Wal06, GSBT05, HA10].
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2.4.1 Latent semantic analysis

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a technique for latent factor modeling
that was first proposed by Deerwester et al. in the context of automatic
document indexing and retrieval [DDF+90]. LSA is based on a singular value
decomposition (SVD) of a matrix representation of a document collection.
SVD identifies a linear subspace that captures most of the variance of the
original word vector space, and its derived features are linear combinations
of the original word features [BNJ03].

Formally, to apply LSA, a corpus of documents is represented as an m×n
matrix A of m terms and n documents, where each entry Aij corresponds
to the (suitably weighted, e.g. with tf-idf ) value of term i in document j.
Then, the SVD decomposition of A is defined as:

A = UΣVT , (2.8)

where the orthonormal columns of U are called the left singular vectors, Σ
is a diagonal matrix of singular values sorted in descending order, and the
orthonormal columns of V are called right singular vectors.

To derive a low-dimensional latent factor model using SVD, one typically
chooses a k ≪ m,n to approximate the matrix A with a rank-reduced matrix
A(k):

A(k) = U(k)Σ(k)V
T
(k). (2.9)

This rank-k approximation uses only the first k singular vectors and singular
values of the decomposition. It minimizes the difference of the Frobenius
norms3 of A and A(k) [DDF

+90].
The magnitude of the singular values Σii signifies the degree of impor-

tance of the ith latent dimension. Each dimension of the subspace is assumed
to correspond to a single latent factor, and the entries of U and VT corre-
spond to the feature values of the term and document vectors, respectively,
along the new, projected dimensions. Thus, the vector Ui1 represents the
first, and most important, latent factor, and is characterized by terms i with
a high value in the column Ui1. It has to be noted that the actual choice of
the number of latent factors k is critical for the performance of the model,
and is usually determined empirically [LMK07].

LSA makes three main claims: semantic information can be derived from
a word-document co-occurrence matrix, dimensionality reduction is an es-
sential part of this derivation, and words and documents can be represented
as vectors in an Euclidean space [SG07]. It has been applied successfully in a

3The Frobenius, or L2-norm of a matrix is a function that assigns a real-valued, strictly
positive length or size to a matrix, similar to the length function of vectors.
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number of domains, including indexing for IR [DDF+90], document cluster-
ing and classification [Dum04], and in cognitive theories of meaning [LMK07].
However, LSA’s latent factors are often difficult to interpret, as many entries
of U and VT will be negative due to the orthonormal basis of the linear
subspace [Hof99b, Zha02].

2.4.2 Probabilistic topic models

Probabilistic topic models address the unsatisfactory statistical foundations
of LSA, and express the semantic properties of words and documents in
terms of probabilistic topics instead of as points in Euclidean space [Hof99b,
SG07]. They model each document as a mixture of latent topics, i.e. as
a probability distribution over a fixed set of topics. Each latent topic, in
turn is represented as a multinomial distribution over words. Each word in a
document is generated from a single topic, and different words in a document
can be generated from different topics.

The main idea that latent topic models are based upon is that the docu-
ments of a collection may be created by a “generative” process, which spec-
ifies a simple probabilistic procedure for generating a new document: Given
a set of latent topics and the words associated with them, one creates a new
document by first choosing a distribution over topics. Subsequently, one picks
a topic at random from this distribution for each word in the document, and
randomly draws a word from this topic. The algorithms used to create latent
topic models invert this process, and work backward to explain the observed
data using statistical inference methods. Given the observed words in a set
of documents, they find the model that is most likely to have generated the
data, i.e. the probability distribution over words associated with each topic,
and the distribution over topics for each document [SG07].

Similar to the latent dimensions of LSA, each latent topic clusters se-
mantically related words based on co-occurrence observations. The main
difference to LSA is how the model parameters are estimated: Whereas LSA
minimizes the distance of the L2 norms of A and A(k), latent topic models
fit the model to the data with probabilistic maximum likelihood or Bayesian
methods.

Probabilistic topic models are appealing alternatives to LSA because
they are probabilistic generative models of text, and thus embedded in a
larger and useful framework of statistical methodology. In particular, this
framework offers methods for determining an optimal number of latent fac-
tors, and for avoiding overfitting [BGJT04, Bis07]. Furthermore, the topics
are typically as interpretable as the ones shown in Table 2.1, which con-
trasts them with the arbitrary axes of LSA’s spatial representation [SG07].
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Probabilistic topic models have been successfully applied to many differ-
ent tasks, such as collaborative filtering based recommendation [Hof99a],
document retrieval [Hof99b], image annotation [MGP03], news personaliza-
tion [DDGR07], document modeling [BNJ03], modeling of scientific docu-
ment collections [GS04, HJM08], and trend detection [WM06, HJM08]. The
probabilistic framework facilitates the integration of additional knowledge
sources, and a host of refinements and extensions have been proposed in re-
cent years: Incorporating word order [GSBT05, Wal06], including citation
information in modeling scientific document collections [DBS07], develop-
ing hierarchical topic structures [BGJT04], time-dependent dynamic mod-
els [BL06, HJM08], or multilingual topic models [MWN+09].

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) Probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis (PLSA), as introduced by Hofmann [Hof99b], is a first
example of a probabilistic topic model. PLSA posits that a word w and a
document d are conditionally independent given a latent topic z:

P (d, w) = P (d)P (w|d), where (2.10)

P (w|d) =

z∈Z

P (w|z)P (z|d). (2.11)

In this equation, P (d, w) is the joint probability distribution over observa-
tions of word w occurring in document d, P (d) is the prior probability of
document d, P (z|d) is the distributions over topics Z in a particular docu-
ment d, and P (w|z) is the probability distribution over words w given topic
z.

Figure 2.2 shows a graphical model representation of PLSA. In this plate
notation, shaded and unshaded variables correspond to observed and un-
observed (latent) variables, respectively. The arrows indicate conditional
dependencies between variables. Plates (boxes) refer to repetitions of the
sampling steps of the generative procedure, with the number of samples in-
dicated by the variable in the lower right hand corner. For PLSA, the outer
plate represents a corpus of M documents, while the inner plate represents
the repeated choice of topics and words within a document.

Following the maximum likelihood principle, the topics and the
document-specific topic distributions are determined by the maximization
of the log likelihood function:

L =

d∈D


w∈W

n(d, w) logP (d, w), (2.12)

where n(d, w) denotes the term frequency, i.e. the number of times word w
occurs in document d.
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M
N

wzd

Figure 2.2: Graphical model representation of the document-word PLSA
model for N words and a corpus of M documents. In this plate notation,
shaded and unshaded variables correspond to observed and unobserved (la-
tent) variables, respectively. The arrows indicate conditional dependencies
between variables. Plates (boxes) refer to repetitions of the sampling steps of
the generative procedure, with the number of samples indicated by the vari-
able in the lower right hand corner. For PLSA, the outer plate represents
documents, while the inner plate represents the repeated choice of topics and
words within a document.

The standard procedure for maximizing the likelihood function in the
presence of latent variables is the Expectation Maximization (EM) algo-
rithm [DLR77]. EM is an iterative algorithm where each iteration consists
of two steps, an expectation step where the posterior probabilities for the
latent topics z are computed:

P (z|d, w) = P (z)P (d|z)P (w|z)
z′ P (z′)P (d|z′)P (w|z′) , (2.13)

and a maximization step where the conditional probabilities of the parame-
ters given the posterior probabilities of the latent topics are updated:

P (w|z) =


d n(d, w)P (z|d, w)

d,w′ n(d, w′)P (z|d, w′)
, (2.14)

P (d|z) =


w n(d, w)P (z|d, w)

d′,w n(d′, w)P (z|d′, w) , (2.15)

P (z) =


d,w n(d, w)P (z|d, w)

d,w n(d, w)
. (2.16)

Starting with a random initialization of the parameters, one alternates
the expectation and maximization steps until arriving at a converging point
which describes a local maximum of the log likelihood. The output of the
algorithm are the topics, as well as the distribution over topics for each
training document, i.e. the conditional probabilities P (w|z) and P (z|d). New
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documents, e.g. queries in document retrieval applications, are “folded” into
the trained model by performing EM iterations, where the factors P (w|z)
are kept fixed, and only the mixing proportions P (z|d) are adapted in each
maximization step [Hof99b]. It is then possible to calculate document and
word similarities by comparing the latent topic distributions P (z|w) and
P (z|d).

Similar to LSA, one of the major challenges of applying latent topic mod-
els is the estimation of the number of latent topics. Choosing too few topics
may not fully reflect the underlying latent factors of a domain and may re-
sult in broad topics or arbitrary combinations of different factors. A solution
with too many topics will result in uninterpretable topics that pick out id-
iosyncratic word combinations [SG07].

Another limitation of the EM algorithm is its convergence on local
maxima. In Hofmann’s original approach, the author suggests tempered
Expectation-Maximization to avoid unfavorable local extrema [Hof99b], and
to avoid overfitting on the training data. Another optimization approach,
which we follow for its significantly better performance in our own work, is
described by Brants et al. [BCT02]: Instead of using only a single model, the
authors propose to compute several different, randomly initialized models,
and to average the features computed from these models.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) A deficit of PLSA is its lack of
generative modeling at the document level, which means that the model
is biased towards the topic distributions of the documents in the training
corpus. It is also not clear how to assign a probability distribution over
topics to documents outside the training set [BNJ03]. Furthermore, PLSA
does not incorporate smoothing to reduce noise and to allow for unseen data.

These issues have been addressed in a latent topic model known as Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [BNJ03]. LDA differs from PLSA by introducing
Bayesian generative modeling at the level of documents and word distri-
butions. Figure 2.3 shows the graphical model representation of LDA. In
contrast to PLSA, LDA does not directly estimate P (z|d), denoted as θ in
the figure, but conditions this distribution on a conjugate prior α. Each word
of a document d is generated by drawing a topic zk ∈ Z from the document’s
topic distribution θd, and then drawing a word w from the topic’s distribu-
tion over words ϕzk . ϕ in turn is also parametrized by a conjugate Dirichlet
prior β. The parameters α and β can be interpreted as prior observation
counts for the number of times topic zk is sampled in a document (and re-
spectively word wi for topic zk), before having observed any actual words
from that document. α and β thus act as smoothing parameters on the topic
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Figure 2.3: Graphical model representation of the document-word LDA
model for N words, T topics, and a corpus of M documents. In contrast
to PLSA, LDA first generates a document’s distribution over topics θ, con-
ditioned on a Dirichlet prior α. Each word of a document is generated by
drawing a topic z from θ, and then drawing a word w from the word distri-
bution ϕ associated with z.

and word distributions [Bis07]. The estimation of the model’s parameters is
again viewed as a problem of maximizing the likelihood of the data:

p(D|α, β) =
M
d=1


p(θd|α)


Nd
i=1


zk

p(zk|θd)p(wi|ϕzk)p(ϕzk |β)

dθd, (2.17)

where p(D|α, β) is the likelihood of the data, M is the number of documents
in the corpus, Nd is the number of words in document d, and zk is the topic
assigned to word i in document d.

The main problem in applying LDA is computing the posterior distribu-
tion of the hidden variables given a document collection, which is intractable
for exact inference in general [BNJ03]. However, a variety of approximate
inference algorithms can be considered for LDA, including Laplace approxi-
mation [AWST09], variational expectation maximization [Bis07], and Markov
chain Monte Carlo techniques such as Gibbs sampling [SG07].

2.5 Content models

The analysis of text structure, and the development of computational models
of text, are of central concern in many areas of natural language processing.
An important aspect of text analysis in automatic summarization is an ex-
ploration of the content structure of texts, i.e. a characterization of source
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documents in terms of their themes and topics. In this section, we will in-
troduce approaches to text summarization that analyze this kind of text
structure and create so-called content models of text.

AS TURKEY SEARCHES FOR QUAKE SURVIVORS, FINGERS ARE
POINTED AT SHODDY HOUSING
ISTANBUL, Turkey – More than 1,000 relief workers from 19 countries
joined the frantic search Wednesday for victims of Tuesday’s devastating
earthquake as grieving survivors raised an outcry over shoddy construc-
tion practices and lax government regulations. Although rescue workers
continued to find people alive under the rubble of collapsed buildings, the
death toll climbed steadily: By Wednesday night, according to an official
count, 3,879 bodies had been recovered. More than 16,000 people were
listed as seriously injured.
Foreign help is especially vital because early rescue efforts by the Turk-
ish authorities have been plagued by inexperience, poor organization and
lack of supplies. In some stricken towns, newly arrived foreigners found no
organized rescue effort under way and took charge themselves, directing
battalions of eager volunteers. News commentators pilloried the govern-
ment for what they said were inexcusable lapses, both in preparing for an
earthquake that scientists said was sure to come and in dealing with it after
it struck. “The rescue effort is a fiasco,” one Istanbul newspaper asserted.
Several experts blamed unscrupulous contractors and ineffective inspectors
for having contributed to the scope of the catastrophe by allowing the
construction of flimsy buildings that could not withstand a quake.“The
inevitable happened, despite years and years of repeated warnings,” said
Ahmet Ercan, a professor of geophysics at Istanbul Technical University.
“Officials refused to face facts. They never insisted that contractors survey
the risks and build earthquake-resistant structures. Maybe after this bitter
experience, we will update our regulations along the lines of Japan, the
United States and Mexico.”
The epicenter of the quake was near Izmit, about 55 miles east of Istanbul.
There, an astonishing number of the destroyed buildings were new, built
within the past five years. The U.S. Geological Survey said the quake had
a preliminary magnitude of 7.8, but downgraded that to 7.4, one of the
strongest of the century anywhere in the world. Turkish seismologists put
its strength at 7.4.
Teams of rescue workers arrived steadily at the Istanbul airport on Wednes-
day. Officials carrying clipboards wandered through the arrival lounge
asking passengers, “Are you rescue people?” Nearly every European coun-
try sent money, relief workers or equipment, including Greece, which is
Turkey’s principal rival in the eastern Mediterranean. The European
Union contributed $2.1 million in emergency aid. Relief planes also arrived
from non-European countries including Egypt, Jordan, Algeria, Pakistan
and Japan. The largest foreign contributor so far has been Israel, which
dispatched two firefighting planes, teams of dogs trained to track buried
humans, and 350 relief workers. Israel has also pledged to send a fully
equipped field hospital within a few days.

Rescue efforts & Col-
lapsed buildings &
Casualties

Rescue efforts

Collapsed buildings

Location and strength

Foreign Help

Figure 2.4: The figure shows an example document from a collection of news
articles about the 1998 earthquake in Turkey. The article contains several
subtopics related to the main theme, with each subtopic spanning an amount
of text anywhere from a single sentence up to a few paragraphs.

Content models are representations of the domain-specific content struc-
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ture of documents, which distinguishes them from models that characterize
text structure using domain-independent rhetorical elements or cohesion re-
lations [MT88, BE97, Mar99]. They also differ from models that utilize
knowledge about the rhetorical status of sentences, as discussed for scien-
tific papers and legal documents in [TM02, HG05], as these models assume a
genre-specific structuring of content. In particular, content models focus on
representations of the (sub-)topical structure of texts, which contrasts them
with simpler models of content that are based on word frequency, graphs or
linguistically motivated representations, as discussed earlier. However, the
notion of what exactly constitutes a subtopic is hard to pin down [Hea97]. It
is generally assumed that each subtopic relates a particular type of informa-
tion, and can span an amount of text up to a few paragraphs. Subtopics are
often characterized by a specific word distribution, and when text shifts from
one subtopic to the next, a large amount of the vocabulary changes [Hea97].
To illustrate the notion of subtopics, Figure 2.4 shows an example news ar-
ticle from a collection of news articles about the 1998 earthquake in Turkey.
The article discusses several types of information related to the main theme,
for example the earthquakes location and strength, information related to
the number of casualties, rescue efforts, and foreign help.

Subtopic identification constitutes one way of finding similar and differing
information in a document or document collections, and subtopic modeling
has been explored by various authors [GMCK00, GL01, HL02, BL04]. Many
early approaches to automatic document summarization incorporated the
TextTiling algorithm [Hea97] to segment longer source texts. TextTiling re-
lies on detecting the change of vocabulary between adjacent text segments
to identify boundaries between subtopics. The algorithm represents text
segments as word vectors in a vector space model, and calculates the co-
sine distance of word vectors to segment documents into multi-paragraph
units [BMR95, BE97, BK97, SSMB99, HL02].

In the next sections, we discuss a range of approaches for content and
subtopic modeling, starting with Hidden Markov Model representations, and
then moving on to the application of latent factor models.

2.5.1 Hidden Markov Models

Barzilay and Lee [BL04] posit that content structures of texts can be iden-
tified by scanning for recurrent word patterns [Har82], instead of relying on
notions of vocabulary change or lexical overlap in the vector space model.
Their idea is motivated by previous research which shows that such struc-
tures are often expressed with the same or similar, “formulaic” word pat-
terns [Wra02]. For example, in the news article shown in Figure 2.4, there
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are many words which indicate the general theme (e.g. “quake”, “tremor”,
“magnitude”). However, each subtopic is furthermore characterized by its
own specific vocabulary, e.g. the “Foreign Help” subtopic frequently contains
words such as “money”, “relief”, “help”, or “worker”. The main assumption
is that these word patterns reappear in similar articles, e.g. articles about
the same event, or in documents about a similar event (e.g. a different earth-
quake).

In their approach, Barzilay and Lee propose to represent subtopics as
word bigram language models, and to capture possible information orderings
in a domain by utilizing a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [Rab90]. They
assume that texts from the same domain, for example a set of news articles
about earthquakes, are characterized by a definable set of subtopics and by a
specific ordering of these subtopics. The HMM’s states and state transitions
represent the subtopics and their ordering, respectively. Both subtopic rep-
resentations and ordering relations between them are learned from unanno-
tated documents. The authors first cluster sentences by measuring sentence
similarity with the cosine metric and using word bigrams as features. The
corresponding HMM models has as many states as clusters, and each state’s
(smoothed) bigram emission probabilities are estimated from the correspond-
ing cluster’s bigram distribution. The original ordering of the sentences as-
signed to each cluster is used to calculate initial state transition probabilities.
Finally, sentences are reclustered according to which state is most likely to
have generated them, and the HMM parameters are re-estimated based on
the new clustering. The re-estimation procedure is repeated until the clus-
terings stabilize.

Barzilay and Lee present an experimental evaluation of their approach on
the task of generic single-document summarization. After learning a HMM
model of the input article, the proposed algorithm uses document-summary
pairs to learn the summary-likelihood of HMM states. Sentences from the
source article which are assigned to the most likely subtopics are then in-
cluded in the summary. Their experiments on a small corpus of 60 Associ-
ated Press newswire articles show that their approach outperforms a system
similar to the one described by Kupiec et al. [KPC95].

2.5.2 Latent semantic analysis

Gong and Liu [GL01] illustrate the use of LSA in generic single-document
summarization by applying SVD on a term-sentence matrix of the source
document. They assume that the latent dimensions discovered by SVD cor-
respond to the document’s subtopics. To construct a summary, their method
selects for each i = 1..K the sentence with the largest value in the i-th right
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singular vector, i.e. a single sentence for each subtopic. The authors argue
that this minimizes redundancy, as the dimensions of the latent space are
orthonormal, and guarantees that the most important subtopics are selected
first, since they correspond to the latent dimensions with the highest singular
values.

In their evaluations, the authors show that the LSA approach outperforms
a baseline method which assigns sentence scores based on features derived
from a tf-idf -weighted vector space representation. Their experiments also
show that simple binary or word frequency weighting of the term-document
matrix works best, whereas more complex weighting schemes (logarithmic, tf-
idf ) deteriorate performance. As an alternative to choosing a single sentence
per topic, Steinberger et al. [SPKJ07] propose to re-weight VT by the
singular values Σ, such that sentences with the greatest combined weight in
B = Σ2VT are included in the summary. An experimental evaluation shows
that this selection strategy outperforms the strategy employed by Gong and
Liu.

The general usefulness of subtopic modeling on the basis of LSA is also
confirmed in an earlier study of Steinberger et al. [SKPSG05]. The au-
thors propose a modification of the term-document matrix A to incorporate
co-reference information. They argue that this approach increases the co-
occurrence information available to LSA, and mitigates the effects of authors
using name variants and pronouns to avoid lexical repetition. Co-reference
information can either be incorporated by substituting all distinct co-referent
words with a single ‘main’ term, or by viewing the co-reference chain iden-
tifiers as additional, novel terms. For this latter representation, the m × n
term-document matrix A is extended by adding rows for each co-reference
chain, where Aij, i > m is a binary variable that indicates if co-reference
chain i occurred in sentence j. The authors conduct experiments on a cor-
pus of Reuters newswire and popular science texts from the British National
Corpus, comparing against manually constructed sentence extracts. Their
evaluations show an improvement of summarizer performance across a range
of performance measures when using the addition method, whereas the sub-
stitution method resulted in a loss of performance.

The approach presented by Zha [Zha02] combines clustering and LSA
approaches. The authors first cluster sentences into topical groups – corre-
sponding to the different subtopics of a document – using a modified k-means
clustering algorithm. The modification incorporates sentence priors repre-
senting locational proximity into the clustering similarity measure. For each
topical cluster the algorithm then determines sentence weights by an SVD
decomposition of the cluster’s term-sentence adjacency matrix. The highest-
ranked sentences of the first right-singular vector qualify as candidates for
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the summary.
Murray et al. [MRC05] and Ozsoy et al. [OCA10] illustrate modi-

fied variants of the standard LSA approach that employ novel sentence se-
lection strategies based on the factor matrices Σ and VT . Hachey and
Grover [HMR05] learn the semantic space from a large background corpus
instead of the document collection to be summarized, and represent sentences
in this more general semantic space. Yeh et al. [YKYM05] demonstrate a
combination of LSA with a graph representation of sentence connectedness.
The authors replace the sentence’s word vector representation by its new
vector in the latent semantic space before computing sentence similarities.
Their evaluations show that this improves summarization performance as
compared to graphs constructed from word vectors.

2.5.3 Probabilistic topic models

Probabilistic latent semantic analysis was first adopted by Bhandari et
al. [BSIM08] for the task of generic single-document summarization. Similar
to the approach described by Gong and Liu, the authors represent the input
document by a term-sentence matrix. After estimating the parameters of the
PLSA model, the authors compare two different sentence selection strategies.
The first strategy selects sentences from the dominant subtopic of the doc-
ument, the second strategy chooses sentences which best represent all the
subtopics in a document. This second strategy is similar to the re-weighting
approach employed by Steinberger et al. [SPKJ07].

Bhandari et al. evaluate their approach on the DUC 2002 data set
with mixed results: When using the first strategy, PLSA outperforms LSA
and a graph-based ranking scheme, but does not reach the performance of
LexRank. Their second strategy, however, results in a considerable improve-
ment of Rouge scores over the other approaches. This can be attributed
to the fact that this strategy favors sentences that are relevant for different
subtopics, whereas graph-based rankings emphasize the influence of the dom-
inant subtopic. Therefore, PageRank seems to be more promising when fo-
cusing on selecting sentences from the dominant subtopic of a document, but
PLSA is more promising for summaries that aim to cover different subtopics.
The large improvement in Rouge scores suggests that the human summa-
rizers intuitively also adopt this latter strategy of creating a summary with
broader coverage of the source’s contents.

Arora and Ravindran [AR08b, AR08a] present a similar approach for
generic multi-document summarization. They present an alternative selec-
tion strategy that views summary creation as a generative process: After
training the latent factor model on a document collection, they compute the
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probability of each latent factor. Their algorithm then iteratively samples a
factor from this distribution, and selects the most likely sentence given this
factor. The final summary thus consists of sentences from different factors,
and the number of sentences from each factor is proportional to the factor’s
likelihood.

Experiments conducted on DUC 2002 data show that the proposed ap-
proach outperforms the best submissions of that competition in Rouge-1
recall. Unfortunately, however, the authors do not compare their approach
to current multi-document summarization systems, or on more recent data
sets, which would have given more substantial evidence for the validity of
their approach. This criticism equally holds for the approach presented by
Bhandari et al.

Query-oriented multi-document summarization is the focus of a recent
study conducted by Tang et al. [TYC09]. The authors describe an ap-
proach which combines the query and the source document collection in a
shared generative model. The approach highlights one of the benefits of prob-
abilistic models, which is the simple and principled integration of different
kinds of source information into a single model. In Tang et al.’s approach,
the word distribution of latent factors is simultaneously guided by the query
and by the documents. In addition, the query is modeled as a distribution
over factors, to address the fact that complex questions may relate to dif-
ferent subtopics. An evaluation of the approach on DUC 2005 and DUC
2006 data sets shows small, non-significant Rouge score improvements over
generic summarization systems. However, the system performs on par with
the highest-ranking participants in DUC 2005 and DUC 2006.

A similar approach for incorporating query information into a probabilis-
tic model of text is presented by Daumé and Marcu [DM06]. Daumé and
Marcu view query-focused summarization from a language modeling for IR
perspective, where sentences are ranked based on their distributional similar-
ity to a query. In their approach, each sentence is represented as a mixture
of three latent topics whose word distributions are assumed to correspond to
a background English language model, a document-specific language model,
and a query-specific language model, respectively. Given a typical IR corpus
of documents, queries, and document relevance judgments, the model then
learns, for each sentence, its distribution over latent topics (e.g. that the sen-
tence contains 90% general English and 10% document-specific words), and
the word distributions of the latent topics. The effect of the co-occurrence
observations exploited by latent topic models in this case is that words co-
occurring very often in the query and in sentences serve as a kind of relevance
feedback to the query, and ‘expand’ the query’s distribution over words. The
word distribution of the query-related latent topic thus assigns high probabil-
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ities not only to words occurring in the query, but also to words co-occurring
with query words in various sentences.

The authors evaluate their approach on the tasks of query-focused and
generic summarization. For generic MDS, the relevance of sentences is de-
termined with respect to the centroid of the document cluster. In the DUC
2005 competition, the summarizer ranked first in the manual responsiveness
evaluation and among the top-ranked systems in all automatic evaluations.
In contrast to the other approaches discussed in this section, the proposed
method does not explicitly model the subtopic structure of documents or
document collections and is conceptually simpler. Yet, the experimental
evaluation shows that latent topic models capture meaningful structures in
the data. These structures, in turn, can be used to determine useful im-
portance features for extractive summarization. The authors also note that
their evaluations show that latent topic models are relatively robust to noisy
data (i.e. non-relevant documents).

Haghighi and Vanderwende [HV09] take up the approach of Daumé
and Marcu, and model sentences as a distribution over a general background
vocabulary ϕb, document collection-specific content ϕc, and document-
specific content ϕd. The authors then extend the model to capture collection-
wide subtopics by introducing additional latent topics ϕck . Specifically, their
approach models word generation as a hierarchical process: When generating
a collection-specific word, the model first decides whether to emit a general
collection or subtopic-specific word, and in the latter case then decides from
which specific subtopic. Each subtopic distribution ϕck models subtopics
which are used in several documents and tend to appear in contiguous sets
of sentences. Subtopics in a document are ordered sequentially, similar to
the approach proposed by Barzilay and Lee [BL04].

After learning the LDA-style model, the algorithm creates a summary
s by selecting a set of sentences that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence between the summary’s word distribution PS and the collection’s
word distribution PD:

S∗ = minS:words(S)≤LKL(PD||PS), (2.18)

where L is the length of the summary in words, and the KL divergence
between two distributions P and Q is defined as:

KL(P ||Q) =

w

P (w)log


P (w)

Q(w)


. (2.19)

The authors represent PD and PS by the learned collection-specific distribu-
tion ϕc. Query information is not considered, although the authors present
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formal experiments on the DUC 2007 query-focused summarization task.
The evaluation shows that using the distribution ϕc for sentence selection
results in Rouge-2 scores comparable to those of state-of-the-art systems —
albeit only when representing each latent topic as a distribution over word
bigrams instead of word unigrams. This observation confirms that input
bigram frequencies are good predictors of reference summary content. The
authors do not further consider the learned subtopic distributions ϕck , but
note that the incorporation of latent factors for subtopics results in a more
precise word distribution for ϕc, such that the model using latent factors for
subtopics outperforms a model not using subtopic representations.

2.6 Subsentential content units

The identification of subtopics in a document collection results in a represen-
tation that captures similarities and differences of source content at the level
of global text structure. At the other end of the spectrum, many summa-
rization systems employ comparisons of source content at the level of lexical
elements. For example, summarizers identify similar words to improve fre-
quency estimates. Somewhere in the middle we find passage-level similarities,
which are often simply viewed as a function of the passages’s lexical elements
and other features. For instance, sentences can be similar or dissimilar on
the basis of their lexical overlap. However, such a passage-level granularity
of comparison is unsatisfactory because generally sentences contain differ-
ent pieces of information, some of which may be important to include in a
summary, whereas others may be left out [HLZ05].

A better granularity for measuring content similarity are semantic con-
tent units [NPM07]. Content units are defined as subsentential units of text,
not bigger than a sentential clause, that relate a specific piece of information.
They can be considered as corresponding to atomic units of meaning [NP04],
e.g., “an airplane crash happened off the coast of Nova Scotia.” A con-
tent unit may be as small as a modifier of a noun phrase or as large as a
clause [NPM07].

As a consequence of the above definition, a sentence can contain multi-
ple content units, and sentences from different source documents can repeat
and combine content units in different ways. The following example, taken
from [RJB00], illustrates how various content units, expressed with separate
sentences in one news article (1–3), are combined into a single sentence (4)
in another news article:

1. “Security forces found the mass grave on Wednesday at Chbika, near
Djelfa, 275 kilometers (170 miles) south of the capital.”
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2. “The victims included women, children and old men.”

3. “Most of them had been decapitated and their heads thrown on a road,
reported the Es Sahafa.”

4. “Police found the decapitated bodies of women, children and old men,
with their heads thrown on a road near the town of Jelfa, 275 kilometers
(170 miles) south of the capital Algiers.”

Content units are intended to be similar to each other on the basis of
expressing the same semantic content [NP04], regardless of the actual choice
of words. This implies that different content units with the same mean-
ing may use different words, different forms of the same words (inflectional
or derivational variants), synonyms, different word order, and different syn-
tactic structure to express this meaning [HNPR05]. However, a number of
authors have observed that content units often share many words and even
phrases [NP04, NV05, HNPR05, PNMS05].

The importance of content units is underlined by the fact that they are the
basic unit of content comparison in many summarization evaluation schemes
(see Section 1.4.1). Furthermore, content units that occur very frequently in
input documents are also very likely to be found in human reference sum-
maries [NV05]. This observation emphasizes the need to identify similar
content units in order to improve frequency counts.

Various authors have therefore investigated methods for the identifica-
tion of similar content at the level of such units. Most research thus far has
focused on the definition of content unit similarity, and content units have
usually been manually annotated in text due to the difficulties involved in
identifying and matching them [LH02, vHT03, Voo03, SM03, TH04]. Manual
annotation, however, again introduces issues related to human variability and
inter-annotator agreement, and incurs a significant effort, e.g. when annotat-
ing multiple human reference summaries as well as a set of machine-generated
summaries.

A syntactically motivated approach that could lead to the automatic iden-
tification of content units is presented by Hovy et al. [HLZ05]. The authors’
intention is to find a summary evaluation metric which measures content over-
lap with a granularity “somewhere between unigrams and sentences”. The
unit size they propose is called a Basic Element (BE), which corresponds
either to the head of a major syntactic constituent or a triple expressing a
relation between a head-BE and a single dependent. BEs are identified by
constructing sentence parse trees and then applying a rule-based “cutting”
of tree elements. They are matched to each other on the basis of lexical
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similarity, using lemmatization, WordNet synonymy information and distri-
butional similarity information. Typically, parsing a single sentence results
in many BEs, e.g. ’Two Libyans were indicted for the Lockerbie bombing
in 1991’ gives ‘Libyans—NIL—NIL’ (a head), ‘Libyans—two—NIL’ (a head
and modifier), ‘indicted—Libyans—ARG1’, and so forth. BEs are thus much
smaller than the Pyramid’s summary content units, and different BEs need
to be combined in order to create content units [HLZ05].

The phrasal intersections constructed by Barzilay et al. [BME99, BM05]
are also syntactically motivated. The authors propose to find paraphrases
of the same information in a set of closely related sentences. Paraphrase
identification is based on manually crafted syntactic rules, and on a bottom-
up alignment of sentence parse trees using lexical matching. The result of
this syntactic matching is a subsentential intersection of the source sentences.
The approach focuses on identifying a maximal intersection of parse trees
and relies on lexical identity of sentence constituents to match tree nodes.
It requires as input a set of closely related sentences [MBE+01], and does
not consider content unit similarity or combination across “different” sets of
sentences.

Harnly et al. [HNPR05] are the first to address an automation of the
Pyramid evaluation. Due to the difficulty of creating a Pyramid, they fo-
cus on automatically scoring new summaries against an existing Pyramid,
i.e. on identifying text spans in an unannotated summary that correspond
to predefined content units. The authors match and score contiguous word
sequences from source sentences to SCUs using different measures of lexical
overlap. Candidate text spans are created by enumerating all possible con-
tiguous word sequences in a sentence, i.e. a sentence with words (w1, w2, w3)
produces the sequence set {w1, w2, w3, w1w2, w2w3, w1w2w3}. In a next step,
the algorithm selects the subset of non-overlapping spans that maximizes
the overall Pyramid score of the new summary. In their experiments, the au-
thors compare these automatically determined Pyramid scores with manual
Pyramid scores for a set of 18 summaries. They find a very high Pearson
correlation when using a simple unigram overlap similarity for matching text
spans to SCU contributors. Unfortunately, the authors do not discuss the
quality of the identified text spans, or present a comparison of these with
the matched summary content units. The correlation of scores just tells us
that the automated scores of different summaries exhibited the same scoring
tendencies as the manual scores of the same summaries.

The authors also report that they first implemented a method for produc-
ing candidate text spans that selected subtrees from a sentence’s dependency
parse tree. This was motivated by the observation that the overwhelming
majority of SCU contributors chosen by humans are in a single subtree of a
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dependency tree. However, the authors found that this local and syntactic
method did not yield contributors that are very similar to those chosen by
human annotators, as it did not capture semantic similarities.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a comprehensive overview and discussion of
previous approaches to automatic text summarization. As abstractive sum-
marization remains an elusive goal, the majority of summarizers opt for the
simpler and more robust strategy of passage extraction. This allows systems
to focus on solving problems related to the analysis of natural-language source
texts, and on finding ways to characterize source content importance. Sys-
tems vary widely in their level of linguistic analysis, which ranges from plain
word and sentence tokenization to the application of sophisticated semantic
and discourse parsing technologies. In contrast to earlier word vector-based
representations, recent years have seen a trend towards more sophisticated
models of source content, such as graph-based representations, distributional
content models, and representations derived from a syntactic and semantic
analysis of sentences. To determine content importance, many summariza-
tion approaches rely on word or concept vectors and tf-idf -type scoring, or
derive similarity-based features by comparing vector representations of sen-
tence, document and query content. Frequency has turned out to be one
of the main indicators of source content importance, even though it does
not explain all the choice of human summarizers. Machine learning methods
have also been widely adopted for a range of subtasks involved in summary
creation, with an emphasis on the application of unsupervised algorithms.

In multi-document summarization, the identification of similar source
content has been recognized as an essential step of source content analy-
sis. At the discourse level, current MDS datasets are characterized by a set
of recurrent subtopics that structures the main theme of the document collec-
tion. Summarization approaches can be improved by incorporating subtopic
representations, such that importance and coverage can be determined with
respect to the overall theme and each subtopic. The vast majority of pre-
viously proposed solutions view the identification of subtopics as a sentence
clustering problem. Clusterings are created on the basis of word vector repre-
sentations and use standard IR similarity metrics. However, these strategies
do not adequately address problems related to the ambiguity of natural lan-
guage, lexical variation among authors, and neglect the sparsity of sentence
vocabularies. The next part of this thesis therefore proposes three novel ap-
proaches for subtopic identification and representation that help to overcome
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these issues. Chapter 3 introduces a generic summarizer that incorporates
features computed from a wide-coverage topic ontology, and uses lexical co-
occurrence knowledge drawn from a large corpus of web documents. Chap-
ter 4 then looks at subtopics from a distributional perspective, and proposes
a probabilistic content modeling approach for query-focused multi-document
summarization. Finally, Chapter 5 presents a hybrid probabilistic model
that relaxes the bag-of-words assumption made by standard topic models,
and merges unigram and bigram observations into a unified model. We will
show that the incorporation of bigrams helps to reduce sparsity, resulting in
more descriptive subtopic representations. All the proposed solutions per-
form favorably compared to the existing state-of-the-art.

In the final part of this thesis, we turn our attention to the problem
of identifying semantic content units. Content units are an integral part of
many summarization evaluation schemes, but can currently only be identified
by human judgment. An automatic identification of content units is there-
fore highly desirable, both for summary evaluation as well as for summary
construction. Chapter 6 presents an initial study on a corpus of news articles
to evaluate the performance of a probabilistically motivated approach on the
task of content unit identification. Encouraged by the results of this study,
we extend our analysis in Chapter 7 to a large corpus of human reference
summaries. This allows for a direct comparison of our approach with the
Summary Content Units annotated for the Pyramid evaluation method, and
leads to a better understanding of the structure of human reference sum-
maries.
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Chapter 3

Modeling subtopics with
hierarchical ontologies

In this chapter, we present an approach to generic multi-document summa-
rization which identifies subtopics in text using a wide-coverage topic ontol-
ogy. The ontology we use is built from the hierarchically structured topics of
the Open Directory Project (ODP)1 category tree. The ODP category tree
encodes knowledge about the relations between broad topics such as “Arts”
and “Sports”, and their associated subtopics, like for example “Movies” and
“Television”. It is thus an instance of a taxonomy — a hierarchically struc-
tured classification scheme organized by supertype-subtype relationships. We
map sentences to topics of this ontology, and extend a baseline summarizer
which uses a standard set of sentence features with novel features derived
from the topic mapping.

In our approach, each topic node of the ontology tree is augmented with
lexical co-occurrence knowledge drawn from a very large corpus of web docu-
ments. We will show that this helps to overcome shortcomings of the vector
space model related to lexical variability and the sparsity of sentence vec-
tor representations. Moreover, we find that the summarizer incorporating
ontology-derived sentence features outperforms various baseline summariz-
ers, and produces higher-quality summaries as measured by Rouge.

Ontology-based summarization is an active area of research. The TOPIC
system presented in [HR99] utilized a hierarchical concept tree to score text
passages. Verma et al. [VCL07] apply knowledge drawn from UMLS, a med-
ical ontology,2 for query expansion and term selection in a query-focused
summarizer. In recent work more closely related to our scenario, Wu and

1http://www.dmoz.org
2Unified Medical Language System, available at www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls
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Liu [WL03] study a subtopic identification problem in the domain of busi-
ness news. The approach presented in this chapter, in contrast, exploits hier-
archical coarse-to-fine information contained in a wide-coverage topic ontol-
ogy, such that each sentence is associated with a structured set of topics and
subtopics. The mapping is achieved using a levelwise classification scheme,
which matches the bag-of-words representations of nodes with the word vec-
tor representations of sentences. After sentences are represented by subtrees
in the ontology space, we can calculate different features and similarity mea-
sures in this space, and in addition compute relations between sentences
based on graph properties of the subtrees. Moreover, while the algorithms
described in [HR99, WL03] require manual intervention, our scheme is fully
automatic.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: The first section
describes the ontology, the ontology’s augmentation with lexical knowledge,
and the classifier used to map sentences to the ontology (Section 3.1). Sec-
tion 3.2 presents our approach to extractive summarization, which combines
common sentence features with novel features derived from the ontology-
based representation of sentences. Features are combined by training a Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) classifier on the task of identifying summary-
worthy sentences. We evaluate the performance of our summarization system
on the task of generic multi-document summarization (Section 3.3).

3.1 An ontology of topics

Available summarization datasets typically consist of news articles that cover
a wide range of different domains and topics (see Section 1.4.2). As news
articles in general are written for a broader, non-expert audience, they do not
require technical or very specific domain knowledge. We therefore choose to
model topics and subtopics using an ontology that addresses many different
knowledge domains, and at the same time captures topical structures on a
very general, non-technical level. The database of knowledge collected by
the Open Directory Project is a suitable candidate for the topic structures
we are interested in. Figure 3.1 shows an illustrative fragment of the ODP
topic tree.

The ontology we consider is strictly hierarchical, and can be formally
described as a tuple O := (T,E), where T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} is a finite set
of nodes or topics, and E = {e1, e2, . . . , en} is a finite set of edges between
the nodes. Each topic t ∈ T has a unique parent corresponding to a more
general topic. We define C(t) to be the set of children of node t, and p(t)
the parent node of t. The ontology can therefore be more strictly defined as
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a hierarchical topic tree. Edges between nodes
indicate topic-subtopic relations, with broader topics positioned at the top
of the hierarchy, and leaves corresponding to more specific subtopics. The
example ontology is derived from the category tree of the Open Directory
Project.

a taxonomy.
Following [WAB+07], we associate each node t with a representative

bag-of-words B(t) = {w1, w2, . . . , wBt}, where wi is the ith word. Given
a vocabulary V , which is the union of the words wi from all bag-of-
words B(t), each node t can be represented as a weighted word vector
v(t) = (f(w1), f(w2), . . . , f(wV )), where f(wi) is the tf-idf weight of word
wi for node t. We calculate the tf-idf weight of word wi in topic t as

ft(wi) = (1 + log n(wi, t)) ∗ log(|T |/| {t : wi ∈ t} |), (3.1)

where t : wi ∈ t is the number of topics (nodes) containing word wi, |T | is
the total number of nodes and n(wi, t) is the frequency of word wi in topic t.
The vector v(t) of a particular topic t thus captures lexical knowledge about
words strongly associated with this topic.

Subsequently, in order to strengthen the hierarchical structure of the tree,
we optimize all bag-of-words B(t) of the ontology. To this end, we propagate
feature distributions from leaf nodes to parent nodes by recursively aggre-
gating children feature weights to the parent [WAB+07]:

f
′

t (wi) = ft(wi) +


c∈C(t)

fc(wi), (3.2)

where fc(wi) is the weight of word wi in child category c. Starting with the
nodes above the leafs, this is repeated in a bottom-up manner until the root
node is reached.

In the next section, we will describe our approach for associating nodes
of the ODP category tree with lexical knowledge. Subsequently, we will
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introduce an efficient algorithm for mapping sentences to the ontology space.

3.1.1 Populating the taxonomy

In order to associate each topic with a descriptive bag-of-words, we propose to
exploit lexical knowledge derived from a very large corpus of web documents.
To this end, we query the Yahoo! Search web service3 once for each topic
node to retrieve a set of topic-relevant training documents. We use the topic
names of the ontology to construct the query string by concatenating the
label assigned to each node and the label of the parent node. For instance,
for the node “Artificial Intelligence” in the “Computers” branch of the ODP
category tree, the query string would be “Computers Artificial Intelligence”.

We limit the search results to English web pages only by applying the
“format”and “language” filters provided by the API. The web service returns
a ranked list of the most relevant web pages and their URLs. The first N
websites of the result set are downloaded and processed by removing all
HTML tags in order to extract all contained terms. We then remove stop
words, and stem terms with the Porter algorithm [Por80].

The initial feature vector for each node is constructed by calculating tf-idf
word weights as described above, using all the terms of the retrieved training
documents. We normalize each node’s feature vector to the Euclidean norm
of 1.0. Subsequently, feature weights are propagated from leaf nodes to
parent nodes following the procedure outlined in the previous section, which
ensures that the structural information given by the ontology is represented
in the feature vector space. We also normalize the resulting parent feature
vectors to unit length after each propagation step, as otherwise nodes with
many children would be overestimated.

Ontology population is performed as an offline preparation step, and the
only human supervision needed for our algorithm is the specification of the
taxonomy.

3.1.2 Mapping sentences to the ontology

In the next step, we utilize the ontology model to map sentences to subtrees
of the ontology space, such that each sentence is associated with a structured
set of subtopics. The mapping algorithm decides which topics to assign to a
given sentence. This is achieved using a simple hierarchical algorithm, which
only requires a similarity measure to match the bag-of-words representation

3http://developer.yahoo.com/search/
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Input: sentence s ∈ S to categorize, ontology O, similarity measure sim,
branching parameter α

Output: corresponding subtree Os ⊂ O categorizing sentence s

/* Find the subtree of the ontology O that best categorizes a given sentence
s iteratively from top to bottom */

1. set the root node as current node

2. compute the similarity of the given sentence s to all child nodes of the
current node

3. compute the mean µ and the standard deviation σ of the resulting
similarities

4. consider all nodes {tk} in the current set of children for which
sim(s, tk) > µ+ ασ, where α is a fixed parameter

5. if {tk} = ∅, choose the most similar child as {tk}
6. if max(sim(s, tk)) < sim(s, current node), add the current node and

its ancestors as valid tags and stop

7. for each node tk in the set {tk}: if tk is a leaf node, add tk and all
ancestors to the list of valid topics, else set tk as current node and
continue with step 2

Figure 3.2: Algorithm for mapping a sentence represented as a word feature
vector to a subtree of the topic ontology (adapted from [WAB+07]). All
nodes of the resulting subtree are considered valid sentence subtopics.

of nodes with the word vector representations of sentences. In our approach,
we employ the cosine similarity measure described in Section 2.2.

Before mapping sentences to nodes of the ontology, we preprocess each
sentence in the same way we did for the training documents, extracting terms,
removing stop words, and performing stemming. The levelwise classification
follows the method presented in [WAB+07] and is described in Figure 3.2.

Starting at the root node, the algorithm computes the similarity of a sen-
tence to all child nodes, then determines the mean µ and standard deviation
σ of the resulting similarities, and selects all nodes for further exploration
whose similarity to the sentence s, sim(s, tk) > µ + ασ. The parameter α
determines the branching behavior. Setting it to a very high value makes the
algorithm choose only a single path. If the maximum similarity of a child
is lower than the current node’s similarity to the sentence, or if a leaf node
has been reached, the algorithm stops. A sentence is therefore not necessar-
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ily classified to a leaf node, but may be assigned to an internal node. The
algorithm in Figure 3.2 is robust because of its top-to-bottom iterative na-
ture and usage of the ontology’s hierarchical structure. It solves a series of
classification problems at each level of the tree with increasing difficulty but
in a sense of decreasing importance [WAB+07].

The output of the algorithm is a subtree Os ⊂ O for each sentence s ∈ S,
which can be serialized as a weighted topic vector ts = (t1, . . . , tk). The
weight of each topic ti is its similarity to the input sentence s. The algorithm
assigns all nodes of the subtree Os as valid topics, thus allowing for the
matching of nodes sharing common subtrees.

Figure 3.3 shows a set of example sentences of a newspaper article mapped
to topics from the Open Directory Project category tree, along with the confi-
dence weights assigned by the mapping algorithm. Each sentence is assigned
a subtree of the topic ontology. The sentence-specific subtrees are repre-
sented as weighted topic vectors, with the weights indicating the similarity
of a sentence and the corresponding topic. The enclosing document is mod-
eled as a topic vector that aggregates the topic vectors of its sentences by
summing over all weighted vectors:

td =

s∈Sd

ts, (3.3)

The document-level topic weights thus give an indication of the dominant
topics in a document.

3.2 Summarizing with ontology features

Our approach for producing a summary consists of three steps: First, we asso-
ciate sentences with a representation in the ontology space. We then calculate
a vector of features for each sentence, combining well-known state-of-the-art
features with novel features derived from the ontology-based representation of
sentences. Subsequently, we approach the problem of sentence extraction as
a supervised classification task, similar in spirit to the approaches described
e.g. by [KPC95, LZX+09]. We train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) clas-
sifier on the task of identifying summary-worthy sentences, given a corpus
of source documents and corresponding summaries. The classification values
computed by the SVM are used to rank summary-worthy sentences. From
this ranked list, the summarizer selects sentences until a predefined summary
length is reached. We consider the ranking as our sole source of information
for summary construction, and do not penalize sentences for redundancy.
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3.2. Summarizing with ontology features

Figure 3.3: Illustration of a news article, where each sentence is assigned a
subtree of a topic ontology derived from the Open Directory Project category
tree. The sentence-specific subtrees are represented as weighted topic vectors,
with the weights indicating the similarity of a sentence and the corresponding
topic. The enclosing document is modeled as a topic vector that aggregates
the topic vectors of its sentences.
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In the following subsections, we will first describe the set of features
utilized to represent each sentence, and introduce in particular the novel
features derived from the ontology representation of sentences. Subsequently,
we will present the supervised learning scheme.

3.2.1 Sentence features

We preprocess documents to identify sentence boundaries, and represent each
sentence as a vector of word values w = (w1, . . . , wm). We remove stop words
and apply stemming, as outlined above, using the NLTK toolkit.4 On the
basis of this representation, we calculate several common sentence features.

Following [MB98], we compute the average tf and average tf-idf scores
of the weighted word vector of each sentence. The tf -based weight of a word
wi in sentence s is given by

ftf (wi) = 1 + log n(wi, s), (3.4)

where n(wi, s) is the frequency of occurrence of word wi in sentence s. The
tf-idf -based weight is computed analogously to equation 3.1, substituting
the inverse sentence frequency instead of the inverse topic frequency in the
second part of the equation:

ftf -idf (wi) = (1 + log n(wi, s)) ∗ log(|S|/| {s : wi ∈ s} |), (3.5)

We normalize both bag-of-words to unit length before computing the aver-
age weights. To represent the parent document of a sentence, we construct
a weighted word vector by aggregating the weighted word vectors of its sen-
tences, and normalize the resulting vector to unit length. We then compute
the cosine similarity of the tf-idf -weighted document and each sentence vec-
tor.

Our other features are based on the structure of a document: Each sen-
tence is assigned binary features that indicate whether the sentence occurs in
the first, second or last third of the document, as well as a real-valued position
score linearly scaled to [0, 1], where fpos(s) = (|S|−pos(s))/(|S|−1). Finally,
to prefer sentences of medium length, we assign binary features indicating
whether a sentence is shorter respectively longer than some fixed thresholds
lmin and lmax. We organize a sentence’s features in the form of a vector, such
that each sentence is associated with a vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xk) of feature
values. Table 3.1 summarizes the set of baseline sentence features.

4http://www.nltk.org
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Feature Description

avg. tf Average tf score of the bag-of-words ws of sentence s
avg. tf-idf Average tf-idf score of the bag-of-words ws of sentence

s
cos(ws,wd) Cosine similarity cos(ws,wd) of the tf-idf -weighted

word vectors of sentence s and its parent document d.

sent-in-first


1 if sentence occurs in first part of document

0 else

sent-in-second


1 if sentence occurs in second part of document

0 else

sent-in-third


1 if sentence occurs in third part of document

0 else

sent-pos Real-valued position score

sent-min


1 if length(s) > lmin

0 else

sent-max


1 if length(s) < lmax

0 else

Table 3.1: Overview of sentence features used in the baseline generic multi-
document summarizer.

Ontology-derived sentence features For our ontology-based summa-
rizer, we add a range of novel features derived from the representation of
sentences in the topic ontology. After mapping sentences to the ontology
using the algorithm outlined in Section 3.1.2, we arrive at a representation
of sentences in the ontology space, as given by the weighted topic vector
ts = (t1, . . . , tk) for each sentence s ∈ S. If a sentence is mapped to multiple
topic paths in the ontology, we include all nodes from every path. For exam-
ple, in Figure 3.3 the first sentence is assigned the paths News/Weather and
Regional/Carribean.

We utilize the topic vector representation to compute several different
thematic and graph-based sentence features. Our first feature estimates how
well the sentence represents the overall content of the document, i.e. it is
a measure of the centrality of the sentence. Analogously to the previously
introduced word vector cosine similarity feature, we calculate the cosine simi-
larity cos(ts, td) of the topic vectors of sentence s and its enclosing document
d. Again, all vectors are normalized to unit length before computing sim-
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Feature Description

cos(ts, td) Cosine similarity of weighted sentence and document
topic vectors

depth(s) Depth of the most specific node assigned by the hierar-
chical mapping algorithm

pathcount(s) Number of topic paths assigned by the hierarchical map-
ping algorithm

avg ts Average topic score of the bag-of-topics ts of sentence s

Table 3.2: Overview of ontology-derived sentence features used for generic
multi-document summarization.

ilarities. The entries of td with the highest weights can be interpreted as
the main topics of a document, as shown in Figure 3.3. We also compute
an average topic score for each sentence, similar to the average tf scores
mentioned above, from the weighted topic vector ts.

In addition, we exploit the structural information provided by the ontol-
ogy to calculate sentence features. We compute the maximum depth of any
tree path assigned to a sentence. This can be viewed as a measure of the
specificity of a sentence: If a sentence is assigned to a leaf node of a certain
depth, it is assumed to contain more specific information than a sentence
that is classified to a higher-ranked internal node. Furthermore, we compute
the number of tree paths assigned to a sentence, which can be interpreted as
a measure of the quantity of a sentence’s information content. Table 3.2 lists
the features derived from the ontology.

3.2.2 Learning summary-worthy sentences

We consider the problem of sentence extraction as a classification task, given
a corpus of source documents and corresponding summaries. The goal of
sentence classification is to predict for each source sentence if it is summary-
worthy, i.e. it should be included in a summary, or not. Training a classifier
on this task provides a principled method for selecting useful sentence fea-
tures, and for choosing an optimal weight combination [KPC95].

Classification is a supervised learning method (see Section 2.2.3). We
follow [HIMM02] in using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [Vap95].
Support Vector Machines are robust even when the number of features is
very large, and have shown good performance for a range of classification
and regression problems [Bis07]. An important property of SVMs is that the
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determination of the model parameters corresponds to a convex optimization
problem, and so any local solution is also a global optimum. For more details
on SVMs, see for example [Vap95, Bis07]. For our experiments, we use the
SVM-light implementation provided by [Joa99].

In order to train the SVM classifier, we construct a training data set X
from the set of sentence feature vectors {x}. We assign a positive label if
the sentence is deemed summary-worthy according to a human summarizer,
and a negative label if the sentence has not been selected by any human
summarizer. The training data X can thus be formalized as follows:

X = {(xi, yi) | xi ∈ Rp, yi ∈ {−1, 1}}ni=1 , (3.6)

where xi is the feature vector of the ith training sentence, and yi is the class
label assigned to vector xi.

During training, the SVM classifier determines a set of hyperplanes which
separates positive and negative examples. During testing, the feature vectors
of new sentences are classified as either positive (yi ≥ 0) or negative (yi < 0),
i.e. as summary-worthy or not. The SVM implementation we employ assigns
a real-valued classification score to each test feature vector, which can be
used to order sentences.5

3.2.3 Summary construction

To create a summary, we collect all sentences classified as summary-worthy.
Sentences are then ranked according to the classification score assigned to
them by the SVM classifier, and extracted until the number of words in
the summary reaches a predefined threshold. We then reorder sentences
according to their position in the source documents, presenting sentences
from earlier documents first.

3.3 Experiments: Generic multi-document

summarization

For a quantitative performance evaluation of our summarization approach,
we conduct a series of experiments. To this end, we construct a topic ontology

5Although SVM classification scores are not really interpretable in terms of an absolute
value, the set of scores produced by the SVM for a test set of feature vectors can be used
to rank the feature vectors. A higher positive score corresponds to a larger margin to the
nearest hyperplane, and may be seen as an indication that the classifier is more confident
in assigning the object represented by this feature vector to the class of positive examples,
whereas a score closer to 0 indicates that a particular feature vector is less well assignable
to the class of positive examples.
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from the Open Directory Project category tree. We prune the full category
tree to a set of 1036 nodes, encompassing all of the top-level categories and
their immediate children. We exclude the first level “World” branch, as it
consists mostly of non-English content. In order to describe each topic node
with a representative word vector, as outlined in Section 3.1.1, we harvest
several million topic related keywords from the topN = 20 HTML documents
yielded by a YAHOO! search engine query. For the mapping algorithm, we
set the α-parameter controlling the number of topics assigned to a sentence
to α = 1.5 [WAB+07].

We evaluate our summarization approach on the DUC 2002 multi-
document summarization dataset, as this dataset contains extractive refer-
ence summaries. It is therefore possible to label source sentences as summary-
worthy or not, as required for supervised learning methods. The dataset con-
tains 59 clusters of topically related newspaper articles. We set the minimum
length threshold of a sentence to lmin = 4 words, and the maximum length
threshold lmin = 15, counting only content words.

We then train an SVM classifier with a radial basis function kernel [Joa99]
to classify sentences for extractive summarization, labeling all sentences from
the human created extracts as positive examples, and all other sentences as
negative examples. The sentence feature vectors are scaled such that all fea-
ture values are in [0, 1]. Since there are much more negative examples than
positive examples in the training data, we set the SVM parameter J , which
controls the weighting of training errors on positive examples, to 6, aiming
at a higher recall of human-extracted sentences. We set the parameter C,
controlling the trade off between fit to the training data and model general-
ization, to 8. Both parameters were minimally tuned on a small subsample
of our dataset. We then train two different classifiers:

Standard This classifier uses the standard feature set listed in Table 3.1.

Standard+Ontology For this classifier, we extend the standard feature
vector of each sentence with the ontology-derived features listed in Ta-
ble 3.2.

We perform leave-one-out cross validation, with sentences from one of the 59
document clusters in turn constituting the test set, and sentences from the
remaining 58 document clusters being used as training data. The summary
is constructed from sentences of the test cluster.

Classifier evaluation measures Given a set of sentences S ′ labeled as
summary-worthy by the classifier, we measure recall as the fraction of truly
summary-worthy sentences contained in this set compared to the full set
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of sentences S+ that are actually summary-worthy according to the human
reference summaries:

R =
|S ′ ∩ S+|

|S+| (3.7)

Precision, on the other hand, measures the quality of S ′, i.e. the fraction of
actually summary-worthy sentences compared to the set of sentences classi-
fied as positive instances S ′:

P =
|S ′ ∩ S+|

|S ′| (3.8)

For micro-averaged precision and recall values, we compute the mean preci-
sion and recall values across individual sentence classification results (i.e. S+

corresponds to the union of positive training examples across all 59 document
clusters). Since we perform leave-one-out cross validation per topical clus-
ter of documents, we can also average precision and recall values across the
59 individual results, which is known as macro-averaging. Macro-averaging
equally weights the different document clusters tested during cross-validation,
whereas micro-averaging equally weights the sentences, thus favoring com-
mon sentence feature vectors.

We also compute the F1-measure, which combines precision and recall
into a single value:

F1 =
2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R

(3.9)

The subscript of 1 indicates a balanced weighting of recall and precision, and
is also known as the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

3.3.1 Results and Discussion

SVM classifier performance

We first evaluate the effects of our novel ontology-based sentence features on
the performance of the SVM classifier. Table 3.3 compares the micro- and
macro-averaged precision, recall and F1 results of a classifier trained on the
standard feature set with a classifier trained on an extended feature set using
the ontology-derived sentence features.

We observe that adding features from our topic ontology representation of
sentences improves both micro- and macro-averaged F1 scores. In particular,
we find a statistically significant increase in recall, both micro- and macro-
averaged, when including ontology-based features.6 Although precision is

6The differences in recall are statistically significant as measured by a Wilcoxon rank
sum test with α = 0.01.
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Features avg. by Precision Recall F1

Standard macro 0.294 0.304 0.299
micro 0.266 0.287 0.276

Standard+Ontology macro 0.274 0.380 0.319
micro 0.250 0.362 0.296

Table 3.3: Micro- and macro-averaged precision, recall and F1 values of a
Support Vector Machine classifier trained on the task of sentence extraction.
The table compares a classifier trained on a standard set of sentence features
with a classifier trained on sentence features derived from a hierarchical on-
tology of topics.

slightly lower in both cases, the increase in recall results in higher F1 scores.

Summarization performance

We evaluate the summaries constructed with our approach using the well-
known Rouge measure (see Section 1.4.1). Rouge metrics are recall-
oriented and based on n-gram overlap. Higher values indicate a higher overlap
with the content of human-created reference summaries. We report the per-
formance of our summarizers for the widely used Rouge-1 (word overlap)
and Rouge-2 (bigram overlap) measures. We use Rouge version 1.5.5, with
the same parameter settings as in the official DUC evaluations, and imple-
ment jackknifing as in the official evaluation.7 All obtained results are also
compared to a lead sentence summarizer (see Section 1.4.3).

Table 3.4 compares the Rouge scores of the evaluated summarizers for
summaries which are 200 words long. We observe that both Rouge-1 and
Rouge-2 scores increase significantly when adding the ontology-based fea-
tures, as compared to a summarization system using only the standard set of
features. Both systems outperform the lead sentence baseline, but whereas
the Rouge-2 scores of the standard summarizer are not significantly better
than those of the lead system, the system using ontology features exhibits a
considerable increase in Rouge-2 scores.

The table also shows the Rouge scores of the best participating system

7The exact parameter settings are ‘-n 4 -w 1.2 -m -2 4 -u -c 95 -r 1000 -f A -p 0.5
-t 0’. See also the Rouge package documentation at http://berouge.com (visited May
3rd, 2011) and http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/duc2007/tasks.html (vis-
ited May 3rd, 2011) for a description of the parameters and a explanation of why to use
jackknifing.
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Summarizer Rouge-1 F1 Rouge-2 F1

Lead 0.3986 0.1604
Standard 0.4386 0.1657
Standard+Ontology 0.4636 0.2040
Best DUC 2002 0.50583 0.26765

Table 3.4: Comparison of Rouge scores for 200-word summaries of differ-
ent summarizers. The novel ontology-based features lead to a significant
improvement of Rouge scores.

Summarizer Rouge-1 F1 Rouge-2 F1

Lead 0.5103 0.2488
Standard 0.5325 0.2632
Standard+Ontology 0.5716 0.3143
Best DUC 2002 0.59064 0.34972

Table 3.5: Comparison of Rouge scores for 400-word summaries of different
summarizers.

(Gistexter in DUC 2002 [HL02]. Although our Rouge results are lower
than those of [HL02], we note that our hierarchical classifier is not trained
on previous DUC data, and requires much less human effort for preparing
knowledge resources than the IE-style top-performing system (see discussion
of the Gistexter system in Section 2.3.3). Our summarizer thus trades
flexibility and generality (i.e. a transfer to other topic domains) for accuracy.
Also, since it is trained offline, the actual mapping of sentences to nodes of
the ontology is very efficient, which is useful for an online summarization
system.

Table 3.5 shows the Rouge scores of the same summarizers for 400-word
summaries. The results confirm the observations made for 200-word sum-
maries. In particular, the improvement over the summarizer using the stan-
dard feature set is much more pronounced when considering Rouge-2, and
the difference to the top-performing system is lower than for 200-word sum-
maries. This suggests that the ontology-based features indeed support the
recall of summary-worthy sentences, and as more sentences can be included
in a longer summary, the Rouge scores of the ontology-based summarizer
increase relative to the baseline summarizer.
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3.4 Conclusion

Recognizing similar information is an important step in constructing multi-
document summaries. One recurrent observation in automatic text sum-
marization, especially of newswire material, is the repeated occurrence of
domain-specific subtopics throughout the collection of documents to be sum-
marized. An identification of these subtopics helps to determine similar in-
formation, and can be used to guide an extractive summarization system.

This chapter presented an approach for subtopic identification that maps
sentences to nodes of a hierarchical topic ontology. The topic ontology we ex-
ploit is built from the hierarchically structured topics of the Open Directory
Project category tree, and thus provides a wide coverage of different domains
suited to the purpose of news article summarization. In order to augment
the topical nodes of the ontology with lexical knowledge, we described an
automatic approach for associating each topic node with a descriptive bag-
of-words. Our approach uses search engine queries to harvest millions of
topic-related words, and represents structural information of the hierarchi-
cal ontology by propagating feature distributions from leaf nodes to parent
nodes. We then introduced an efficient algorithm for mapping sentences to
a subtree of the ontology, thus associating sentences with a set of subtopics.

Subsequently, we considered the task of generic multi-document summa-
rization. We treat sentence extraction as a classification task of identifying
summary-worthy sentences. To this end, we represent sentences as feature
vectors using a standard set of features common in summarization research.
We augment these feature vectors with novel features, derived from the sen-
tences’ representation in the ontology space, that capture topical as well as
structural properties of the ontology.

Our experimental evaluations show that the features derived from the on-
tology representation significantly improve the classification accuracy, when
compared to a classifier trained only on the standard set of features. In par-
ticular, we observe that the recall of summary-worthy sentences increases.
This improvement in recall is mirrored in the evaluation of the constructed
summaries using the Rouge measure. Our summarizer evaluations are con-
ducted on the DUC 2002 multi-document summarization dataset, for sum-
maries that are 200 and respectively 400 words long. We observe that for both
summary sizes, Rouge-1 and Rouge-2 scores of the summarizer exploiting
ontology-derived features improve significantly, and vastly outperform a lead
baseline and the summarizer using a set of standard, well-known sentence
features.

The approach for subtopic identification presented in this chapter requires
the manual definition of a hierarchical topic ontology. Furthermore, the lex-
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ical representation of ontology nodes relies on the bag-of-words assumption,
and therefore cannot handle linguistic aspects such as synonymy and poly-
semy. In the next chapter, we will present an unsupervised, fully-automatic
approach for subtopic identification that further reduces the amount of hu-
man effort required. In addition, the presented method exploits lexical co-
occurrence information in order to better capture distributional aspects of
word meaning with strong benefits for subtopic identification and summa-
rization.
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Chapter 4

A probabilistic approach to
content modeling

In the previous chapter, we approached the problem of subtopic identifica-
tion by relying on an externally defined, hierarchical topic ontology. The
construction of this ontology requires human effort, and an extension of the
topic hierarchy to more specific, fine-grained subtopics may become pro-
hibitively expensive. A transfer of the ontology to other languages or knowl-
edge domains will also incur additional effort. Yet another limitation of the
ontology-based approach is that the construction of the topic ontology does
not take into account the observed content structure of the documents to be
summarized. Instead, prior knowledge is encoded in a fixed, static structure,
and during summarization, source passages can only be mapped to existing
topics.

In this chapter, we present an unsupervised, fully-automatic approach
for modeling the content of multi-document summarization datasets. Our
approach aims to identify subtopics from the content of source documents
alone by means of an analysis of recurrent word distribution patterns. As
discussed in Section 2.5, such word patterns often characterize particular
types of discourse, and have been used by different researchers to determine
domain-specific content structures of texts. Of course, the applicability of
our approach relies on the existence of identifiable word patterns. As men-
tioned in Chapter 1, multi-document summarization datasets typically con-
sist of news articles which reiterate various subtopics centered around a main
theme. As a news story evolves, more recent articles will summarize previous
reports, and repeat similar background matter. Consequently, news article
authors will tend to re-use and repeat text passages, phrases and specific
word patterns. In addition, news writing is highly similar even across differ-
ent newspaper organizations, as the use of domain-specific topic structures
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facilitates readers’ comprehension and recall [Bar32, BL04].
In our approach, we investigate the utility of probabilistic topic models,

such as probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA, see Section 2.4) for cap-
turing subtopics and content structures of MDS document collections. Our
approach infers the semantics of words based on lexical co-occurrence infor-
mation and distributional context, and does not require manually constructed
lexico-semantic knowledge resources. It exploits recurrent word patterns to
derive the subtopic structure of multiple texts in a domain- and language-
independent, unsupervised fashion. The identification of subtopic structures
helps to overcome common problems related to word ambiguity, synonymy,
and the sparseness of the original word vector space when estimating the sim-
ilarity of text passages. Similar benefits are accrued by mapping user queries,
as employed in query-focused summarization, to the latent topic space con-
structed by our model. The originally small set of query words is expanded
with semantically related words that are derived from the latent factors. This
form of relevance feedback can considerably increase the query’s similarity
with relevant source sentences [DM06].

We apply our probabilistic topic modeling approach to the problem of
query-focused multi-document summarization. Unlike previous work ex-
ploring the use of latent topic modeling for extractive text summariza-
tion [GL01, DM06, SPKJ07, BSIM08, HV09], our model utilizes the identified
latent topics to represent sentences, queries, and documents as probability
distributions. On the basis of this representation, we compute various the-
matic and query-focused sentence features, as well as a redundancy measure
similar to Maximal Marginal Relevance, in order to estimate the summary-
worthiness of sentences.

Our system differs from previous approaches in three ways: First, we
investigate PLSA in the context of query-focused multi-document summa-
rization, modeling topic distributions across documents and taking into ac-
count information redundancy. Second, we do not only pick sentences from
topics with the highest likelihood in the training data as in [GL01, SPKJ07,
BSIM08], but compute a sentence’s score based on a linear function of query-
focused and thematic features. Third, we examine how a PLSA model can be
used to represent documents, sentences and queries in the context of multi-
document summarization, and investigate which measures are most useful
for computing similarities in the latent topic space. We evaluate our ap-
proach on the data sets of the DUC 2006 and DUC 2007 text summarization
challenges, and show that the resulting summaries receive very competitive
Rouge scores, when compared with those of existing state-of-the-art sum-
marization systems.

This chapter is organized as follows: We first describe our approach for
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utilizing a probabilistic latent topic model to discover semantic subtopic
structures in a collection of related documents (Section 4.1). Then, we give
details of our summarization system and the sentence features we compute
to estimate sentence summary-worthiness in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we
present experimental results showing that our approach leads to consider-
able improvements over different baseline systems, and that overall scores
compare very favorably with those of existing systems on Rouge metrics.

4.1 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis

Probabilistic latent semantic analysis is a latent variable model for co-
occurrence data which associates an unobserved latent factor variable zk ∈
Z = {z1, . . . , zT} with each observation (d, w), where word wi ∈ W =
{w1, . . . , wN} occurs in document dm ∈ D = {d1, . . . , dM}. Each word in
a document is considered as a sample from a mixture model, where the
mixture components are multinomial random variables that can be viewed
as representations of topics. A document is represented as a list of mixing
proportions for the mixing components, i.e. it is reduced to a probability
distribution over a fixed set of latent factors (see Section 2.4).

Topic models are generally applied to large collections of documents, and
exploit the co-occurrence of documents and words. However, given the small
size of typical multi-document summarization document collections, a latent
factor analysis at the level of documents will provide the algorithms with
insufficient co-occurrence information to work with, resulting in latent topics
which pick out idiosyncratic word combinations. Instead, it is more useful to
consider co-occurrence information at the level of text passages, typically at
the same granularity as that which is used during summary creation [BL04,
SPKJ07]. This approach allows the model to identify similar and different
text passages, and to group text passages with similar content.

In our approach, we follow the dominant paradigm of extractive summa-
rization, and consider sentences as the passages to be extracted. Our PLSA
model therefore associates the latent factor variable z with each observa-
tion (s, w) of word w in sentence s, and utilizes sentence-word co-occurrence
information to identify latent topics. For the purposes of our model, each
sentence is viewed as a (very short) document. Similarly, we consider a user
query as a single document q. From hereon, we will use P (z|s) and P (z|q) to
denote topic distributions over sentences and queries respectively, which can
be considered identical to the notation P (z|d) of the original PLSA model.
Any other (pseudo-) documents utilized in our approach, such as the title of
documents, or the centroid vector representation of a document collection,
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are treated analogously, and will be introduced where needed.

4.2 Content modeling for summarization

Our approach to creating a query-focused summary of a collection of themat-
ically related documents consists of three steps: First, we associate sentences
and queries with a representation in the latent topic space by training a
PLSA model on the term-sentence matrix of the input document collection.
From the model, we derive a representation of sentences in the latent topic
space, and estimate the mixing proportions of the user query, documents, and
the collection’s centroid vector. We then compute several features for each
sentence on the basis of this novel representation, in order to estimate the
summary-worthiness of sentences. The feature set includes features which
capture how well a sentence represents the overall theme of the document
collection, as well as features which model a sentence’s relevance with respect
to the query. We combine individual feature scores linearly into an overall
sentence score in order to rank sentences. Subsequently, we iteratively select
the top-ranking sentences to create a summary, and penalize candidate sen-
tences based on their similarity to the partially constructed summary. Each
of these steps is described in detail below.

4.2.1 Sentence and document representation in the la-
tent topic space

Given a collection of thematically related documents, we perform sentence
splitting for each document using the NLTK toolkit.1 Each sentence is repre-
sented as a weighted bag-of-words w = (w1, . . . , wN). During preprocessing,
we remove stop words, and apply stemming using Porter’s stemmer [Por80].
We discard all sentences which contain less than lmin = 5 or more than
lmax = 20 content words, as these sentences are unlikely to be useful for a
summary [TM97].

From the bag-of-words representation, we create a term-sentence2 matrix
ATS over the union of sentences in the corpus. Each entry Ats is given
by the frequency of term t in sentence s. We train the PLSA model on
the term-sentence matrix ATS, using an implementation of the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm described in [Hof99b] (see Section 2.4.2).

1http://www.nltk.org
2A term here corresponds to a stemmed content word. We utilize the notion of ‘term’

in its conventional sense to distinguish it from the concept of ‘words’, which include stop
words and are not stemmed.
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4.2. Content modeling for summarization

After the model has been trained, it provides a representation of the
sentences as probability distributions P (z|s) over the latent topics z. This
representation can be interpreted as follows: Since the source documents
cover multiple topics related to a central theme, each sentence can be viewed
as representing one (or more) of these topics. By applying PLSA, we arrive at
a representation of sentences as vectors in the “topic space” of the document
collection:

z(s) = P (z|s) = (p(z1|s), p(z2|s), . . . , p(zT |s)), (4.1)

where p(zk|s) is the conditional probability of topic zk given the sentence s.
The probability distribution P (z|s) hence tells us how many and which topics
this sentence covers, and how likely the different topics are for this sentence.
Typically, there will be one or at most two dominant topics for each sentence,
and the remaining topics will have a negligible probability p(z|s) < ϵ, which
can be safely ignored. Similar to Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), one of
the major challenges of applying latent topic models is the estimation of the
number of latent topics T (see Section 2.4). We will therefore evaluate the
performance of our approaches for different values of the parameter T .

Having arrived at a representation of sentences in the latent space, there
are a number of ways of exploiting this representation. The authors of
[BSIM08] suggest picking the most central topics, i.e. the topics with the high-
est posterior probabilities P (z), and selecting sentences with the highest like-
lihood P (s|z), given these topics. In contrast, we interpret the distribution
over topics as a lower-dimensional representation of the high-dimensional,
noisy word vector space spanned by the term-sentence matrix ATS of the
document collection. By using the topic space, we gain a reduced repre-
sentation where similarities between sentences, or between sentences and a
query, can be more reliably estimated. Furthermore, the latent space reduces
the impact of ‘noise’ terms. This interpretation is similar to that of the LSA
model. The representation of sentences and queries in the latent topic space
thus allows us to apply similarity measures in this space. Furthermore, the
topic space is much smaller and denser than the original term vector space.
In the next section, we describe the sentence-level features that we compute
using the topic-based representation of sentences and queries.

4.2.2 Computing query-focused and thematic sentence
features

Since we are interested in creating a summary that covers the main top-
ics of a document collection, and in addition satisfies a user’s information
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need, expressed by a query, we compute a set of sentence-level features that
are intended to capture these different aspects. We utilize different types
of information available in the DUC 2006 and DUC 2007 multi-document
summarization data sets (see Section 1.4.2):

• tc: Title of a collection of related documents

• q: Query or topic statement

• tds: Title of document d containing sentence s

• ds: Document term vector of document d containing sentence s

• c: Document collection centroid vector

Each of these elements is first represented as a vector of words w =
(w1, . . . , wm), applying the same preprocessing steps as described above for
sentences. We do not perform sentence splitting if the query consists of a
multi-sentence set of questions, but instead treat it as a single, long sentence.
We also do not discard queries or titles based on the length of the resulting
word vector, as done for sentences. Document and document collection term
vectors are computed by summing the term frequencies of the corresponding
sentence term vectors.

The word vectors are then transformed into probability distributions over
the latent topic space by folding them into the trained model. The folding is
performed by EM iterations, where the distributions P (w|z) are kept fixed,
and only the mixing proportions P (z|q) are adapted in each M-step [Hof99b].

Given the resulting representation of elements as probability distribu-
tions, we calculate the following set of sentence features:

• ftc(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|tc)) - the similarity of the sentence and the
document collection’s title

• fq(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|q)) - the similarity of the sentence and the query

• ftd(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|tds)) - the similarity of the sentence and the title
of the document it belongs to

• fds(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|ds)) - the similarity of the sentence and the
document it belongs to

• fc(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|c)) - the similarity of the sentence and the col-
lection centroid vector
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A variety of similarity measures can be used to compute sentence features.
In our approach, we compare three different metrics, and evaluate their effect
on summary quality. A traditional and well-known similarity measure that
uses the vectorial representations of the topic probability distributions (see
Equation 4.1) is the cosine similarity, described in Section 2.2:

simCOS(x,y) =
xTy

|x||y| (4.2)

In addition, we evaluate two standard distribution divergence measures,
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and the Jensen-Shannon (JS) diver-
gence, since the representations we compare are probability distributions.
The symmetric KL divergence is defined as follows:

KL(S,Q) = DKL(S||Q) +DKL(Q||S)

=

I

S(i) log
S(i)

Q(i)
+

I

Q(i) log
Q(i)

S(i)
. (4.3)

To use the KL divergence as a similarity measure, we scale divergence values
to [0, 1] and invert by subtracting from 1, hence

simKL = 1−KL(S,Q)scaled. (4.4)

The Jensen-Shannon divergence is a symmetrized and smoothed version
of the KL divergence, calculated as the KL divergence of S,Q with respect to
the average of the two input distributions. The JS divergence based similarity
simJS is then defined as:

simJS(S,Q) = 1− [DJS(S||Q)] (4.5)

= 1−

1

2
DKL(S||M) +

1

2
DKL(Q||M)


,

where M = 1/2(S +Q).
Since the training of a PLSA model using the EM algorithm with random

initialization converges on a local maximum of the likelihood of the observed
data, different initializations will result in different locally optimal models
(see Section 2.4.2). As the authors of [BCT02] have shown, the effect of
random initializations can be reduced by generating several PLSA models,
and then computing and averaging the features derived from the different
models. We have implemented this model averaging in our approach using
five iterations of training the PLSA model. The number of iterations was
tuned experimentally to give a sensible trade-off between model performance
and training time. We compute sentence features in each iteration, and then
average the feature values before computing the final sentence score.
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4.2.3 Sentence scoring

The system described so far assigns a vector of similarity feature values to
each sentence s ∈ S,xs = (ftc(s), fq(s), ftd(s), fds(s), fc(s)). The overall score
of a sentence s is calculated as a linearly weighted combination score(s) =
wTxs, where w is a weight vector. For our system, we determined feature
weights experimentally by initializing all weights to a default value of 1 and
then tuning one feature weight at a time while keeping the others fixed.3 We
performed the weight tuning on the DUC 2006 data set.

To create a summary, we rank sentences by their score, and select the
highest-scoring sentences for inclusion in the summary until the predefined
summary length is reached. In order to deal with redundancy, we apply
a scheme similar to Maximum Marginal Relevance. To this end, we select
sentences iteratively, and calculate a redundancy penalty for each remaining
candidate sentence in each iteration:

scoremmr(s) = λ(score(s))− (1− λ)sim(p(z|s), p(z|sum)), (4.6)

where score(s) is scaled to [0, 1] and sim(p(z|s), p(z|sum)) is the similarity
of the candidate sentence to the current, partial summary. Again, different
similarity measures can be applied. In our experiments, we evaluated the
same three similarity measures for the redundancy penalty as were used
for computing sentence features. Since the differences in performance were
negligible, we only report the results of the variant using the cosine similarity
measure in this work. The weighting parameter λ is set experimentally to
0.5, weighting relevance and redundancy scores equally.

4.3 Experiments: Query-focused multi-

document summarization

We evaluate our approach on two data sets from recent summarization tasks,
the DUC 2006 and DUC 2007 multi-document summarization datasets (see
Section 1.4.2). The quality of the summaries created by our system is eval-
uated with the Rouge measure, using the official DUC parameter settings

3The procedure we used for tuning feature weights, following [LYRL04], corresponds
to a greedy search in the feature weight space, and may converge on a local optimum.
Alternative schemes for finding (globally) optimal weights are discussed in Section 2.2.3.
For example, Vanderwende et al. [VSBN07] suggest a preference learning scheme for sen-
tences, using Rouge oracle scores to optimize the ranking and the feature weights. Hickl
et al. [HRL07] discuss a hill-climbing algorithm. “Oracle” scores calculated from the prob-
ability distribution of n-grams in human summaries are also used by Conroy et al. [CSO06]
and Ouyang et al. [OLL07] as a learning criterion.
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and implementing jackknifing (see Section 3.3 for a list of the used parame-
ters and their settings). Summaries are truncated to a length of 250 words
by using the Rouge parameter ‘-l 250’. We report the performance of our
summarizer for the Rouge-1 (word overlap), Rouge-2 (bigram overlap) and
Rouge-SU4 (skip bigram overlap) metrics.

We implemented three variants of our PLSA-based summarizer, each one
using a different similarity measure to compute sentence features: PLSA-JS
(Jenson-Shannon divergence), PLSA-KL (symmetric KL divergence), PLSA-
COS (cosine similarity). In addition, we implemented two baseline systems,
Lead and a system based on Latent Semantic Analysis. The Lead system
selects the lead sentences from the most recent news article in the document
cluster as the summary.

The LSA baseline computes a rank-T singular value decomposition of
the term-sentence matrix. The resulting right-singular vectors, scaled by
the singular values, represent the sentences in the latent semantic space (see
Section 2.4). We adopt the same approach as for the PLSA-based system to
compute sentence-level features and score sentences. Sentence features are
calculated using the cosine similarity measure, since the novel dimensions
derived by SVD are linear combinations of the original word vector space,
to which distributional divergence metrics are not applicable. We apply our
greedy ranking and redundancy removal strategy to create a summary.

4.3.1 DUC 2006

In the multi-document summarization task in DUC-2006, participants are
given 50 document clusters, where each cluster contains 25 news articles
related to the same topic. Participants are asked to generate summaries of
at most 250 words for each cluster. For each cluster, a title and a query
describing a user’s information need are provided. The query is usually
composed of a set of questions or a multi-sentence task description.

We present the results of our system in Table 4.1. We compare our
results to three state-of-the-art systems (described in Section 2.3.3): the
best peer participating in DUC 2006 (IIIT Hyderabad [JPV06]), the best
reported results on this data set by the PYTHY system [TBG+07], and the
Gistexter system [LHR+06]. In addition, we also give the results for the
LSA baseline using an SVD decomposition with T = 128 latent topics, and
the Lead baseline.

In the table, system PLSA-JS uses the Jensen-Shannon divergence as the
similarity measure, PLSA-KL the symmetric KL divergence and PLSA-COS
the cosine similarity. The results are given for the empirically best value
of the parameter T (number of latent topics) for each system variant. The
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System T Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-SU4

PLSA-JS 192 0.43283 0.09698 0.15568
PYTHY - n.a. 0.096 0.147
PLSA-COS 256 0.42444 0.09588 0.15409
IIIT Hyderabad - 0.40980 0.09505 0.15464
PLSA-KL 256 0.42956 0.09465 0.15474
LSA 128 0.42155 0.08880 0.14938
GisTexter - 0.38751 0.08082 0.13582
Lead - 0.30217 0.04947 0.09788

Table 4.1: Rouge recall scores for best number of latent topics T on the DUC
2006 dataset. The table compares three different variants of our PLSA-based
system, which use the Jensen-Shannon divergence (PLSA-JS), the symmet-
ric KL divergence (PLSA-KL) and the cosine similarity (PLSA-COS) respec-
tively to calculate similarity features in the latent topic space. The best LSA
model is based on a rank-T approximation with T = 128. The PLSA-JS
approach produces the best summarization quality, outperforming the best
state-of-the-art systems, such as PYTHY or IIIT Hyderabad.

system using the JS divergence outperforms the best state-of-the-art systems
at T = 192 with a Rouge-2 score of 0.9698. However, the improvements
for Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4 are not significant at p < 0.05. Rouge-1
scores are significantly better than the results reported by IIIT Hyderabad.
A comparison to the PYTHY system on Rouge-1 is not possible as the au-
thors do not report this score for their system. All variants of our system
outperform the LSA baseline on Rouge-2, suggesting that probabilistic la-
tent topic models are a more adequate choice for modeling the content of
multi-document summarization data sets than the algebraic model underly-
ing LSA.

The most dominant features in our experiments are the sentence-query
similarity fq(s) and the sentence-document similarity fds(s), which confirms
previous research. On the other hand, the sentence-title similarity ftd(s) did
not have a significant influence on quality of the resulting summaries. Our
experiments with other weighting schemes for the input matrix ATS, such
as tf-idf, resulted in significantly lower performance, confirming the results
reported by Gong and Liu [GL01].
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System T Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-SU4

IIIT Hyderabad - 0.44508 0.12448 0.17711
PYTHY - 0.43245 0.12028 0.17074
PLSA-JS 128 0.45843 0.11675 0.17680
PLSA-KL 224 0.45208 0.11662 0.17306
PLSA-COS 64 0.44329 0.11222 0.16679
LSA 256 0.44891 0.11022 0.16864
GisTexter - 0.42419 0.10810 0.16280
Lead - 0.31250 0.06039 0.10507

Table 4.2: Rouge recall scores for best number of latent topics T on the
DUC 2007 dataset. The table compares three different variants of our PLSA-
based system, which use the Jensen-Shannon divergence (PLSA-JS), the sym-
metric KL divergence (PLSA-KL) and the cosine similarity (PLSA-COS)
respectively to calculate similarity features in the latent topic space. The
PLSA-JS variant outperforms the best participating system on Rouge-1,
and ranks among the top systems for Rouge-2.

4.3.2 DUC 2007

The multi-document summarization task in DUC 2007 is the same as in
DUC 2006, with participants asked to produce 250 word multi-document
summaries for a total of 45 document clusters. The results of our system are
presented in Table 4.2, together with the results of the 2007 versions of the
state-of-the-art systems introduced above [PKV07, TBG+07, HRL07].

Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4 scores of our system are slightly lower than
those of the best system, but still very competitive, with the PLSA-JS vari-
ant ranking 5th for Rouge-2 and 2nd for Rouge-SU4 when compared to
systems participating in DUC 2007. Again we see that all three system vari-
ants outperform the LSA baseline. We also observe that both the PLSA-JS
and the PLSA-COS variant require a much smaller number of latent topics
than the LSA model for comparable Rouge-2 results. The implied reduction
in description length, i.e. the reduced memory footprint due to the smaller
size of the resulting topic vectors, can prove to be beneficial for large-scale
summarization applications.

We can also see that the PLSA-JS variant outperforms the best system on
Rouge-1, and achieves almost the same score as the top-performing system
for Rouge-SU4, with the differences in both cases not being significant. This
suggests that the PLSA model can adequately capture the importance of in-
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dividual words for Rouge-1 recall, and word co-occurrences for Rouge-SU4
skip-bigram recall. The Rouge-2 score, on the other hand, is significantly
lower than that of the best system. This indicates that the PLSA model,
which is trained on the co-occurrence counts of individual words, could ben-
efit from the inclusion of bigram co-occurrence counts.

We find that the variants of our summarizer using distribution divergence
measures (PLSA-JS, PLSA-KL) outperform the approach implementing the
cosine similarity measure (PLSA-COS). When compared to the LSA baseline,
there is no clear advantage for the PLSA-COS system, as the higherRouge-2
score is offset by the slightly lower Rouge-1 and Rouge-SU4 scores.

4.3.3 Effect of system variations

In this section, we look at the effect of varying the number of latent topics.
For all systems we find that using less than T = 32 latent topics, the model
cannot cope with the complexity of the data. As shown in Figure 4.1,Rouge-
2 scores of the PLSA-JS and -COS variants on DUC 2006 data improve
drastically when increasing the number of latent topics to T = 32. For T >
32, both variants show smaller improvements and seem relatively robust to
changes of the number of latent topics. The observed performance variations
can be explained by the way latent topics models assign words to topics:
Given a fixed number of latent topics to “fill”, the algorithm may split up
a single topic into two distinct ones, or vice versa merge different topics,
which in turn affects similarity scores and the resulting sentence ranking.
The scores of the KL divergence based variant are significantly lower than
those of the PLSA-JS variant when using less than T = 156 latent topics,
but are almost as good as those of PLSA-JS when using more topics.

Similar observations hold for the DUC 2007 data set, as can be seen from
the performance curves presented in Figure 4.2. One notable difference is
that the PLSA-COS variant exhibits over-fitting for the DUC 2007 data set
much earlier than the other systems, with performance dropping for T > 64.
We assume this to be due to the fact that the PLSA model assigns near-zero
probabilities to most of the latent topics of a sentence, which in turn affects
the cosine similarity measure more strongly than the distribution divergence
measures, which smooth near-zero probabilities.

For both data sets the PLSA-JS variant achieves very good performance
with only very few latent topics, signifying that a drastic reduction of the
original vector space is possible before computing similarity features. Even
with T = 192 latent topics, the dimensionality of this space is much lower
than for the original term vector space.

Both figures also show that the PLSA-JS approach consistently outper-
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Figure 4.1: Rouge-2 recall on DUC 2006 data as a function of the number
of latent topics. The figure shows the performance of system variants using
the Jensen-Shannon divergence (PLSA-JS), the symmetric KL divergence
(PLSA-KL) and the cosine similarity (PLSA-COS), and of a LSA baseline.
PLSA-based summarizers outperform the LSA baseline, although the PLSA-
KL variant requires a large number of latent topics for a high summarization
quality. The PLSA-JS variant of our system outperforms existing approaches
for T = 192.

forms the LSA approach, as do the PLSA-COS and PLSA-KL variants for
the best setting of the latent number of topics T . Although performance im-
provements are not significant at p < 0.05, they do indicate that the PLSA
model can better capture the sparse information contained in sentences than
the LSA model. We find that the LSA baseline system’s Rouge-2 scores
improve significantly when increasing the number of latent topics from 32 to
96. For larger T , gains in performance are less pronounced.

Figure 4.3 shows the Rouge-1 and Rouge-SU4 scores of the same set
of summarizers on DUC 2007 data. The plots in general mirror the curves
that can be observed for Rouge-2. One difference is that for Rouge-1, the
LSA summarizer performs as well as the PLSA-KL summarizer. In addition,
all summarizers except for the over-fitting PLSA-COS system show similar
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Figure 4.2: Rouge-2 recall on DUC 2007 data as a function of the number of
latent topics T . The results mirror the performance on DUC 2006 data, with
PLSA summarizers outperforming the LSA summarizer. The PLSA-COS
variant tends to over-fit already for a small number of latent topics.

performance for T > 128.

4.3.4 Do latent topics capture subtopics?

We conclude our discussion with a study of the latent topics generated by
PLSA for our summarization datasets. Table 4.3 shows the most prominent
terms of 10 latent topics generated by PLSA (T = 64) for the DUC 2007 doc-
ument set D0743J, which is about the 1999 earthquakes in Western Turkey.
We find that many topics aggregate semantically related terms rather well,
and many latent topics seem to capture subtopic-like information. For ex-
ample, topic 33 aggregates terms related to search and rescue efforts, topic 7
terms related to a fire in a refinery, topic 48 concerns economic consequences
of the disaster, and topic 15 contains terms dealing with scientific studies of
earthquakes. On the other hand, topic 10 mixes terms related to the first
reports on the massive earthquake with terms pertaining to geology. Topic
56 combines terms associated with the industrial importance of the affected
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(a) ROUGE-1

(b) ROUGE-SU4

Figure 4.3: Rouge-1 (a) and Rouge-SU4 (b) recall on DUC 2007 data as
a function of the number of latent topics for different summarizers.
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Topic Most likely terms

10 quak kill peopl 17 injur region trigger turkey stress inhibit
33 rescu worker team search rubbl survivor build wednesday collaps foreign
56 earthquak industri turkey region heartland center damag countri part crisi
1 aftershock scale richter measur occur degre gmt regist report local
7 refineri izmit blaze fire petrol control strong compani alakoc ismail
35 izmit citi mile epicent damag istanbul quak largest center 65
48 turkish caus expert foreign earthquak dollar turkey billion econom countri
8 buri bodi diseas rubbl water relief thousand men believ huge
15 scientist quak fault struck monitor earthquak record largest west magnitud
20 thousand homeless survivor izmit worker tent work busi volunt human

Table 4.3: Stemmed terms for 10 latent topics generated by PLSA with T =
64 for DUC 2007 topic D0743J (“Earthquakes in Turkey in August 1999”).
Most topics aggregate co-occurring terms, and seem to capture subtopic-
like information, e.g. “rescue efforts” (topic 33), “aftershocks” (topic 1), and
“refinery fire” (topic 7). Other topics mix subtopics, e.g. “industry” and
“crisis management” (topic 56).

region with terms referring to crisis management. Such mixed contents in-
dicate an insufficient number of latent topics T . A similar picture emerges
when looking at the most likely sentences in each latent topic. Table 4.4
shows sentences for 5 of these 10 topics. Whereas topic 1 clusters sentences
containing reports on various aftershocks of the earthquake, the sentences in
topic 56 seem rather unrelated to each other. Such overlapping and mixed-
content topics will generally lower the performance of our summarizer, as in
this case it cannot infer correct (dis-)similarities when computing importance
and redundancy features. One potential approach to mitigate this effect is
to increase the number of latent topics T , in order to separate such mixed
topics. However, this may result in a model over-fitted to the training data.
A more viable approach is to average multiple different models, as described
in Section 4.2, since independently trained models are unlikely to share the
same term and sentences mixtures. We find that such averaged models tend
to produce higher quality summaries.

Table 4.3 also shows that the PLSA model may map the same word to
different latent topics. For example, the term “turkey” occurs in topics 10,
56 and 48, the term “earthquak” in topics 56, 48, and 15, and “izmit” in
topics 7, 35 and 20. PLSA thus associates the occurrences of these words
with the different contexts they appear in, which provides some evidence for
the claim that latent topic models can disambiguate different meanings of a
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Topic Most likely sentences

33 We don’t need any more rescue teams on site.
Two hours later, the rescue workers finally walked away, leaving behind . . .
The number of casualties may still increase as the rescue workers are . . .
Foreign search and rescue teams managed to find at least three people . . .
More than 1,000 relief workers from 19 countries joined the frantic search. . .

15 But the only similar networks of monitoring stations in the world, one in. . .
On this basis, the three scientists proposed in their article that over the. . .
Scientists said Tuesday’s earthquake was along the Anatolia Fault, a . . .
A team of MIT scientists has been studying the region for a decade, but. . .
Only in the last 20 years has technology allowed scientists to detect multiple..

56 Turks nationwide are struggling to recover from the massive, 7.4-magnitude..
The Prime Ministry Crisis Administration Center stated Tuesday that. . .
I think we also have to consider establishing some new residential areas . . .
Foreign engineers and architects are expected to arrive in Turkey over the..
This is a temporary measure, until the government organizes a program for..

1 A 4.2-magnitude aftershock followed.
The most powerful one of the aftershocks, with a magnitude of five degrees..
The aftershock occurred at 17:30 local time (14:30 GMT), but no serious..
Some 27 aftershocks have jolted western Turkey in the past several hours. . .
Five aftershocks, ranging between 4.3 and 4.6 on the Richter scale, rocked. . .

7 He said the blaze in the refinery was brought under control . . .
Blaze in a refinery in western Turkey has been under control after the strong..
The experts said that the fire in the Izmit Refinery of the Turkish Petrol. . .
A few miles away from blazing refinery, rescue workers and volunteers . . .
For four days, large swaths of Izmit were forbidden to rescue workers . . .

Table 4.4: Sentences for 5 latent topics generated by PLSA with T = 64 for
DUC 2007 topic D0743J (“Earthquakes in Turkey in August 1999”). Most
topics cluster sentences related to a single subtopic, e.g. “aftershocks” (topic
1). Other topics mix unrelated sentences, e.g. topic 56.

word on the basis of word context (Section 2.4).

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we showed how probabilistic topic models can be utilized to
discover subtopic structures of topically-related news article collections. We
presented a novel approach to extractive summarization in order to produce
query-focused summaries. The proposed method represents text passages in
a latent topic space, which helps to overcome common problems related to
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word ambiguity, synonymy, and the sparseness of the original word vector
space when estimating the similarity of text passages. Our model infers the
semantics of latent topics based on lexical co-occurrence information and
distributional context, and exploits recurrent word patterns to derive the
subtopic structure of multiple texts in a domain- and language-independent,
unsupervised fashion. Moreover, our approach enables us to map queries,
document titles, and collection centroid vectors into the same latent topic
space. This consistent modeling can considerably increase the summary rele-
vance of source sentences even when they share none or very few words with
these elements in the original word vector space.

We evaluated the applicability of our approach to the task of query-
focused multi-document summarization on two recent summarization
datasets. We performed extensive evaluations of our approach over a range
of different parameter settings. The results showed that the proposed ap-
proach produces higher-quality summaries than different baseline summa-
rization methods. Furthermore, we find that our results are among the best
reported for the DUC-2006 and DUC-2007 multi-document summarization
tasks, as measured by Rouge-1, Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4 metrics. We
have achieved these very competitive results using a domain- and language-
independent, unsupervised method.

One recurrent observation in all our experiments is a general quality gain
when using a probabilistic topic model compared to a standard system based
on singular value decomposition. These quality improvements become espe-
cially apparent when we compute text passage similarities with the Jensen-
Shannon divergence. We also find that the PLSA-JS and the PLSA-COS
variants of our system achieve very good performance when using a much
smaller number of latent topics than a comparable LSA model. The im-
plied reduction in memory consumption may prove beneficial for large-scale
summarization tasks.

The probabilistic content model presented in this chapter captured
subtopical text structures in collections of thematically related documents.
Our method successfully identified descriptive latent topics that allowed for
better estimates of the summary-worthiness of sentences. However, the stan-
dard probabilistic topic model we utilize assumes independence between word
observations. Each latent topic is represented as a “bag-of-words”, and any
information about word order is ignored. In the next chapter, we will try to
relax the bag-of-words assumption by incorporating word order information
into the probabilistic topic model. The proposed approach fuses word uni-
gram and bigram observations into a unified model, leading to an improved
descriptiveness of the latent topics.
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Standard probabilistic topic models infer latent topic variables using the
“bag-of-words” assumption, and ignore word order. Each latent topic is
represented as a multinomial distribution over words, similar to a unigram
language model. The bag-of-words assumption is often motivated from the
perspective of computational efficiency. However, in many language modeling
applications, such as speech recognition and text compression, the order in
which words appear is extremely important. Considering word order can
assist in topic inference, and will likely lead to more meaningful content
models of text [Wal06]. For example, the phrases “the department chair
couches offers” and “the chair department offers couches” are about quite
different topics, but have the same unigram statistics. The integration of
word order information would allow the topic model to distinguish between
the two topics, since the model can assign a much higher likelihood to the
word “chair” being generated by “university” topic when observing it directly
preceded by the word “department”.

In contrast to topic models, language models capture term dependencies
by predicting the occurrence of a word on the basis of the words directly
preceding it [MS01]. These predictions are made based on conditional and
marginal word n-gram statistics derived from a text corpus. A language
model thus assigns a higher likelihood of occurrence to a common phrase
like “the green apple” than to an uncommon phrase such as “the green
strawberry”. In addition, it may predict the occurrence of the word “ap-
ple” following the word sequence “the green”, but assign a zero probability
to a subsequent occurrence of the word “moon”. While language models may
use word contexts of any length, in practice most often bigram and trigram
models are used for reasons of computational effort and data sparsity [MS01].
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In this chapter, our goal is to improve the content model introduced in
the previous chapter by incorporating word order information. Each topic is
now represented by two multinomial distributions, one over words and one
over bigrams (Section 5.1). We present an extension of the Expectation-
Maximization algorithm in order to merge word and bigram observations
when estimating the parameters of the unified model. Both types of observa-
tions are coupled by the latent topic variable, which enables the model to con-
sider bigram evidence when making predictions about words and vice versa.
During inference, our model combines information about (long-range) word
co-occurrence correlations with information about word associations that are
due to word ordering and word proximity. Furthermore, the inferred latent
topics are also characterized by a distribution over bigrams, making it easier
to distinguish between topics sharing similar word (unigram) distributions.

We evaluate the applicability of our content modeling approach on the
task of query-focused multi-document summarization. Experimental results
show an improved performance of our summarizer when compared to a sum-
marizer which considers word information only when constructing a latent
topic model. In addition, our method compares favorably with current state-
of-the art summarizers, while being built on a considerably simpler model
that is learned in an unsupervised, domain- and language-independent fash-
ion. We also provide evidence that our approach improves the descriptive
quality of the latent topics, and substantially reduces the number of topics
required to create high-quality content models for multi-document summa-
rization.

In the remainder of this chapter, we first present our novel approach
for merging language model information into a standard probabilistic topic
model (Section 5.1). Subsequently, we give details of our summarization
system and the sentence features we compute to estimate the summary-
worthiness of sentences in Section 5.2. We evaluate the accuracy of our
approach on the task of query-focused multi-document summarization in
Section 5.3.

5.1 Combining topic and language models

We will motivate the proposed approach of incorporating bigram information
with a simple example. Consider the two phrases given in the introduction:
“the department chair couches offers” (phrase A) and “the chair department
offers couches” (phrase B). PLSA assumes that documents and words are
conditionally independent given the latent topic variable z. In addition, ob-
servations pairs (d, w) are assumed to be generated independently. Applying
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PLSA to the two example phrases will reduce the word sequences to a set
of independent observations (A, the), (A, department), . . . , (B, the), . . . ,
etc. In practice, it is very likely that the topic inference process, following
the maximum likelihood principle, will induce that both phrases are asso-
ciated with the same latent topic z, which has a word distribution heavily
dominated by the words the, chair, couches, department, offers.

To address the word independence assumption made by standard latent
factor models, we propose to incorporate bigram-document co-occurrence ob-
servations into a topic model. Even though one can consider a bigram simply
to be a co-occurrence of two terms, and as such captured well enough by a
standard topic model, our assumption is that the observed bigram patterns
will reinforce the observed word patterns, leading to more descriptive latent
topics. We limit our investigations in this chapter to word bigrams, but
the described approach can easily be extended to incorporate higher-order
n-grams.1

For our novel approach, we associate each observation (d, b) of a bigram
b = (ww′), where bigram b ∈ B = {b1, . . . , bl} occurs in document d, with an
unobserved class variable z, similar to the decomposition of the co-occurrence
observations (d, w) of words and documents in PLSA. To illustrate this idea
using our previous example, our goal here is to reduce the phrase to a set of
(independent) observations (A, the department), (A, department chair), . . . ,
(B, the chair), (B, chair department), . . . , etc. Furthermore, we assume
that the same hidden topics that are responsible for the observed term-
document co-occurrences (d, w) are also the origin of the bigram-document
co-occurrence observations (d, b). Hence, there is only one set of latent topics
Z, but each zk ∈ Z is associated with a probability distribution over words
P (w|zk) as well as with a probability distribution over bigrams P (b|zk). The
plate notation of the combined model is shown in Figure 5.1.

For PLSA, the probability that a word and a document co-occur can be
calculated by summing over all latent topics Z:

P (dj, wi) = P (wi|dj)P (dj),where (5.1)

P (wi|dj) =

k

P (wi|zk)P (zk|dj) (5.2)

Similarly, we can compute the probability that a bigram and a document

1The small size of multi-document summarization news article collections makes the
usefulness of higher-order n-gram observations questionable, since the resulting models
will suffer from sparsity-related problems [MS01]. Furthermore, latent factor models rely
on co-occurrence observations (e.g. of the same word in different documents) to reduce
the dimensionality of the original vector space, and within a small dataset higher-order
n-grams will rarely occur more than once.
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M

N

wzd

b

N − 1

Figure 5.1: Graphical model representation of the extended PLSA model
incorporating a bigram language model for N words and a corpus of M doc-
uments. In contrast to the standard PLSA model, the extended model con-
ditions both word and bigram observations on the latent topic variable Z.

co-occur:

P (bl|dj) =

k

P (bl|zk)P (zk|dj). (5.3)

Notice that the decompositions in Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3 share
the same document-specific mixing proportions P (zk|dj). This couples the
conditional probabilities for terms and bigrams: each latent topic has some
probability P (bl|zk) of generating bigram bl as well as some probability
P (wi|zk) of generating an occurrence of term wi. The advantage of this
joint modeling approach is that it integrates term and bigram information
in a principled manner. This coupling allows the model to take evidence
about bigram co-occurrences into account when making predictions about
terms and vice versa. Furthermore, since bigrams are two-word sequences
ww′, bigram observations (d, ww′) overlap as illustrated in the above exam-
ple, which relaxes the bag-of-words assumption of independent observations
(d, w) made by the standard PLSA model.

Following the procedure outlined in Cohn and Hofmann [CH00], we can
now combine both models based on the common factor P (z|d) by maximizing
the log-likelihood function
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L =

j


α

i

n(dj, wi) logP (wi, dj)

+(1− α)

l

n(dj, bl) logP (bl, dj)


(5.4)

The α parameter (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is a predefined weight for the influence of each
model. The terms n(dj, wi) and n(dj, bl) denote the co-occurrence counts
of a document with a word and a bigram, respectively. For the purposes
of our approach, each document corresponds to a sentence, as discussed in
the previous chapter. The unified model hence associates the latent factor
variable z with observations (s, w) and (s, b) of word w and bigram b in
sentence s.

Using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm we then perform
maximum likelihood parameter estimation for the latent factor model. Dur-
ing the expectation (E) step we first calculate the posterior probabilities:

P (zk|wi, dj) =
P (wi|zk)P (zk|dj)

P (wi|dj)
(5.5)

P (zk|bl, dj) =
P (bl|zk)P (zk|dj)

P (bl|dj)
, (5.6)

and then re-estimate parameters in the maximization (M) step as follows:

P (wi|zk) =

j

n(wi, dj)
i′ n(wi′ , dj)

P (zk|wi, dj) (5.7)

P (bl|zk) =

j

n(bl, dj)
l′ n(bl′ , dj)

P (zk|bl, dj) (5.8)

The class-conditional distributions are recomputed in the M-step as

P (zk|dj) ∝ α


i
n(wi,dj)
i
′ n(w

i
′ ,dj)

P (zk|wi, dj)

+(1− α)


l
n(bl,dj)
l
′ n(b

l
′ ,dj)

P (zk|bl, dj) (5.9)

Based on the iterative computation of the above E and M steps, the EM
algorithm monotonically increases the likelihood of the extended model on
the observed data. Using the α parameter, our new model can be easily
reduced to a term-document based model by setting α = 1.0.
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5.2 Summarizing with a hybrid content

model

Our method for creating a query-focused summary of a collection of themat-
ically related documents is similar to the approach described in the previous
chapter, and consists of three steps: First, we associate sentences and queries
with a representation in the latent topic space by training a PLSA model.
In contrast to the approach for content modeling presented in Chapter 4,
however, we utilize not only the term-sentence matrix, but also the bigram-
sentence matrix of the input document collection. We then estimate the
mixing proportions of the given user query, documents, and the collection’s
centroid vector. On the basis of the sentence and query representations in the
latent topic space, we compute several features for each sentence to estimate
their summary-worthiness. We combine individual feature scores linearly into
an overall sentence score, which we utilize to rank sentences. Subsequently,
we iteratively select top-ranking sentences to create a summary, and penal-
ize candidate sentences based on their similarity to the partially constructed
summary to avoid the introduction of redundant content.

5.2.1 Sentence representation in the latent topic space

Given a collection of related documents, we perform sentence splitting on
each document using the NLTK toolkit. Each sentence is represented as a
bag-of-words w = (w1, . . . , wm). We remove stop words and apply stemming
using Porter’s stemmer [Por80]. From the bag-of-words representation, we
create a term-sentence matrix ATS over the union of sentences in the corpus.
Each entryAts is given by the frequency of term t in sentence s. Similarly, we
create a bigram-sentence matrix BBS, where each entry Bbs is given by the
frequency of bigram b in sentence s. We then train the extended PLSA model
on the matrices A and B, using the modified Expectation-Maximization
algorithm described above.

After the model has been trained, it provides a representation of the
sentences as probability distributions P (z|s) over the latent topics Z, and we
arrive at a representation of sentences as a vector in the “topic space” of the
document collection:

zs = P (z|s) = (p(z1|s), p(z2|s), . . . , p(zT |s)), (5.10)

where p(zk|s) is the conditional probability of topic zk given the sentence s.
As before, one of the major challenges of applying latent topic models is the
estimation of the number of latent topics T . We will therefore evaluate the
performance of our approaches for different values of the parameter T .
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5.2.2 Computing query- and topic-focused sentence
features

We follow the approach described in Chapter 4 to create a summary, and
estimate the summary-worthiness of sentences using a range of features that
measure a sentence’s relevance to a user query and its relevance with respect
to the overall content of the collection of related documents. The information
we consider encompasses the following the set of elements, each of which can
be represented as a vector of words w = (w1, . . . , wm).

• tc: Title of a collection of related documents

• q: Query or topic statement

• tds: Title of document d containing sentence s

• ds: Document term vector of document d containing sentence s

• c: Document collection centroid vector

We apply the same preprocessing steps as described above for sentences.
We do not perform sentence splitting if the query consists of a multi-sentence
set of questions, but instead treat it a single, long sentence. We also do not
discard queries or titles based on the length of the resulting word vector,
as done for sentences. Document and document collection term vectors are
computed by summing the term frequencies of the corresponding sentence
term vectors.

The word vectors are then transformed into probability distributions over
the latent topic space by folding them into the trained model. The folding
is performed by EM iterations, where the distributions P (w|z) and P (b|z)
are kept fixed, and only the mixing proportions P (z|q) are adapted in each
M-step [Hof99b].

Given the resulting representation of elements as probability distribu-
tions, we calculate the following set of sentence features:

• ftc(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|tc)) - the similarity of the sentence and the
document collection’s title

• fq(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|q)) - the similarity of the sentence and the query

• ftd(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|tds)) - the similarity of the sentence and the title
of the document it belongs to
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• fds(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|ds)) - the similarity of the sentence and the
document it belongs to

• fc(s) : sim(p(z|s), p(z|c)) - the similarity of the sentence and the col-
lection centroid vector

We utilize the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence to calculate similarity
scores, since our previous investigations showed that the JS divergence is a
useful similarity metric in the context of topic-based multi-document sum-
marization (see Chapter 4). It is defined as:

simJS(S,Q) = 1− [DJS(S||Q)] (5.11)

= 1−

1

2
DKL(S||M) +

1

2
DKL(Q||M)


,

where M = 1/2(S + Q). We follow our previous approach and employ five-
fold model averaging [BCT02] to overcome the effects of finding local maxima
of the trained PLSA model.

5.2.3 Sentence scoring

The system described so far assigns a vector of similarity feature values to
each sentence s ∈ S,xs = (ftc(s), fq(s), ftd(s), fds(s), fc(s)). The overall score
of a sentence s is calculated as a linearly weighted combination score(s) =
wTxs, where w is a weight vector.

To create a summary, we rank sentences by their score score(s), and
select the highest-scoring sentences for inclusion in the summary until the
predefined summary length is reached. In order to deal with redundancy,
we apply a scheme similar to Maximum Marginal Relevance. To this end,
we select sentences iteratively, and calculate a redundancy penalty for each
remaining candidate sentence in each iteration:

scoremmr(s) = λ(score(s))− (1− λ)sim(p(z|s), p(z|sum)), (5.12)

where the score(s) is scaled to [0, 1] and sim(p(z|s), p(z|sum)) is the sim-
ilarity of the candidate sentence to the current, partial summary. Again,
different similarity measures can be applied. In our experiments, we used
the cosine similarity, which is defined as:

simCOS(p(z|s),p(z|sum)) =
p(z|s)Tp(z|sum)

|p(z|s)||p(z|sum)| (5.13)
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5.3 Experiments

We conduct our analysis and evaluate our approach on the DUC 2007 multi-
document summarization dataset (see Section 1.4.2). We follow common
practice and evaluate the quality of our summaries by measuring their overlap
with human-created reference summaries according to the Rouge measure.
Summaries are truncated to a length of 250 words before calculating Rouge
scores. We report the performance of our summarizer on the commonly
used Rouge-1, Rouge-2 (bigram overlap) and Rouge-SU4 (skip bigram)
metrics, using the official parameter settings as described in Section 3.3.
All obtained results are compared to the best participating systems of DUC
2007, as well as to a Lead sentence baseline system, which selects the first
n sentences from the most recent news article to create a summary (see
Section 1.4.3).

5.3.1 Results

Optimal parameter settings

We utilize the DUC 2006 multi-document summarization dataset to find
optimal settings for the free parameter λ, and to tune the feature weight
vector w. We follow the greedy procedure outlined in the previous chapter
to learn feature weights. The optimal value of λ is determined by varying it in
[0.0; 1.0], using a step size of 0.1. Our experiments on the DUC 2007 dataset
are conducted with the best settings of λ = 0.4 and w = (6, 16, 2, 40, 1).

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 compare the Rouge-2, Rouge-1 and Rouge-SU4
scores achieved by variants of our extended summarizer for different val-
ues of α and T . We observe that the models combining term and bigram
co-occurrence information outperform the models based only on term co-
occurrence (α = 1.0) respectively bigram co-occurrence (α = 0.0) for small
T . As we increase T , the extended models tend to over-fit, leading to lower
summarization performance. This suggests that the information obtained
from the combining term and bigram observations allows for more descrip-
tive latent topics, but utilizing a higher number of latent topics T tends
to dilute these observations, leading to topics which pick out idiosyncratic
word combinations [SG07]. The performance of the term-based model in-
creases consistently for T <= 256, reaching a maximum Rouge-2 recall of
0.11776, before also over-fitting. The over-fitting is more clearly visible for
all summarizers in Figure 5.3 (a).

The most interesting observation shown in Figure 5.2 is that adding
bigram-sentence co-occurrence observations to a standard PLSA model can
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Figure 5.2: Rouge-2 recall of the summarizer using a hybrid content model
on DUC 2007 data as a function of the number of latent topics T , for dif-
ferent settings of the parameter α. For T < 64, the summarizers combining
term and bigram co-occurrence information outperform the models based on
term co-occurrence (α = 1.0) respectively bigram co-occurrence (α = 0.0)
only. All combined summarizers tend to over-fit faster than the term-based
summarizer.

substantially improve Rouge-2 scores, and significantly reduces the number
of latent topics T required for a good model. All combined models outper-
form the term and bigram baseline models on Rouge-2 for T <= 32 latent
topics. The effect is less pronounced for Rouge-SU4 scores, but still recog-
nizable (see Figure 5.3 (b)). The experimentally optimal value of α = 0.6
weights term and bigram co-occurrences almost equally. For lower values
of α, i.e. models where bigram observations contribute more prominently
during parameter estimation, the summarization performance of the model
decreases substantially. This is mirrored in the Rouge-1 and Rouge-SU4
scores of systems with α <= 0.4, which are consistently lower than for the
models which emphasize term co-occurrence observations (Figure 5.3). A
possible explanation for this behavior is that these metrics benefit less from
the incorporation of bigrams than Rouge-2, since they measure unigram
overlap and long-range word correlations respectively. In contrast, Rouge-2
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(a) ROUGE-1

(b) ROUGE-SU4

Figure 5.3: Rouge-1 (a) and Rouge-SU4 (b) recall of the summarizer using
a hybrid content model on DUC 2007 data as a function of the number of
latent topics, and for different settings of the parameter α.
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explicitly measures bigram overlap, which is reflected in the higher Rouge-2
scores of the combined models.

The plots also indicate that term-sentence co-occurrence observations are
more important for a good model than bigram-sentence co-occurrence ob-
servations. Further evidence for this assumption is given by the fact that
the term-based model (α = 1.0) consistently outperforms the bigram-based
model (α = 0.0), indicating that bigram co-occurrence information alone
captures fewer of the topical relations that exist within a document collec-
tion. The most likely reason for this is that most bigrams occur only once,
and there is therefore less overlap between different sentences than for term
co-occurrence observations.

Comparison to state-of-the-art methods

Table 5.1 compares Rouge recall scores of our system to different state-
of-the-art systems and two baseline systems. The state-of-the-art systems
IIIT Hyderabad [PKV07], PYTHY [TBG+07] and GisTexter [HRL07] are
described in Section 2.3.3. Our first baseline system PLSA-JS uses term
co-occurrence observations only α = 1.0, and thus implements the approach
presented in the previous chapter. The second baseline is a Lead sentence
baseline.

In the table, our novel system PLSA-F combines term and bigram co-
occurrences into a single model, based on the best setting of the parame-
ter α = 0.6. We see that the PLSA-F system outperforms the standard
PLSA-JS approach on Rouge-1, Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4 scores. How-
ever, the improvements are not significant at p < 0.05. On the other hand,
the PLSA-F method achieves its best score using only T = 32 latent classes,
compared to T = 256 for the PLSA-JS system. This suggests that the in-
formation supplied by the bigram co-occurrence observations reinforces the
term co-occurrence observations, such that the model can better represent
the different latent topics contained in the document cluster.

Our combined approach outperforms both state-of-the-art systems on
Rouge-1 recall, and is not significantly worse on Rouge-SU4 recall. For
Rouge-2, our system’s performance is only slightly lower than the 95%-
confidence interval of the top system’s performance (0.11961–0.12925). The
results of our system are also comparable to the topic modeling approach of
Haghighi and Vanderwende [HV09], who report a Rouge-2 score of 0.118
for a model based on bigram distributions, but are significantly better than
the 0.097 they report for an unigram-based model. We find that all systems
achieve considerably better results than the Lead sentence baseline system.
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System Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-SU4

IIIT Hyderabad 0.44508 0.12448 0.17711
PYTHY 0.43245 0.12028 0.17593
PLSA-F (T=32) 0.45400 0.11951 0.17573
PLSA-JS (T=256) 0.44885 0.11774 0.17552
GisTexter 0.42419 0.10810 0.16280
Lead 0.31250 0.06039 0.10507

Table 5.1: DUC-07: Rouge recall scores for best number of latent topics T .
The PLSA-JS system uses term co-occurrences only (α = 1.0), the PLSA-F
system combines term and bigram co-occurrence information, with α = 0.6.
Our novel PLSA-F approach outperforms the best participating system (IIIT
Hyderabad) on Rouge-1.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated how probabilistic topic models can be com-
bined with language models in order to relax the “bag-of-words” assump-
tion of standard topic models. We introduced a novel approach for query-
focused multi-document summarization that combines term and bigram co-
occurrence observations into a single probabilistic latent topic model. The
proposed method conditions bigram observations on the same latent topic
variable as term observations, and thus couples “long-range” word correla-
tions with short-range word associations that are due to word ordering.

We evaluated the applicability of our approach to the task of query-
focused multi-document summarization on a recent summarization dataset,
and performed extensive evaluations over a range of different parameter set-
tings. Our results show that the integration of a bigram language model
into a standard topic model leads to a system that produces higher-quality
summaries than systems which are based on term respectively bigram co-
occurrence observations only. Furthermore, we find that our summarizer
competes favorably with existing state-of-the-art systems. Our results are
among the best reported on the DUC-2007 multi-document summarization
tasks for Rouge-1, Rouge-2 and Rouge-SU4 scores. We have achieved
these excellent results with a system that utilizes a considerably simpler
model than previous topic modeling approaches to multi-document summa-
rization.

One recurrent observation in our experiments is that the combined system
requires a much smaller number of latent topics for optimal summarization
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performance than a PLSA summarizer based on term co-occurrence obser-
vations only. This is especially apparent in the high scores our approach
achieves for the Rouge-2 metric, which directly reflects the usefulness of
incorporating bigram observations. However, good models still rely to a
large part on term observations, which are much more frequent than bigram
observations, and thus do not suffer from sparsity-related problems.
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Chapter 6

Subsentential content units in
news articles

The identification of similar content is one of the main challenges of auto-
matic multi-document summarization. In the previous chapters of this thesis,
we have developed several approaches for discovering and modeling subtopics
in a collection of thematically related documents. Subtopics capture major
“themes” that are addressed in documents of a given domain, and thus corre-
spond to a very coarse-grained segmentation of documents — typically, each
subtopic can span an amount of text up to a few paragraphs.

News articles reporting on the same event, however, are similar not only
in terms of the subtopics they address, but often also relate the same facts.
Figure 6.1 shows two example paragraphs from different news articles which
report the disappearance of a plane piloted by John F. Kennedy Jr. Both
paragraphs relate the same, or very similar, information: Two U.S. agencies
are searching for the missing plane, the plane was carrying John F. Kennedy
Jr., who is the son of the 35th U.S. president, and the search is being con-
ducted off the coast of Long Island. In multi-document summarization, such
factual pieces of information are often denoted content units [NP04]. Con-
tent units, which we introduced in Section 2.6, are defined as text spans that
express a particular piece of information, such as a fact, and are primarily
characterized by their meaning. A consequence of this definition is that con-
tent units which relate the same information may differ in their choice of
words.

Summarization systems can benefit from an identification of content units
in many ways. The comparison of units of text larger than words or phrases,
but smaller than sentences provides a much more useful granularity for de-
termining content similarity than the comparison of words, word senses, or
complete sentences. In addition, the identification of information units on
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Doc Paragraph

1 The U.S. Coast Guard and the Air National Guard are conducting
a massive search off the coast of Long Island, N.Y. for a small plane
carrying John F. Kennedy Jr., son of the 35th U.S. President, U.S.
media reported Saturday. The search began Saturday morning in
an area covering some 1,000 square miles, presumably the flight
path of Kennedy’s plane, searchers said.

2 A small plane carrying John F. Kennedy Jr., son of the former
U.S. president, was reported missing early Saturday, and a search
was under way off the coast of New York’s Long Island, official
sources said. The U.S. Coast Guard confirmed it was searching for
the plane with help from the Air National Guard. The search was
being conducted in water off eastern tip of Long Island, along the
presumed flight path of Kennedy’s plane.

Figure 6.1: The figure shows two paragraphs from different news articles
which report the same facts concerning the disappearance of a plane piloted
by John F. Kennedy Jr. Facts are combined in different ways into the sen-
tences, and are expressed with very similar wording.

the basis of their meaning offers a way to match similar content regardless
of the actual choice of words used to express this meaning. This latter bene-
fit has been recognized early in summarizer evaluation, where content units
and similar notions have played a major role in many different evaluation
schemes [vHT03, NP04, PNMS05, HLZ05]. The goal of these evaluation ap-
proaches is to overcome the problem of human variability in content selection
and expression, and to reward machine-generated summaries if they relate
the same facts as summaries written by humans, even if they utilize different
words and phrases to do so. Furthermore, modeling each sentence as a set
of content units can help to overcome problems arising in models that utilize
word vector representations, such as handling ambiguous and synonymous
words. As discussed in Section 2.6, content units can currently be identi-
fied only by human annotators, and an automatic discovery of content units
remains a major open challenge in the context of automatic summarization
and summarizer evaluation.

In this chapter, we present an unsupervised approach to the identifica-
tion of subsentential word patterns that are similar to content units. We
simplify the problem of automatically identifying content units – which is
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beyond the scope of this work – to the problem of finding distinctive word
patterns that are repeated across sentences. We desire to learn, for exam-
ple, that the content unit “JFK Jr. was the son of the 35th U.S. President”
is described by a word distribution favoring words such as “Kennedy, U.S.,
Jr., son, president”. We conjecture that the learnt word distributions are
distinctive enough to group subsentential text spans from different sentences
with the same or similar meaning, and to distinguish between text spans
with different meanings. Consequently, we can represent each sentence as
a distribution over a specific set of text spans. This problem formulation
naturally lends itself to an application of latent topic modeling algorithms.
The question we thus intend to answer in this chapter is whether latent top-
ics discovered in related sentences are similar to manually annotated content
units.

In order to verify the validity of our idea, we conduct an analysis of a
set of closely related pairs of news articles, chosen from the MDS task of the
DUC 2007 data set. In this data set we identify four different types of content
units and annotate a gold-standard set of content units in each pair of doc-
uments. We then develop a probabilistic topic modeling approach that aims
to automatically determine this set of content units. Our model infers the
semantics of words based on their distributional context, and derives map-
pings between different sentences on the basis of recurrent word patterns. In
our evaluation, we provide evidence that the learnt word distributions are
very similar to the word distributions of gold-standard content units. Fur-
thermore, our model infers sentence associations that correspond closely with
those that we have manually identified, which enables us to group sentences
expressing the same or similar facts.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: After a brief in-
troduction of the utilized dataset (Section 6.1) we introduce the notion of
content units in more detail, and describe the different types of content units
that we want our model to learn (Section 6.2). We then present our automatic
approach to content unit discovery in Section 6.3, and evaluate its accuracy
in learning content unit-like word distributions and sentence associations in
Section 6.4.

6.1 Dataset

We perform our analysis on pairs of news articles which report the same
news event, are very similar in terms of word choice, and which were written
around the same date. This allows us to detect useful patterns that are not
lost in the noise of too varied information found in a larger set of news articles,
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DUC ID Document A Document B Annotator ID

D0706 APW19980911.0093 APW19980911.0350 1,2
D0710 APW19981108.0225 APW19981108.0643 1,2,3
D0714 NYT20000503.0009 NYT20000503.0432 1
D0718 APW19990630.0028 APW19990701.0333 1,2,3
D0721 APW19991026.0010 APW19991026.0133 1,3
D0724 APW19991026.0184 APW19991027.0174 1,2,3
D0727 NYT19991003.1076 NYT19991006.0325 1,3
D0730 APW19980625.0941 XIE19980626.0339 1,3
D0734 NYT19980921.0071 XIE19980922.0236 1,2,3
D0742 XIE19990718.0011 XIE19990718.0013 1,2,3
D0743 XIE19990821.0129 XIE19990823.0008 1,2,3

Table 6.1: Document pairs used for content unit analysis, and identifiers of
the annotators who defined content units.

and reduces the number of content units to be discovered. In addition, such
closely related news articles will be more likely to report the same facts and
events. We therefore conduct our analysis on documents drawn from the
DUC 2007 multi-document summarization dataset. The dataset consists of
45 clusters, and each cluster contains 25 thematically related news articles.
To find suitable documents, we first represent each document in a given
cluster as a tf-idf -weighted word vector, and compute the cosine similarity
sim(di, dj) for all document pairs di, dj ∈ D in the cluster.1 We then choose
the most similar document pair di, dj of each cluster if 0.7 ≤ sim(di, dj) ≤
0.85. The upper bound on the similarity helps to avoid choosing documents
which are simply copies or minor revisions of each other, while the lower
bound ensures that the two documents are sufficiently similar, and are likely
to share the same facts. Using this procedure, we found suitable document
pairs for 11 of the 45 DUC 2007 document clusters. On average, each of these
document pairs contained 34.3 sentences and had a vocabulary of 169 words,
which occurred a total of 393 times. Table 6.1 lists the DUC topic and
document identifiers used in our analysis, and provides information about
which annotators defined content units for the respective document pairs.

1We removed stop words and performed stemming as described in previous chapters of
this thesis.
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6.2 Subsentential content units

The goal of our approach is to discover recurrent word patterns which ap-
proximate content units. In this section we will introduce the types of content
units that we annotated in our dataset.

6.2.1 Types of content units

We adopt the notion of content units introduced by Nenkova et al. [NP04,
NPM07] (see Section 2.6) and assume that a content unit is identified by
noting information that is repeated across source documents. Following the
procedure outlined by Nenkova and Passonneau [NP04], we determine con-
tent units by first identifying similar sentences, and then proceeding with a
finer grained inspection of these sentences to identify more tightly related
subparts. However, we limit the identification of related subparts to the
level of sentential clauses and do not consider more fine-grained similarities,
such as repeated words or noun phrases, as separate content units. Thus,
the content units we describe next roughly correspond to “relations” between
sentences, and can be viewed as expressing the degree of similarity of sentence
pairs.

By the above definition, each sentence can contain one or more content
units. Some sentences may express the same information as another sentence,
and some sentences may combine information from two or more distinct
sentences. The words in many sentences will reflect the main theme of the
document, and hence there will be some words that are very common across
sentences. Consider the example given in Figure 6.2: Words like “Kennedy”
and “U.S.” reappear throughout the sentences, whereas words like “son”
or “flight” appear only once, and are associated with a particular fact. In
this example, we can identify four different content units. The different
content units are bracketed and numbered, and similar content units express
approximately the same information, but differ in word choice and ordering.

The analysis of our dataset resulted in the definition of the following types
of content units:

Copy

Sentences that are verbatim copies of another sentence constitute the first
type of content unit. Sentence copies are typically easy to match to each
other, but are not necessarily trivial to distinguish from other content units,
as their word distribution may overlap with that of other sentences.
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ID Text

D1S1 [The U.S. Coast Guard and the Air National Guard are conduct-
ing a massive search off the coast of Long Island, N.Y.]1 [for a
small plane carrying John F. Kennedy Jr., son of the 35th U.S.
President,]2 [U.S. media reported Saturday.]3

D1S2 [The search began Saturday morning in an area covering some
1,000 square miles, presumably the flight path of Kennedy’s
plane,]4 searchers said.

D2S1 [A small plane carrying John F. Kennedy Jr., son of the former
U.S. president,]2 [was reported missing early Saturday,]3 and [a
search was under way off the coast of New York’s Long Island,]1
official sources said.

D2S2 [The U.S. Coast Guard confirmed it was searching for the plane
with help from the Air National Guard.]1

D2S3 [The search was being conducted in water off eastern tip of Long
Island,]1 [along the presumed flight path of Kennedy’s plane.]4

Figure 6.2: The figure shows manually annotated content units in two ex-
ample paragraphs extracted from different articles. Content units bracketed
and numbered, and can be interpreted as roughly corresponding to facts.

Similar

Sentences that express the same content, but with different word usage or
word ordering, are considered as the second type of content unit. The fol-
lowing pair of sentences gives an example of utilizing synonyms and word
re-ordering (the underlined parts denote word sequences which are identical
in the two sentences):

(a) The Supreme Court struck down as unconstitutional a law giv-
ing the president a line-item veto which lets him cancel specific
items in tax and spending measures.
(b) The U.S. Supreme Court Thursday struck down as
unconstitutional the line-item veto law that lets the U.S. pres-
ident strike out specific items in tax and spending measures.

Clause

The Clause type of content units corresponds to clauses that are repeated as
parts of another sentence, or as a full sentence, with similar or identical word
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usage. Clause units are therefore similar to Copy or Similar content units,
with the difference that there is no one-to-one correspondence between two
sentences. Instead, at least one of the two sentences must also contain an
additional, different content unit.

(a) Germany, Azerbaijan, Greece, France, the Netherlands, Kaza-
khstan, Ukraine and Russia have been participating in the fight
against the blaze that threatened to engulf the entire field of 30
storage tanks containing 1 million tons of crude oil.
(b) However, he said the strong fire had destroyed seven storage
tanks and damaged two other ones in the refinery which held 30
storage tanks containing 1 million tons of crude oil.

In this example, the underlined text constitutes a Clause content unit, and
the remainder of the two sentences make up two further content units. In
the example given in Figure 6.2, all annotated content units correspond to
the Clause type.

Unique

Finally, sentences that express unique information that is not repeated in
any other sentence form the last type of content unit. In contrast to the
annotation procedure described by Nenkova et al. [NPM07], we do not split
into clauses sentences which relate information that appears in only one
document. The reason for this is that, as explained above, we limit our
approach to the task of finding subsentential word patterns that are repeated
across sentences, and the word patterns of unique sentences are by definition
not found anywhere else.2

6.2.2 Annotating gold-standard content units

Three different annotators marked up content units in the set of 11 document
pairs. The annotators were given the definitions of the content unit types in-
vestigated in this study, and instructed to follow the procedure for identifying
similar content units outlined above. Six document pairs were processed by
all human annotators, and one document pair by a single annotator only (see
Table 6.1). The task of each annotator was to scan each document pair for
the content unit types defined above, and to write down for each identified

2Note that for the same reason we do not split copied or similar sentences into distinct
clauses. We only split sentences if a specific clause is repeated as part of a different sentence
together with a clause not contained the original sentence.
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of annotated gold-standard content units per type
for all document pairs, averaged over annotators.

content unit the ids of the sentences it occurs in. In addition, the annotator
specified the type of content unit she selected. If a sentence contained multi-
ple content units, the annotator created several distinct lists of sentence ids.
Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of content units per type for all document
pairs, averaged over annotators. We see that for some document pairs, such
as for D0718 and D0721, the majority of content units are of type Copy or
Similar. On the other hand, some document pairs do not share any or only
very few similar or copied sentences, such as for example D0727 and D0742.
On average, annotators identified 24.2 distinct content units per document
pair, which corresponds to approximately 0.7 content units per sentence.3

In order to be able to evaluate our approach on these gold-standard anno-
tations, we transform the output of the annotation process into a matrix Θ
of content unit-sentence assignments for each annotator and document pair,
where each entry Θij = 1 if content unit i occurs in sentence j. In addition,

3This number is lower than 1 because we counted content units of type Copy, Similar
and Clause only once for each set of sentences they were expressed in.
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we estimate the word distribution p(w|zi) for each content unit zi = θi. Af-
ter removing stop words from the sentences associated with the content unit
and performing stemming, we calculate the maximum likelihood estimate of
p(w|zi):

p(wk|zi) = 
j n(wk, sj)Θij

j


k n(wk, sj)Θij

, (6.1)

In the above equation, n(wk, sj) corresponds to the frequency of word wk

in sentence sj. p(w|zi) is therefore equal to the frequency of a word in the
sentences associated with a particular content unit, normalized by the total
number of words in those sentences. We denote the resulting matrix of word
distributions per content unit as Φ, such that Φki specifies the conditional
probability of word k given content unit i. Note that this approach will not
lead to completely adequate word distributions for topics of type Clause,
since all words – and not only the words of the clause – will be counted for
the purpose of estimating the content unit’s word distribution. We leave for
future work the manual annotation of clause and phrase boundaries, such
that only the proper subset of words is used in this estimation step.

There are two problematic issues when comparing the content unit anno-
tations produced by different annotators. First, annotators do not necessar-
ily agree on the number of content units. In addition, they may disagree on
which text spans constitute a content unit, leading to partial matches. Due to
these difficulties, many standard inter-annotator agreement metrics cannot
be applied [PNMS05]. We therefore measure inter-annotator agreement as
the fraction of fully matching content units, i.e. where both annotators agree
on the type of the content unit and which sentences it occurs in. Averaged
over annotator pairs, the inter-annotator agreement for this metric is 0.69.
This means that annotators fully agreed on approximately two thirds of the
content units. The mean pairwise Pearson correlation of annotators on the
number of topics for each document pair is 0.97, suggesting that annotators
also agreed very strongly on the “amount” of information contained in the
document pairs.

6.3 Sentence-level topic models

In this section, we introduce our approach to automatically finding
(sub-)sentential word patterns which are similar to content units. Our idea
is to use a latent topic model to solve this task. In this model, each sentence
is represented as a mixture of latent topics, and each topic corresponds to
a distribution over words. The goal of our approach is to find out whether
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these word distributions correspond to the word distributions of manually
annotated content units, and if the latent topics occur in the same sentences
as similar content units. We thus evaluate the correspondence of latent topics
and content units by looking at word distributions and sentence associations.
We base our approach on a number of assumptions:

• Closely related news articles report the same facts. We gave evidence
supporting this assumption in the previous section of this chapter.

• Content units are expressed with a similar, but not necessarily identi-
cal choice of words. Various authors have given evidence that human
authors, when expressing the same information, may vary word choice
(e.g. use of synonyms or paraphrases) and word ordering, but in the
end there is only a fixed set of alternatives that can be used without
changing the information content [Luh58, BL04, HNPR05].

• Content units may be repeated in different sentences, and may be com-
bined in different ways into sentences. This assumption arises as a con-
sequence of the definition that content units are at most as large as a
sentential clause.

6.3.1 Inference for sentence-level topic models

A topic model is a generative latent variable model that associates each la-
tent topic with a distribution over words. Each document is represented
as a mixture of topics. In our approach we utilize the Latent Dirichlet Al-
location model introduced by [BNJ03] (see Section 2.4.2). In this model,
each document is generated by first choosing a distribution over topics θd,
parametrized by a conjugate Dirichlet prior α. Subsequently, each word of
this document is generated by drawing a topic zk from θd, and then drawing
a word wi from topic zk’s distribution over words ϕk. ϕ is parametrized by a
conjugate Dirichlet prior β.

To estimate the posterior distribution of the hidden variables Φ and Θ
given a collection of documents and a number of topics T , a variety of ap-
proximate inference algorithms can be applied [Bis07]. We choose to employ
Gibbs sampling, a Markov chain Monte Carlo technique, using the imple-
mentation of [GS04]. After the model has been trained, it specifies in the
matrix Φ the probability p(w|z) of words given topics, and in the matrix Θ
the probability p(z|d) of topics given documents. p(w|z) thus indicates which
words are important in a topic, and p(z|d) tells us which topics are dominant
in a document.
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6.3.2 Matching content units and latent topics

We can estimate the similarity of latent topics and manually annotated con-
tent units by comparing their word distributions and their sentence associ-
ations. The comparison of word distribution similarity is straight-forward,
and achieved by calculating the pairwise Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence of

the distributions P (w|z) = Φ and P (w|z) = Φ for each latent topic zi and
each content unit zj. The Jensen-Shannon divergence of two distributions is
defined as:

DJS(P ||Q) =
1

2
DKL(P ||M) +

1

2
DKL(Q||M), (6.2)

where M = 1/2(P +Q), and DKL(P ||Q) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence
of two distributions P and Q. As a result, we can identify matching pairs
(zi, zj) that have a low JS divergence. Each latent topic zi is matched to a
single content unit zj and vice versa, using a greedy approach. The approach
first finds the pair (zi, zj) with the lowest overall JS divergence, and then
iteratively selects the pair (zk,k ̸={i}, zl,l ̸={j}) from the remaining latent topics
and content units with the next-lowest JS divergence. This procedure is
repeated until all content units are matched. Using this mapping, we can now
compare the sentence associations of our model with the sentence associations
of content units determined by the human annotators. The comparison is
performed on the basis of the matrices Θ and Θ. For each match (zi, zj), we
select and compare the corresponding vectors θi and θj.

6.4 Experiments

Evaluation metrics

We evaluate the accuracy of the sentence associations learnt by our model by
calculating the precision and recall of the learnt topic-sentence distribution
matrix Θ with respect to the gold-standard content unit annotations Θ, for
each document pair and annotator. Since Θ is a binary matrix, we binarize
Θ to give Θ

′
:

Θ
′

ij =


1, Θij ≥ ϵ
0, Θij < ϵ

(6.3)

Recall is defined as the fraction of correct sentences identified by the latent
topic with respect to the overall number of correct sentences associated with
the content unit:

R
θ
′
i
=

|θ′

i ∩ θj|
|θj|

(6.4)
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Precision, on the other hand, measures the quality of θ
′

i, i.e. the fraction
of correctly associated sentences divided by the number of all associated
sentences:

P
θ
′
i
=

|θ′

i ∩ θj|
|θ′

i|
(6.5)

We also compute the F1-measure, which combines precision and recall into
a single value:

F1 =
2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R

(6.6)

The subscript of 1 indicates a balanced weighting of recall and precision, and
is also known as the harmonic mean of precision and recall. We can now
compute precision, recall and F1-scores for each latent topic. Averaged over
all assignments (i.e. topics, document pairs and annotators), these measures
give us an indication of how well the latent topic model captured the content
units we are interested in.

Parameter settings

We conduct our experiments on the dataset described in Section 6.1. The
input for the latent topic model inference algorithm is a matrix A of co-
occurrence observations, which in our case correspond to observations of word
in sentences. We create this matrix for each document pair by preprocessing
sentences as described above, and by setting each entry Aij to the frequency
of word i in sentence j. In our dataset, the majority of these frequencies is
1.

Since we want to learn a topic model with a structure that reflects the
type of topics defined in Section 6.2, the topic distribution for each sentence
should be peaked toward a single or only very few topics. This is ensured by
setting the priors α and β to low values, which enforces a bias toward sparsity
and leads to more peaked distributions [SG07]. A low value of β also favors
more fine-grained topics [GS04]. In our experiments, we set α = 0.01 and
β = 0.01, which were determined experimentally on the D0742 document
pair. The parameter T , the number of latent topics to learn, is set to the
number of manually annotated topics. We then run the Gibbs sampling
algorithm on A for 2000 iterations, and collect a single sample from the
resulting posterior distribution over topic assignments for words.4 From this

4After the so-called burn-in period, the topic assignments of individual words stabilize.
Taking multiple samples may be beneficial, e.g. to compute averaged statistics. However,
topics are not uniquely identifiable across samples, as the model is unaffected by permuta-
tions of the indices of the topics [GS04]. We therefore avoid this complication and utilize
only a single sample, as suggested by other authors [GS04, SG07].
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sample, we compute the conditional distributions P (w|z) and P (z|d). We
repeat this procedure for each document pair and annotator.

We set the evaluation parameter ϵ, the threshold for binarizing Θ, to
0.1. Since the topic modeling algorithm learns very peaked distributions,
i.e. distributions where one or only a few topics are assigned most of the
probability mass, the actual value of this threshold does not have a large
impact on the resulting matrix and subsequent evaluation results.5

Similarity of word distributions

Figure 6.4 shows the pairwise similarities of the word distributions of content
units and latent topics for four of the 11 document pairs. Each cell in the
plot displays the JS divergence of the word distribution of a latent topic
(column) compared to the word distribution of a content unit (row). Lower
values (darker cells) correspond to a lower JS divergence, and thus a higher
similarity of the respective word distributions. On the diagonal, the best-
matching pairs (zi, zj) are ordered by increasing JS divergence, as determined
by the greedy matching algorithm described above.

The plots show a clear correspondence between many latent topics and
the matched content units, indicated by the strongly pronounced main di-
agonal. On this diagonal, the JS divergences are much lower than those
measured for off-diagonal topic-unit pairs. The striking correspondence be-
tween latent topics and content units observed in these plots leads to two
main conclusions: Our model discovers many useful subsentential word pat-
terns which are clearly separable, and the same properties hold for the words
used to express content units. In addition, many latent topics have a single
content unit counterpart (and vice versa). The mappings are identified re-
gardless of the type of content unit, and can deal with lexical variability and
differences in word order. Our findings thus suggest that word distributions
characteristic for content units can be identified by an automatic approach
that is based on a co-occurrence analysis of words and sentences.

There are a few other observations that can be made from Figure 6.4.
First, we can see that sometimes there are multiple cells with low JS di-
vergence in a single row or column (e.g. in row 4 of document pair D0706).
These entries indicate that in some cases, our model has created multiple la-
tent topics with similar word distributions, which are all quite similar to the
word distribution of a particular content unit. This is an effect of the random
initializations of the topic modeling algorithm. Furthermore, we find that as
we move along the main diagonal towards the lower right, the similarity of

5Except of course if setting ϵ to a very high value such as ϵ > 0.5.
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(a) D0706 (b) D0710

(c) D0724 (d) D0734

Figure 6.4: Pairwise Jensen-Shannon divergence of word distributions of
manually annotated content units and latent topics. Matching topics are
ordered by increasing divergence along the diagonal, using a simple greedy
algorithm. The examples show a clear correspondence of latent topics to the
gold-standard content units.

the pairs (zi, zj) decreases, and the matches become arbitrary. Thus, for doc-
ument pair D0706, we find that only the first 10-15 matching pairs are truly
useful for our further evaluation. Our model thus cannot identify as many
latent topics as there are content units. Further evidence for this observation
comes from the fact that during our experiments, we noticed that the Gibbs
Sampler did not always use all the latent topics available. Instead, some
topics had a uniform distribution over words, i.e. no words were assigned to
these topics during the sampling process.

Table 6.2 shows the most likely terms for some example topic-content unit
matches. The first topic captures the fact that different countries helped to
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Topic 5 Content Unit 2 Topic 8 Content Unit 4

T
o
p

T
e
rm

s blaze 30 oil storag
engulf azerbaijan crude tank
entir blaze tank 1
field engulf ton 30
fight entir storag crude

Table 6.2: Example matches of latent topics and content units

Figure 6.5: F1 scores of sentence associations discovered by a latent topic
model, compared to gold-standard content units. Scores are shown per doc-
ument pair, and averaged over topic-content unit matches and annotators.
The mean F1 score across all document pairs is 0.86.

fight the blaze that threatened to engulf the entire field of 30 storage tanks,
the second lists words related to the fact that the storage tanks contained
one million tons of crude oil.
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(a) Precision (b) Recall

Figure 6.6: Precision (a) and Recall (b) of sentence associations discovered
by a latent topic model, compared to gold-standard content units.

Similarity of sentence associations

Figure 6.5 shows the F1 scores of correctly identified sentence-topic associa-
tions for each of the 11 document pairs. The reported values are averaged
over matched topic-content unit pairs, and over annotators of this document
pair. We see that the sentence associations discovered by the latent topic
model in most cases correspond quite well to those of manually annotated
content units. The mean F1 score is 0.86. Precision is consistently higher
than recall for all document pairs, with the average precision being 0.89, and
average recall 0.83 (Figure 6.6). Topic models for document pairs that con-
tain many Clause or Unique content units seem to be more difficult to learn.
This is indicated by the relatively low F1 scores for document pairs D0714
and D0727.

These results suggest that our probabilistic topic model is quite accurate
in detecting the correct sentence associations. In combination with the excel-
lent word distribution similarity results, our results provide convincing evi-
dence that latent topic models can successfully discover sentence- and clause-
level topics that are similar to manually annotated content units. Our model
allows us to determine which sentences a given latent topic – and therefore
a corresponding content unit – occurs in, and which words are characteris-
tic for this particular latent topic, regardless of word-level variability. Note,
however, that our approach does not correspond to a truly semantic identi-
fication of content units: Our model relies on the bag-of-words assumption,
and thus is not aware of the meaning of a clause. This assumption also hin-
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ders correctly matching content units, for instance when considering a clause
that negates a previous statement. In addition, the probabilistic nature of
our approach makes it difficult to identify exact segmentations of content unit
boundaries, a problem that may more easily be solved by applying syntactic
and semantic parsing algorithms.

An evaluation of the performance our model with respect to the different
types of content units confirms our intuition that content units of type Clause
are the most difficult to identify. Figure 6.7 shows precision and recall values
for different types of content units, and different settings of the parameter
γ. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the results, which are
averaged across document pairs and annotators. γ is a threshold on the JS
divergence of pairs (zi, zj) which enables us to evaluate the performance of
our approach for matching pairs of different quality. If γ = 0.1, we only
consider high-quality matches with a very low JS divergence, when γ = 1,
we consider all matches. Thus, with higher γ, matches of lower quality lead
to lower average precision and recall scores.

We can see that the precision and recall scores of topics corresponding
to copied or similar content units are very high. Latent topics for content
units of type Unique are also identified with very high precision, but with
lower recall. The recall curve of content unit type Clause is similar to that of
Unique, but precision is lower than for all other content unit types. There are
two main reasons which can explain this observation: First, our model must
deal with extraneous ‘noise’ words in the enclosing sentences, i.e. it must dis-
tinguish co-occurrence observations for all those words that do not actually
belong to the content unit. Second, the word distributions we estimated for
these content units are not adequate, as explained in Section 6.2. The greedy
matching process intuitively prefers matching clearly defined topic-word dis-
tributions, and the noise introduced by the extra words may well dilute the
distributions of this kind of content unit too much in order for them to be
matched correctly. A better modeling of the gold-standard word distribu-
tions is therefore necessary to show the real performance of this content unit
type, e.g. by a segmentation of sentences into clauses.

6.5 Conclusion

This chapter investigated the nature of fact reporting in closely related news
articles. Our studies of content units – meaning-oriented text spans that
are similar to facts – verified that content units often re-occur in different
news articles. In addition, they are often expressed with similar, but not
necessarily identical word patterns. Content units occur in different sentence
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(a) Precision (b) Recall

Figure 6.7: Precision and recall for different types of content units, and for
different settings of parameter γ. Only topic-content unit matches with a
JS divergence ≤ γ are considered when computing precision and recall. The
error bars show the standard deviation of the scores which are averaged over
matches, annotators and document pairs.

contexts, and may be combined differently into full sentences. Representing
sentences as content unit distributions rather than as bags of words is highly
desirable, as it diminishes the effects of lexical variability and allows for
meaning-oriented comparisons of content.

We presented a novel, unsupervised approach that maps (sub-)sentential,
recurrent word patterns to meaningful latent topics. Our approach addresses
lexical variability on the basis of a co-occurrence model, and groups together
observations with similar meaning. We evaluated our method on a dataset of
11 news article pairs, for which we manually annotated a set of gold-standard
content units. Our evaluations showed that many of the automatically discov-
ered latent topics closely resemble gold-standard content units. In particular,
we observed a striking correspondence between the word distributions of la-
tent topics and content units. The results suggest that our model discovers
many useful word patterns which are clearly separable and in addition have
a valid counterpart in the word distributions of manually annotated content
units. These observations are confirmed when analyzing the sentence distri-
bution of latent topics, which our model predicts with very high accuracy for
different types of content units. Our studies thus suggest that topic mod-
els, with their shallow statistical approach to semantics, can successfully be
utilized to identify sentence-level latent topics which are similar to content
units.

Our approach has many interesting applications. For example, it can be
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seen as a step toward the automated acquisition of Summary Content Units
used in the Pyramid summarization evaluation method, a task that we study
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Content units in human-written
reference summaries

In the field of multi-document summarization (MDS), the Pyramid method
has become an important approach for evaluating machine-generated sum-
maries [NP04, PNMS05, NPM07]. The method rewards automatic sum-
maries for conveying content that has the same meaning as content repre-
sented in a set of human model summaries. This approach contrasts the
Pyramid method with other evaluation methods such as Rouge that mea-
sure word n-gram overlap. While a meaning-oriented evaluation of content
addresses the problem of human variability in content expression, it suffers
from the fact that it currently cannot be automated. Instead, human annota-
tors identify content with the same meaning by inspecting similar sentences
in model and machine-generated summaries, which adds yet another level
of human effort (on top of creating model summaries) to the task of sum-
mary evaluation. The automatic identification of semantically similar content
therefore remains a major challenge both in summary evaluation [HLZ05] and
summary generation.

The basis of the Pyramid methods’ scoring scheme is an aggregation of
clause-length text spans with the same meaning into Summary Content Units
(SCU, see Section 1.4.1). The identification of similar content by human
annotators allows for variation in how this content is worded. Differences
in content expression can manifest themselves for example in the choice of
words, different word order, or in the use of paraphrases. In fact, similar
content is determined solely by the judgment of the annotator, and thus
independent of which words are used, or how many [PNMS05]. However,
various authors have observed that semantically similar text spans written
by different human summarizers are often expressed with a similar choice
of words [NP04, HNPR05]. A related observation was made by Luhn, who
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argued that although an author “can vary word choices to express the same
notion (e.g. by the use of synonyms) as she advances her argument, in the
end there is only a fixed set of legitimate alternatives at her disposal, if she
does not want her writing to become imprecise.” [Luh58]

In this chapter, we apply the approach introduced in the previous chapter
to the task of automatically identifying semantically similar text spans in
human model summaries. In particular, our intention is to find out how such
an analysis can enrich our understanding of human summaries. We desire
to learn if human summary authors use similar word patterns to express the
same ideas when summarizing the contents of a set of thematically related
source documents. Previous studies have shown that the agreement of human
summary summarizers on individual words is high if these words are very
frequent in source documents [NV05]. In the work presented in this chapter,
we analyze if human summarizers not only agree in their choice of words,
but also in their choice of word patterns. Our observations suggest that this
is an important step for distinguishing text spans with different meaning,
since high-frequency words closely related to the main theme of a document
cluster often occur in many different Summary Content Units (Section 7.1).

• We train a probabilistic topic model on the term-sentence matrix of
human model summaries used in the DUC 2007 Pyramid evaluation.
We analyze the resulting model to evaluate whether a topic model
captures useful structures of these summaries.

• Given the model, we compare the automatically identified topics with
Summary Content Units (SCU) on the basis of their word distributions.
We discover a clear correspondence between topics and SCUs, which
suggests that many automatically identified topics are good approxi-
mations of manually annotated SCUs (Section 7.2).

• We analyze the distribution of topics over summary sentences in Sec-
tion 7.3, and compare the topic-sentence associations computed by our
model with the SCU-sentence associations given by the Pyramid anno-
tation. Our results suggest that the topic model finds many SCU-like
topics, and associates a given topic with the same summary sentences
in which a human annotator identifies the corresponding SCU.

The automatic identification of latent topics that approximate SCUs has
clear practical applications: The latent topics can be used as a candidate
set of SCUs for human annotators to facilitate the process of SCU creation.
Given a set of latent topics that correspond to SCUs, the learnt topics can
also be identified in machine-generated summaries using standard statistical
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inference techniques [AWST09], which would speed up the process of sum-
mary scoring.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: After introducing
Summary Content Units in more detail and giving some illustrative examples
of SCUs in Section 7.1, we present our approach to Summary Content Unit
discovery in sets of human model summaries (Section 7.2). We then evaluate
the accuracy of our approach in learning SCU-like word distributions and
sentence associations in Section 7.3.

7.1 Summary content units

We start our investigations with a brief introduction of the Summary Content
unit creation process, and an analysis of how content is expressed in typical
Summary Content Units. For a more in-depth description of the Pyramid
summary evaluation method, we refer the reader to Chapter 1.

A Pyramid is a model predicting the distribution of information content in
summaries, as reflected in the summaries humans write [PNMS05, NPM07].
Similar information content is identified by inspection of similar sentences,
and parts of these, in different human model summaries. Typically, the
text spans which express the same semantic content are not longer than a
clause. An SCU consists of a collection of text spans with the same meaning
(contributors) and a defining label specified by the annotator.

Each SCU is weighted by the number of human model summaries it occurs
in (i.e. the number of contributors). The Pyramid metric assumes that an
SCU with a high number of contributors is more informative than an SCU
with few contributors. An optimal summary, in terms of content selection, is
obtained by maximizing the sum of SCU weights, given a maximum number
of SCUs that can be included for a predefined summary length [NP04].

Figure 7.1 shows a set of example Summary Content Units from the
Pyramid of DUC topic D0742. SCU 18 has a weight of 3, i.e. three model
summaries contribute to it, SCU 21 has a weight of 2, and SCU 29 has a
weight of 4. We see that the contributors of all SCUs vary in their choice
of words and word order. Nevertheless there are always at least some words
(or phrases) that are found in every contributor of a given SCU. SCU 29,
for example, combines words related to the burial with information about
the type and location of the ceremony, but contributors vary in the level of
detail, the number of words, and phrases used (e.g. “given up to the waters”
vs. “buried at sea”). SCU 18 aggregates contributors which share some key
terms and phrases such as “Air National Guard” and “search”, but otherwise
exhibit a quite heterogeneous word usage. Contributor 3 gives details on the
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SCU / Text
Contributors

SCU 18 The US Coast Guard with help from the Air National Guard
then began a massive search-and-rescue mission, searching
waters along the presumed flight path

Contributor 1: The US Coast Guard with help from the Air National Guard
then began a massive search-and-rescue mission, searching
waters along the presumed flight path

Contributor 2: A multi-agency search and rescue mission began at 3:28
a.m., with the Coast Guard and Air National Guard par-
ticipating

Contributor 3: The first search vessel was launched at about 4:30am. An
Air National Guard C-130 and many Civil Air Patrol aircraft
joined the search

SCU 21 Federal officials shifted the mission to search and recovery

Contributor 1: Federal officials shifted the mission to search and recovery
and communicated the Kennedy and Bessette families

Contributor 2: federal officials ended the search for survivors and began a
search-and-recovery mission

SCU 29 Kennedy family members buried the ashes of the three at
sea in a Navy ceremony

Contributor 1: An at sea burial of all three was conducted Friday aboard
the destroyer USS Brisco in view of the Jacquelin Kennedy
Onassis shore-front estate

Contributor 2: Kennedy family members decided to bury the ashes of the
three at sea in a Navy ceremony

Contributor 3: The ashes of all three victims were buried at sea in a closely
guarded ceremony aboard a Navy destroyer

Contributor 4: In a private, closely guarded ceremony aboard a US Navy
destroyer, the remains of Kennedy, his wife and sister-in-law
were given up to the waters of the Atlantic Ocean

Table 7.1: Example SCUs from topic D0742 of DUC 2007

aircraft type, and specifies a time when the first sea vessel was launched to
search for the missing plane. Only contributor 1 gives information about
the location of the search. In SCU 21, the first contributor contains addi-
tional information about communication with the Kennedy family, which is
not expressed in the SCU label and therefore not part of the meaning of the
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SCU. Both contributors contain key terms such as “officials”, “search” and
“recovery”, but vary in word order and verb usage. Our examples suggest
that contributors written by different human summarizers are often expressed
with a similar choice of words or even phrases. However, contributors can
vary in using different forms of the same words (inflectional or derivational
variants), different word order, different syntactic structures, and even para-
phrases [HNPR05, NPM07].

We also find that high-frequency words closely related to the main theme
of a document cluster can occur in many different Summary Content Units.
For instance, words like “Kennedy”, “search”, “mission”, “water” or “family”
re-appear throughout the example SCUs given in Figure 7.1, and in other
SCUs of this summary set. In some cases, there are subtle differences in
word meaning, for example, the term “Kennedy” is used to denote John F.
Kennedy Jr., Senator Edward Kennedy or the Kennedy family in different
summary sentences. The precise meaning of these words in a given SCU
arises from taking into account words and phrases the ambiguous terms co-
occur with.

7.2 Topic modeling in human reference sum-

maries

Can a topic model reveal some of the structure of human model summaries
and learn topics that are approximations of manually annotated SCUs? To
answer these questions, we train a topic model on sets of human model
summaries, and compare the automatically learnt latent topics with manually
annotated Summary Content Units.

7.2.1 Probabilistic topic models

Our approach for discovering semantically similar text spans makes use of a
statistical method known as topic modeling. As described in the previous
chapter, we use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model introduced
by Blei et al. [BNJ03] for our analysis. In this model, each document is
generated by first choosing a distribution over topics θd, parametrized by a
conjugate Dirichlet prior α. Subsequently, each word of this document is
generated by drawing a topic zk from θd, and then drawing a word wi from
topic zk’s distribution over words ϕk. We follow Griffiths et al. [GS04] and
place a conjugate Dirichlet prior β over ϕk as well.

For T topics, the matrix Φ specifies the probability distribution P (w|z)
of words given topics, and Θ specifies the probability distribution P (z|d) of
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topics given documents. P (w|z) indicates which words are important in a
topic, and P (z|d) tells us which topics are dominant in a document. We
employ Gibbs sampling [GS04] to estimate the posterior distribution over z
(the assignment of word tokens to topics), given the observed words w of the
document set. From this estimate we can approximate the distributions in
Φ and Θ.

7.2.2 Inference of model parameters

Since we are interested in modeling topics for sentences, we treat each
sentence as a document. We construct a matrix A of term-sentence
co-occurrence observations for a set of human model summaries M =
{m1, . . . ,ml}. Each entry Aij corresponds to the frequency of word i in
sentence j, and j ranges over the union of the sentences contained in M . As
before, we preprocess terms using stemming and removing a standard list of
stop words with the NLTK toolkit.

We run the Gibbs sampling algorithm on A, setting the parameter T , the
number of latent topics to learn, equal to the number of SCUs contained in
the Pyramid of S. We use this particular value for T since we want to learn
a topic model with a structure that reflects the SCUs and the distribution of
SCUs of the corresponding Pyramid.1

The topic distribution for each sentence should be peaked toward a single
or only very few topics. To ensure that the topic-specific word distributions
P (w|z) as well as the sentence-specific topic distributions P (z|d) behave as
intended, we set the Dirichlet priors α = 0.01 and β = 0.01. This enforces
a bias toward sparsity and favors more fine-grained topics [GS04]. We run
the Gibbs sampler for 2000 iterations, and collect a single sample from the
resulting posterior distribution over topic assignments for words. From this
sample we compute the conditional distributions p(w|z) and p(z|d).

During our experiments, we observed that the Gibbs Sampler did not
always use all the topics available. Instead, some topics had a uniform dis-
tribution over words, i.e. no words were assigned to these topics during the
sampling process. We assume that this effect is also due to the relatively low
prior α = 0.01 we use in our experiments. We explore the consequences of
varying the LDA priors and T in Section 7.3. This observation indicates that
the topic model cannot learn as many distinct topics from a given set of sum-
maries as there are SCUs in the Pyramid of these summaries. On average,
24.4% (σ = 17.4) of the sampled topics had a uniform word distribution, but

1For an unannotated set of summaries, determining an optimal value for T is a Bayesian
model selection problem [KR95].
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the fraction of such topics varied. For some summary sets, it was very low
(D0701, D0706 with 0%), whereas for others it was very high (D0704, D0728
with 52%). Both of the latter summary sets contain many SCUs with very
similar labels and often only a single contributor, e.g. in DUC topic D0704
about “Amnesty International criticism”:

• SCU 120: AI criticism frequently involves genocide

• SCU 114: AI criticism frequently involves intimidation

• SCU 115: AI criticism frequently involves police violence

• SCU 112: AI criticism frequently involves political prisoners

The different SCUs are derived from summary sentences that contain
enumerations: “AI criticism frequently involves political prisoners, torture,
intimidation, police violence, the death penalty, no alternative service for con-
scientious objectors, and interference with the judiciary.” A co-occurrence-
based model like LDA cannot distinguish between the enumerated phrases,
since the model’s granularity is determined largely by the granularity of the
text spans used (sentences in our case). Thus, our model treats these phrases
as semantically similar since they co-occur in the same sentence. Splitting
sentences into their clause components, and creating multiple clauses with
nearly identical wording will not solve this problem, as the large vocabulary
overlap will likely cause the model to group such clauses into a single latent
topic.

7.2.3 Word and sentence distributions of SCUs

In order to evaluate the quality of the learnt latent topics, we compare their
word distributions to the word distributions of SCUs. This allows us to
analyze if the topics capture similar word patterns as SCUs. We approximate
the distribution over words p(w|sl) for each SCU sl as the relative frequency
of word wi in the bag-of-words constructed from the texts of sl’s label and
contributors. We denote the resulting matrix of word distributions for a set
of SCUs as Φ (see also Chapter 6).

In addition, we can compare the topic-sentence associations computed
by the model to the SCU-sentence associations given by the Pyramid anno-
tation. If the probability of a given topic is high in those sentences which
contribute to a particular SCU, this would suggest that the topic model can
automatically learn topics which not only have a word distribution similar to
a specific SCU, but also a similar distribution over contributing sentences.
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SCU contributors are annotated as a set of contiguous sequences of words
within a single sentence. In the DUC 2007 data, there are only a few cases
where a contributor spans more than one sentence. The DUCView annota-
tion tool2 stores the start and end character positions of the phrases marked
as contributors of an SCU. We can utilize this information to determine which
sentences an SCU is associated with. We store the associations in a matrixΘ, where Θij = 1 if SCU i is associated with sentence j. Sentences may
contain multiple SCUs, and SCUs are associated with as many sentences as
their number of contributors.

7.3 Experiments

We conduct our experiments on the 23 document clusters of the DUC 2007
dataset that were used in Pyramid evaluation.3 There are 4 human model
summaries available for each of these document clusters. On average, the
summary sets contain 52.4 sentences, with a vocabulary of 260.5 terms, which
occur a total of 549.7 times. The Pyramids of these summary sets consist
of 68.8 SCUs on average. The number of SCUs per SCU weight follows a
Zipfian distribution, i.e. there are typically very few SCUs of weight 4, and
very many SCUs of weight 1 (see also Passonneau et al. [PNMS05]).

7.3.1 Similarity of word distributions

Figure 7.1 shows the pairwise similarities of the word distributions of Sum-
mary Content Units and latent topics for several different DUC 2007 sum-
mary sets. Each cell in the plot displays the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence
of the word distributions of a latent topic (row) compared to an SCU (col-
umn). Lower JS divergences correspond to darker cells, and to a higher sim-
ilarity of the compared word distributions. We apply the procedure outlined
in Section 6.3 to match latent topics to SCUs, and order the best-matching
pairs on the diagonal by increasing JS divergence.

The plots show a clear correspondence between many latent topics and
matched Summary Content Units, confirming on a new dataset the results
presented in the previous chapter. As before, the diagonal is clearly distin-
guishable from the surrounding cells, and shows a much higher similarity
for the matched topic-SCU pairs than for random topic-SCU pairings. We
find that a large percentage of automatically learnt latent topics have similar

2http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/~becky/DUC2006/2006-pyramid-guidelines.

html, visited May 3rd, 2011
3http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/data.html, visited May 3rd, 2011
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(a) DUC Topic D0705 (b) DUC Topic D0706 (c) DUC Topic D0707

(d) DUC Topic D0721 (e) DUC Topic D0729 (f) DUC Topic D0743

Figure 7.1: Pairwise Jensen-Shannon divergence of word distributions of
LDA topics and Summary Content Units (SCUs), for 3 DUC 2007 Pyramids.
Topic-SCU matches are ordered by increasing divergence along the diagonal,
using a simple greedy algorithm. The examples suggest that many of the
automatically identified LDA topics correspond to manually annotated SCUs.

distributions over words as the corresponding Summary Content Units. The
high quality (i.e. low JS divergence) of the matched topic-SCU pairs sug-
gests that human summarizers not only agree on individual words, but also
agree on word patterns when summarizing a set of source documents. These
word patterns are in many cases distinctive enough to be separated by our
model, and to be matched to their SCU counterparts. Furthermore, good
latent topic-SCU matches arise regardless of the SCU’s weight, as shown
in Table 7.2. The table shows the most likely terms for the best-matching
topic-SCU pairs for summary set D0742. For each of these matches, the top
terms are almost identical.

Among the top matches of a model constructed from the summary set
of DUC topic D0742, we find several SCUs that occur in multiple different
human summaries. The contributors of these example SCUs are often full
sentences, but in some cases also subsentential clauses. Many of the contrib-
utors differ significantly in their choice and number of words (e.g. SCU 29,
SCU 33, see also Table 7.1), and can yet be grouped together by the latent
topic model. From the table we also see that the model can to some ex-
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Topic / SCU Top terms

Topic 17 pilot kennedi condit conduc dark disorient earth fli haze
SCU 31 (w=1) pilot condit conduc dark disorient earth fli haze kennedi

Topic 5 analysi control corkscrew descent fall feet graveyard indic lost
SCU 32 (w=1) analysi control corkscrew descent fall feet graveyard indic lost

Topic 9 (w=1) bodi diver entomb floor found fuselag kennedi navi ocean
SCU 25 bodi diver entomb floor found fuselag kennedi navi ocean

Topic 8 kennedi edward recoveri son wit bodi jr navi patrick ship
SCU 33 (w=3) kennedi edward recoveri son wit jr patrick navi sen ship

Topic 24 bodi wednesday wreckag aircraft found locat
SCU 19 (w=3) wednesday wreckag found bodi aircraft locat

Topic 35 ceremoni navi aboard ash buri close destroy guard sea kennedi
SCU 29 (w=4) ceremoni kennedi navi sea aboard ash buri destroy close famili

Table 7.2: Top terms of best matching LDA topics and SCUs for summary
set D0742. The first column specifies the ids of the matched topic-SCU pair,
and the weight of the SCU.

tent distinguish between different senses of a word (e.g. the name ‘Kennedy’
denoting both John F. Kennedy Jr. and Senator Edward Kennedy).

When comparing the dataset used in our current analysis with the one
analyzed in the previous chapter, we find that the average number of con-
tent units is almost three times as high (68.8 versus 24.2 in the dataset of
Chapter 5). Consequently, the average number of content units per sentence
is much higher (1.3 compared to 0.7), which suggests that there is a con-
siderable number of subsentential content units in the summaries dataset.
From the plots in Figure 7.1 we see that our model overcomes this increased
difficulty, and still acquires many useful latent topics. However, the diago-
nals tend to “fade out” earlier than those displayed in the previous chapter,
indicating that the fraction of learnable topics is lower for the summaries
dataset.

7.3.2 Similarity of sentence associations

We determine the quality of the sentence associations of latent topics learnt
by our model using different standard evaluation measures, such as Mean
Average Precision (MAP), Precision and Recall. In particular, we compare

the topic-sentence distributions Θ with the SCU-sentence associations Θ.
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To calculate precision and recall, we follow the procedure outlined in the
previous chapter: We first binarize Θ to give Θ

′
by setting all entries Θ

′
ij = 1

if Θij > ϵ, and 0 otherwise. Θ
′
ij is therefore equal to 1 if a topic i has a high

probability sentence j. We set ϵ = 0.1 in our experiments. Since the LDA
algorithm learns very peaked distributions, the actual value of this threshold
does not have a large impact on the resulting binary matrix and subsequent
evaluation results. We evaluated a range of settings for ϵ in [0.001 − 0.5],
all with similar performance. We can now evaluate if a given topic occurs in
the same sentences as the corresponding SCU (recall), and if it occurs in no
other sentences (precision).

Mean Average Precision, on the other hand, is a rank-based measure,
which avoids the need for introducing a threshold to binarize Θ [BYRN99].
In our case, it is determined as the mean of average precision scores obtained
for the topic associations a single sentence. The average precision of topics of
sentence s is calculated as the mean of the precision values for each relevant
latent topic zk ∈ ZR, when ranking the list of topics for a given sentence s
by their probability p(zk|s):

AP (s) =
1

|ZR|

ZR
k=1

Prec(zk). (7.1)

MAP is then defined as:

MAP =
1

|S|
S

j=1

AP (s), (7.2)

where S is the set of sentences (i.e. the union of sentences over all summary
sets). For each sentence, we create a ranked list of topics according to the
matrix Θ. This gives high ranks to topics which have a high probability
in sentence s. A higher MAP score indicates that the topics with a high
probability in a given sentence correspond to the SCUs associated with this
sentence.

For our evaluation, we compute precision and recall for each matched
topic-SCU pair with JS(Φj, Φk) ≤ γ. Averaged over topic-SCU pairs, these
measures give us an indication of how well the topic model approximates
the set of SCUs. The parameter γ allows us to tune the performance of
the model with respect to the quality and number of topic-SCU matches.
Setting γ to a low value will consider only topic-SCU matches with a low JS
divergence, which generally results in higher precision and recall. Increasing
γ will include topic-SCU matches with a larger JS divergence, which will in
general introduce some noise and result in lower precision and recall scores.
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Figure 7.2: Precision, Recall and the fraction of LDA topics matched to
SCUs for different settings of parameter γ, averaged over all summary sets
with Pyramid annotations from DUC 2007. Error bars show the standard
deviation. Only topic-SCU matches with JS(Φj, Φk) ≤ γ are considered
when computing precision and recall. Both are very high, suggesting that
the model identifies topics that are very similar to SCUs.

Figure 7.2 shows the precision and recall curves for different values of
the parameter γ, averaged over topic-SCU pairs and summary sets. The
plots show that both the precision and recall of the discovered topic-sentence
associations are quite high, suggesting that the model automatically identifies
topics which are very similar to manually annotated SCUs. With higher γ,
precision and recall scores decrease, as more, but less well matching, topic-
SCU pairs are evaluated. The word distributions of these additional topic-
SCU pairs are increasingly dissimilar, and hence the sentences associated
with a latent topic overlap less with the sentences associated with the paired
SCU. The figure also shows the fraction of topic matches that are considered
in the evaluation of precision and recall. There is a clear trade off between
performance and the number of matches retrieved. However, many of the
topic-SCU matches (≈ 50%) have a JS divergence ≤ 0.4, suggesting that
the word distributions of many LDA topics are very similar to SCU word
distributions.

Since we observed that the Gibbs sampling does not always utilize the full
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Figure 7.3: F1 measure and Mean Average Precision (MAP) for different
settings of the number of latent topics T as a fraction of the number of SCUs
in the corresponding Pyramid (γ = 0.5).

set of topics, we repeat our experiments to evaluate how the performance of
the model changes when varying the LDA priors and the parameter T . Fig-
ure 7.3 shows F1 and MAP scores for different values of the parameter δ,
where T = δ ∗ |SCU |. For example, a value of 0.6 means that for each
summary set, T was set to 60% of the number of SCUs in the correspond-
ing Pyramid. We see that the MAP score increases quickly, and reaches a
plateau for δ ≥ 0.3. The F1 score increases more slowly, and levels out for
δ ≥ 0.6. The model’s performance is relatively robust with respect to δ.
This observation can be helpful when training models for new summary sets
without an existing Pyramid, and which therefore consider T as a parameter
to be optimized.

Figure 7.4 shows performance curves for various settings of the LDA pri-
ors α and β. We find that for 0.01 ≤ α ≤ 0.05, F1 and MAP scores are
consistently high, whereas for other settings, performance decreases signifi-
cantly. Similarly, β ≥ 0.05 results in lower F1 and MAP scores. The fraction
of uniform topics decreases with higher α, e.g. for α = 0.1 it is close to zero.
In contrast, higher settings of β increase the fraction of uniform topics.

Finally, Figure 7.5 shows the precision and recall curves for SCUs of dif-
ferent weights, and for different settings of parameter γ. Results are again
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(a) α vs. performance (b) α vs. fraction of uniform topics

(c) β vs. performance (d) β vs. fraction of uniform topics

Figure 7.4: Performance of model (a,c) and smoothing effects (b,d) of a latent
topic model for different settings of α and β, averaged over all summary sets
and topic-SCU pairs. Error bars show the standard deviation.

averaged over all summary sets. In Figure 7.5(a), we see that the recall of
topic-sentence associations is very similar for all SCUs, with SCUs of higher
weight exhibiting a slightly better recall. However, as Figure 7.5(b) shows,
the average precision of SCUs with lower weight is much higher. Intuitively,
this may be expected as SCUs of higher weight tend to have a larger vo-
cabulary due to the higher number of contributors. This results in a larger
word overlap with non-relevant sentences. Figure 7.5(c) shows the fraction
of topic-SCU matches identified. The fraction is computed with respect to
the total number of SCUs of that weight in a given Pyramid, so a value of 0.3
for w = 1 means that on average 30% of the SCUs of weight 1 were matched.
The figure shows that there is almost no difference in retrieval for SCUs of
different weights. A slightly larger fraction of SCUs with weight 1 seems
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7.4. Conclusion

(a) Recall by SCU weight (b) Precision by SCU weight

(c) Fraction of topics by SCU weight

Figure 7.5: Recall (a) and precision (b) of sentence associations, and frac-
tion of topic-SCU matches (c) for SCUs of different weights, and settings of
parameter γ, averaged over all summary sets. Recall is similar for SCUs of all
weights, whereas SCUs with a lower weight have a higher average precision.
Error bars show the standard deviation.

to be retrieved when considering only matches with very low JS divergence,
which suggests that the word distributions of the corresponding topics are
more clear-cut.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated the nature of human-written summaries.
Our studies revealed that different human authors often utilize similar word
patterns to express content with the same meaning when summarizing a set
of thematically related source documents. We find that this agreement on
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Chapter 7: Content units in human-written reference summaries

word patterns allows our approach to group text spans that have the same
(or a similar) meaning, and helps to distinguish between text spans that
have a different meaning, but share high-frequency terms closely related to
the main theme of the document cluster.

We applied our approach to content unit discovery to a dataset consisting
of human reference summaries. To evaluate the quality of latent topics, we
compared topics with Summary Content Units (SCUs) that were manually
annotated in the reference summaries for the DUC 2007 Pyramid evalua-
tion. Our experimental results suggest that a latent topic model can identify
with high accuracy word patterns that correspond to these gold-standard
Summary Content Units. This correspondence is expressed both in similar
word distributions, which enables us to create pair-wise matches of latent
topics and SCUs, and similar sentence associations. The identified patterns
are clearly separable into distinct topics, and allow for lexical and syntactic
variation in how semantically similar content is worded. Precision and re-
call of the learnt sentence-topic associations are very high when compared
to the SCU-sentence associations, indicating that many of the automatically
acquired topics are good approximations of SCUs. Our results suggest that
a topic model can be used to learn a candidate set of SCUs to facilitate the
process of Pyramid creation.

Our model finds good latent topics for SCUs of any weight, which sug-
gests that the model captures with high accuracy word patterns that re-occur
in different human-written summaries. Furthermore, our experiments pro-
vide some evidence that latent topics models, with their shallow approach
to semantics, can successfully discover recurrent and varied (sub-)sentential
word patterns, and reveal some of the structure of human model summaries.
However, while our model does discover a significant fraction of manually
annotated Summary Content Units, it clearly leaves room for future work,
for example by incorporating linguistic knowledge into the process of content
unit identification.
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Conclusions

This dissertation aimed to develop novel summarization solutions for con-
densing collections of topically-related news stories. The methods presented
in this thesis were motivated by two major observations:

1. Topically related news stories consist of subtopics centered around the
collection’s main theme.

2. Different news stories, as well as human reference summaries of news
story collections, often express the same facts.

The first part of this thesis presented novel multi-document summariza-
tion solutions that explore subtopical content models incorporating shallow
notions of semantics based on co-occurrence information. Extensive evalu-
ations of the presented summarization algorithms emphasized the positive
effect of content model-based sentence representations on the descriptiveness
and robustness of the developed models, since the latent topic rather than
bags of words representations diminished the effect of lexical variability. The
obtained results also supported the intuition that summarization systems cre-
ate more accurate and diversified summaries when respecting the subtopical
structure of news article collections. Experiments on several datasets and
for different summarization tasks, such as generic and query-focused multi-
document summarization, showed that the developed methods produce sum-
maries comparable to or better than the state-of-the-art.

In the second part of this dissertation, we presented an analysis of human
fact writing in news articles and reference summaries, and developed novel
modeling approaches to the discovery of subsentential content units. Our
findings suggest that human (summary) authors not only agree on important
words, but also often agree on word patterns when expressing the same infor-
mation. Experiments on several datasets showed that the developed models
identify word patterns that closely resemble manually annotated, semantic
content units.
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Summary of contributions

This dissertation has advanced the state-of-the-art in multi-document sum-
marization and content modeling of news articles and human reference sum-
maries through a number of contributions.

First, we introduced the reader to summarization and presented the main
challenges of automatic text summarization in Chapter 1. The chapter
further described the basic notions of summarization, and introduced the
challenges involved in summary evaluation. It also highlighted the potentials
of automatic summarization for future information retrieval solutions.

Chapter 2 then presented an exhaustive discussion of the state-of-the-
art in automatic text summarization. The chapter also presented the first
comprehensive academic analysis of content modeling approaches within the
context of automatic summarization.

In Chapter 3, we then proposed a novel approach to generic multi-
document summarization that aims to represent sentences in an ontology
space by mapping them to nodes of a hierarchical topic ontology. The on-
tology was built from the hierarchically structured topics of the Open Direc-
tory Project category tree, and its topic nodes were augmented with lexical
knowledge acquired by harvesting millions of topic-related words using search
engine queries. Experiments showed that the novel sentence features de-
rived from this topic ontology significantly improved Rouge-1 and Rouge-2
scores of the summarizer.

Chapter 4 considered the task of query-focused multi-document summa-
rization, and introduced a novel probabilistic content model for representing
sentences of related news articles in a common latent topic space. The latent
topic representation of our model helped to overcome common problems re-
lated to word ambiguity, synonymy, and the sparseness of the original word
vector space when estimating the similarity of text passages and queries. In
addition, the model was trained in an unsupervised fashion, and is therefore
domain- and language-independent. Evaluations on two recent summariza-
tion datasets showed that this summarizer produced better summaries than
different baseline methods and the state-of-the-art.

Chapter 5 then proposed an extension of the standard PLSA model to
investigate how probabilistic topic models of text can be merged with lan-
guage models in order to relax the “bag-of-words” assumption. Our novel
approach to query-focused multi-document summarization combined term
and bigram co-occurrence observations into a single probabilistic latent topic
model. Experimental results showed that the integration of a bigram lan-
guage model into a standard topic model leads to a system that produces
higher-quality summaries than systems which are based on term respectively
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Future research

bigram co-occurrence observations only. The results underline the usefulness
of probabilistic content models for multi-document summarization.

Chapter 6 investigated word patterns that express similar facts in closely
related news articles. The chapter introduced a classification scheme of sub-
sentential content units in order to categorize and distinguish different types
of content units. Based on this analysis, we then proposed a probabilistic, un-
supervised model that aimed to discover content unit-like subsentential word
patterns and addressed the variability of human writing. A comparative
study of the similarity of identified word patterns and manually annotated
content units showed that many of the automatically discovered patterns
closely resemble their manually created counterparts.

Encouraged by these results, Chapter 7 took a step forward and an-
alyzed the nature of human summary writing. Our analyses revealed that
human summary authors often agree on word patterns when expressing the
same source information. The chapter then presented an evaluation of our
probabilistic model on the task of Summary Content Unit discovery. The ex-
perimental results confirmed the analyses conducted in the previous chapter,
and suggest that latent topic models can identify with high accuracy word
patterns that correspond to manually annotated Summary Content Units.
This correspondence was expressed both in similar word distributions, which
enabled us to create pair-wise matches of latent topics and SCUs, and simi-
lar sentence associations. The identified patterns were clearly separable into
distinct topics, and allowed for lexical and syntactic variation in how seman-
tically similar content is worded. Our studies thus suggest that topic models,
with their shallow statistical approach to semantics, can successfully be uti-
lized to identify sentence-level latent topics which are similar to summary
content units.

Future research

There are many potential directions for future research in the area of auto-
matic document summarization.

Extending probabilistic content models

Creating content models from bag-of-words representations of documents
and sentences is a strong simplification. Instead, sentences and documents
provide information that goes well beyond the scope of this model. The
core models proposed in this dissertation could be extended to include the
following types of information:
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Entity recognition. News articles revolve around events, and the people,
organizations and locations involved in these events. Entity recognition
methods could help to map words to concepts, which could in turn be
linked to external knowledge resources such as Wikipedia4 or DBPedia5.
These resources provide meta-data about entities which likely can be
exploited to increase the quality of content models.

Lexico-semantic resources. Many authors have shown that the incorpo-
ration of external lexico-semantic resources, such as WordNet, may help
to map words to semantic concepts and to reduce problems related to
word ambiguity and synonymy.

Linguistic features. Finally, the bag-of-words assumption made in this
work could be relaxed by incorporating other linguistic sources of in-
formation. For example, part-of-speech tags, parse tree information,
or even discourse information (e.g. co-reference resolution) can all help
in the design of content models, and in turn allow for higher-quality
summaries.

Temporal distribution. The news story clusters used in the DUC and
TAC datasets are significantly distributed over time. Subtopics that
have just occurred and are treated in-depth in early articles might
merit only a background summary paragraph in later news stories.
The articles of some of the news story clusters range over a period
of years, with more recent articles barely touching upon aspects of
the event that were deemed highly important early on. Similarly, the
vocabulary of subtopics will change over time as new facts become
known, and early assumptions and hypotheses are verified or discarded.
The quality of the content models could therefore benefit from this
additional information.

In addition, several aspects of the probabilistic model itself could be ex-
amined in further research. On the one hand, it is necessary to better inves-
tigate the problem of choosing the right dimensionality of the latent topic
space for a particular news story cluster, a problem which is known as model
selection. The simplification made in this work of choosing a single, fixed
number of latent topics for different types of news clusters regardless of their
event domain impedes the model’s ability to form coherent latent topics, as
some subtopics may need to be split up into different latent topics or merged

4http://www.wikipedia.org
5http://www.dbpedia.org
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into a single latent topic. On the other hand, the effects of the model’s pa-
rameter settings, and its convergence on local optima – which holds true even
in more sophisticated latent topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation
– also require further empirical investigations.

Semantic content unit discovery

Content units are primarily defined as units of meaning. The restriction
of being at most clause-length, although stated as such in the procedural
description for annotators, is rarely respected in existing Pyramids. Some
content units extend across sentence boundaries, while other annotators split
e.g. sentences containing enumerated phrases into a multitude of distinct
content units. In order to capture such phenomena, it may be worthwhile to
investigate different linguistic methods. Sentence segmentation and parsing
may help to pre-process sentences into clauses, which could then be analyzed
with our model. Semantic parsing technologies offer a means to identify
predicate-argument structures in sentences and clauses. Both strategies may
significantly reduce the amount of word “noise” introduced into the model,
and allow for a better distinction of different content units. However, for a
true identification of shared (clause) meaning, many different linguistic and
statistical methods will need to be combined.

Another avenue of research would be the comparison of Pyramid evalu-
ation results from the DUC datasets with results using our automated SCU
learning approach. To this end, content units can be identified in machine-
generated summaries using standard probabilistic inference techniques given
the trained model. Subsequently, we could compare Pyramid rankings and
rankings obtained with the automatic model, and analyze correlations be-
tween the two, which, if successful, could lead to strong benefits for automatic
summarization evaluation tasks.

Summarization & IR

Another area of future research is to examine the usefulness of summaries in
various information retrieval settings. For instance, some authors have sug-
gested that summarization can enhance a user’s experience with news aggre-
gation sites such as Google News [Nen06]. There are different (scientifically
oriented) websites which already offer this functionality, e.g. NewsInEssence6

and Columbia’s Newsblaster7. Such services can be used to conduct evalua-
tions of perceived summary usefulness and quality, and to further understand

6http://www.newsinessence.com
7http://newsblaster.cs.columbia.edu
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the relationships between user information needs and information overload.
Moreover, the exact nature of a user’s information needs depends on a

number of context factors, such as cognitive load, time constraints, task re-
quirements, and prior knowledge, and may change over time. For example,
users may want to receive a quick update on news events during their working
hours, but may be interested in a rather thorough synopsis of an important
news story in the evening. Context-aware summarization may well help to
adapt summaries better to user information needs, and could be a key chal-
lenge for future personalized summarization solutions.
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Example summaries

Example summaries created by the summarizers developed in this thesis.

Summary for DUC 2002 topic d079 (Summarizer from Ch. 3)

Hurricane Gilbert swept toward Jamaica yesterday with 100-mile-an-hour
winds, and officials issued warnings to residents on the southern coasts of
the Dominican Republic, Haiti and Cuba. Gilbert, an “extremely dangerous
hurricane” and one of the strongest storms in history, roared toward
Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula Tuesday with 175 mph winds after battering
the Dominican Republic, Jamaica and the tiny Cayman Islands. Hurricane
Gilbert weakened to a tropical storm as it blustered northwestward today
but it threw tornadoes and sheets of rain at thousands of shuttered evacuees
along the Texas-Mexico border.

Hurricane Gilbert swept toward the Dominican Republic Sunday, and the
Civil Defense alerted its heavily populated south coast to prepare for high
winds, heavy rains and high seas. The most intense hurricane on record
surged toward Texas today after battering the Yucatan Peninsula with 160
mph winds, leveling slums, pummeling posh resorts and forcing tens of thou-
sands to flee. Mark Zimmer, a meterologist at the National Hurricane Center,
reported an Air Force reconnaissance plane measured the barometric pressure
at Gilbert’s center at 26.13 inches at 5:52 p.m. EDT on Tuesday. Forecasters
said the hurricane was gaining strength as it passed over the ocean and would
dump heavy rain on the Dominican Republic and Haiti as it moved south of
Hispaniola, the Caribbean island they share, and headed west.

Reference summary for DUC 2002 topic d079

Gilbert, an “extremely dangerous hurricane” and one of the strongest storms
in history, roared toward Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula Tuesday with 175
mph winds after battering the Dominican Republic, Jamaica and the tiny
Cayman Islands. With the winds of Hurricane Gilbert clocked at 175 miles
per hour, U.S. weather officials called Gilbert the most intense hurricane
ever recorded in the Western Hemisphere. Gilbert is one of only three
Category 5 storms in the hemisphere since weather officials began keeping
detailed records. Hurricane Gilbert battered the resorts of the Yucatan
Peninsula today with 160 mph winds and torrential rains.

The most intense hurricane on record surged toward Texas today after
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battering the Yucatan Peninsula with 160 mph winds, leveling slums, pum-
meling posh resorts and forcing tens of thousands to flee. The storm, spawned
Saturday southeast of Puerto Rico, appeared to have hit Jamaica the hardest.
Hurricane Gilbert weakened to a tropical storm as it blustered northwestward
today but it threw tornadoes and sheets of rain at thousands of shuttered
evacuees along the Texas-Mexico border. Rains from Hurricane Gilbert sent
a river raging over its banks in Monterrey, sweeping at least 10 policemen to
their deaths and overturning buses loaded with evacuees from Matamoros,
police said today.

Summary for DUC 2006 topic D0647 (Summarizer from Ch. 4)

The Supreme Court on Wednesday refused to issue an order to keep Elian
Gonzalez in the United States, clearing the way for the 6-year-old boy to
return home to Cuba. As both sides in the Elian Gonzales custody case
await a federal appeals court ruling, the mayor of Miami flies to Washington
to meet with Attorney General Janet Reno. Reno has backed the INS
determination that the boy be returned to his father in Cuba, and has
said that Florida state courts have no say in the federal matter. The U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) ruled that Elian belongs to
his father in Cuba, but Elian’s Miami relatives insist the boy stay with them
in the United States.

Demonstrators sang and prayed outside the home where Elian Gonzales
is staying as all sides in the custody battle waited for a federal appeals court
ruling that could lead to the boy’s reunion with his father. About 11 p.m.,
officials from the powerful Cuban American National Foundation announced
that the Miami relatives would travel to Washington Wednesday with Elian
for a meeting with the boy’s father. As Gonzalez was speaking, his relatives in
Miami appeared in a county Family Court, with Elian’s great-uncle, Lazaro
Gonzales, asking for temporary custody of the boy. Elian has remained in
the Washington area since he was taken from Miami as the case made its
way through the courts.

Reference summary for DUC 2006 topic D0647

On November 25, 1999, six-year-old Elian Gonzalez was rescued from the
Atlantic after the boat in which he and his mother and others were fleeing
Cuba for the US capsized and his mother drowned. His great-uncle in
Miami was granted temporary custody of Elian and sought asylum for
him. Fidel Castro and Elian’s father Juan Miguel Gonzalez demanded
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Elian’s return to Cuba. The Clinton administration weighed honoring
the dead mother’s wishes in bringing Elian to freedom and placating the
Cuban exile community, or bending to Cuban pressure and strengthening
Cuban-American relations. Vietnam demanded Elian be returned to Cuba.
Based on US and international law, the INS ruled that Elian belonged with
his father and should be returned to Cuba.

The Miami relatives insisted Elian didn’t want to return and appealed
to Attorney General Janet Reno. Reno upheld the father’s right to custody
and ignored Florida court interference, stating immigration was a federal
matter. The relatives challenged the INS ruling, then appealed their suit’s
dismissal. Reno met with the relatives and ordered them to surrender Elian.
They refused, and on April 22 federal agents seized Elian in a pre-dawn raid
and reunited him with his father who had come to Washington, DC to bring
Elian home. Riots and strikes broke out in Miami. The 11th US Circuit
Court of Appeals unanimously ruled for the government and Elian’s father,
later reaffirming its decision. The Supreme Court rejected an appeal by the
Miami relatives. Elian returned to Cuba on June 28, 2000.

Summary for DUC 2007 topic D0713 (Summarizer from Ch. 4)

UNITED NATIONS (AP) Pakistan’s prime minister said Wednesday his
country would unilaterally adhere to the nuclear test ban treaty, but called
on international pressure to force rival India to do the same. In reaction
to Pakistan’s nuclear tests, Egypt Thursday underscored the need to make
the Middle East a nuclear-free region and urged Israel to join the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). A statement issued by Turkish Foreign
Ministry Friday said that the nuclear tests conducted by both India and
Pakistan were of concern for regional and global stability and security. The
resolution said that the tests not only violated the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) but also threatened peace and stability in South Asia. It is
the first press conference given by the prime minister since India conducted
a series of nuclear tests on May 11 and 13.

Annan called on both Indian and Pakistani governments to freeze their
nuclear weapons development programs and sign the Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty (CTBT) and a no-first-use pledge with each other. Iran has
called on Pakistan and India to cease nuclear tests and rivalry and join the
comprehensive test ban treaty. Both India and Pakistan carried out nuclear
tests last May, drawing international sanctions and calls to sign the test ban
treaty. India has long spurned both the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, saying they are discriminatory because
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they do not force Britain, China, France, Russia and the United States to
give up their nuclear arsenals.

Reference summary for DUC 2007 topic D0713

Pakistan and India have failed to join the 1970 Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NNPT), blaming each other and the five nuclear powers Britian,
China, France, Russia and the United States for unfair and discriminatory
behavior. In accordance with the NNPT, only those five nations may
maintain nuclear arsenals. In May 1998, Pakistan conducted six under-
ground nuclear explosions in response to five tests by India. The tests were
condemned worldwide and sanctions were imposed on both countries by
the United States, Britain, Japan and other industrialized nations. Russia
did not join in the imposition of sanctions and signed a deal with India for
construction of a nuclear power station in Kudankulam. Following India’s
nuclear tests, Pakistani President Nawaz Sharif said that the balance of
power in the region had been “violently tilted.”

India and Pakistan have gone to war three times since 1947, twice over
the disputed territory of Kashmir. India claimed that its nuclear tests were
necessary because of threats by China over disputed territory. Egypt called
for the Middle East to be a nuclear-free region and urged Israel to join the
NNPT. Turkey and Iran called on Pakistan and India to cease nuclear testing
and join the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). Saudi Arabia called
on India and Pakistan to show restraint; Crown Prince Abdullah recently
visited a uranium enrichment plant and missile factory in Pakistan. Japan
has urged India and Pakistan to join the CTBT and has also offered both
countries to conduct bilateral talks in Tokyo.

Summary for DUC 2007 topic D0720 (Summarizer from Ch. 5)

JERUSALEM, April 28 (Xinhua) – Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Ne-
tanyahu has warned Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat not to declare an
independent Palestinian State on May 4 this year. The Oslo Accords,
signed by his predecessor, late Yitzhak Rabin, and Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat prepared the ground for the Israeli-Palestinian peace process on the
principle of “land-for-peace.” Besides, Netanyahu said he did not intend
to travel to the birth place of the Oslo Accords since he had no part in
the historic peace agreements. According to the Oslo accords, a permanent
peace agreement should be signed between the Palestinians and Israel by
the date. Under the Oslo accords, Israel should transfer all remaining West
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Bank territories to Palestinian control during the third redeployment. Peres,
who is also a Knesset (Parliament) member, contributed a great deal in the
peace process, particularly in formulating the Oslo accords.

Both Palestinian National Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat and former
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres are planning to attend and scheduled
to speak at the meeting to be held in Oslo next Monday. Following months
of secret talks held in Oslo, the Israeli and Palestinian negotiators reached
agreement on August 20 of 1993 on principles of Palestinian self-rule, widely-
known later as the Oslo Accords which started the Israeli-Palestinian peace
process. Israel is still at loggerheads with the Palestinians over its withdrawal
from the West Bank, although the two sides should have moved forward to
final-status talks two years ago according to the Oslo Accords. Egypt is the
chief Arab mediator between Israel and the Palestinians when the two sides
held negotiations on the Oslo accords.

Reference summary for DUC 2007 topic D0720

Following months of secret talks held in Oslo, Norway, Israeli and Pales-
tinian negotiators reached agreement on the Oslo Accords, which started
the Israeli-Palestinian peace process. The accords called for Palestinian
self-rule in most of Gaza and the West Bank and for the withdrawal of
Israeli forces from these territories. Palestinian rule would last for a five
year period during which a permanent arrangement would be negotiated.
Tough issues, as Jerusalem, were left for final status talks. The peace
process went smoothly in the first two years, but both sides had doubts.
Palestinians doubted the accords would do anything to improve their plight
and Israelis doubted that giving land for peace would provide security.
Under the accords, Israel should have completed its pullout from the West
Bank town of Hebron in March 1996, but a series of suicide bombing attacks
in February delayed the pullout.

The government of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu took office in
1996. Netanyahu repeatedly attacked the Oslo Accords. He replaced the
“land for peace” principle with “peace with security”. Israel began building
more settlements in the occupied territories, delayed troop redeployments
in the West Bank, and tightened control over Jerusalem, These policies,
together with Hamas terrorist attacks, derailed the peace process and stale-
mated peace talks. President Yasser Arafat pledged that at the end of the
peace process he would declare Palestinian independence in 1999 even with-
out a final peace agreement with Israel. He warned that violence in the region
would result if there was no peace agreement.
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Summary for DUC 2007 topic D0730 (Summarizer from Ch. 5)

In a 6-3 decision, the high court ruled the Line Item Veto Act violated
the constitution’s separation of powers between Congress, which approves
legislation, and the president, who either signs it into law or vetoes it. Pres-
ident Bill Clinton said he was “disappointed” by the ruling, but expressed
confidence the line-item law eventually will be upheld by the Supreme
Court. The court ruled that such a specialized veto can be authorized only
through a constitutional amendment. The law was challenged last year by
a group of mostly Democratic senators, but the Supreme Court dismissed
the challenge, saying President Bill Clinton had not yet used the selective
veto and therefore the group had no standing to bring suit. Justice John
Paul Stevens wrote the majority opinion for a court divided 6-to-3 in the
line item veto case (Clinton vs. City of New York).

That process requires the president to approve or reject legislation in full,
whereas the Line Item Veto Act impermissibly allowed him to strike legisla-
tion piecemeal, the justices added. The case the high court decided, Clinton
vs. New York City, marked the second time the justices considered the con-
stitutionality of the Line Item Veto Act, which went into effect in January
1997. Although Congress presumably anticipated that the President might
cancel some of the items in the Balanced Budget Act and in the Taxpayer
Relief Act, Congress cannot alter the procedures set out in Article I, 7, with-
out amending the Constitution. What the Line Item Veto Act does instead
authorizing the President to “cancel” an item of spending is technically dif-
ferent. The President’s action it authorizes in fact is not a line item veto and
thus does not offend Art. I.

Reference summary for DUC 2007 topic D0730

In the words of President Clinton the line item veto “is very important in
helping to preserve the integrity of federal spending”. The line item veto
has been sought by presidents since Grant and was popularized by Reagan.
It was part of Republican “Contract with America” led by Speaker Newt
Gingrich that enacted it. The line item veto allows the president to veto
particular items in spending bills and certain limited tax provisions passed
by Congress. Previously the president could only veto entire bills. Bill
Clinton is the only president to have had line item veto authority. He has
said that it should be used sparingly. He used it 163 times, mostly to delete
items from the military construction bill.

The line item veto was challenged by a group of most Democratic senators
but was dismissed by the Supreme Court. However, another challenge led
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by New York Mayor Giuliani and Idaho farmers resulted in a federal judge
declaring the line item veto unconstitutional. The Justice Department ap-
pealed that decision to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court rejected the
line item veto as a departure from the basic constitutional requirement that
presidents accept or reject bills in their entirety. The Court found that the
line item veto violates the “presentment clause” of Article I that establishes
the process by which a bill becomes law. The Court vote was 6-3 with Justice
Stevens writing for the majority.
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Notation

Throughout this work, we make use of some mathematical notation. Follow-
ing conventional practice, bold capital letters denote matrices (A), and bold
lower case letters vectors (x). A superscript T denotes the transpose of a
matrix or vector (AT ). Sets and set elements are represented by non-bold
letters, e.g. T and t. Capital letter subscripts of matrices denote the sets
corresponding to each mode, such that ATS represents a |T |-by-|S| matrix
with rows and columns built from the sets T and S respectively. Lower case
letter subscripts represent only one entry of the corresponding set, e.g. Ats

is the entry of ATS in row t and column s, and xi is the i-th element of
vector x. We use subscripts to indicate the context of a vector, such that θd

may also denote the vector θ of document d. Statistical notation follows the
standard conventions.
The following symbols and functions are used in this PhD thesis:

Nd Number of words in document d
M Number of document in a collection or corpus
D Corpus of documents
T The number of latent topics
L Length of summary in words
n(d, w) The frequency of word w in document d
ATS A |T |-by-|S| matrix with rows and columns built from

the sets T (terms) and S (sentences)
Ats The entry of ATS in row t and column s
xTy Dot product of vectors x and y
cos(x,y) The cosine of the angle between x and y
∥x∥ Vector norm
α, β Dirichlet priors of the LDA model
Θ Topic-document probability distributions of the LDA

model
Φ Word-topic probability distributions of the LDA model
θd Topic distribution of document d
ϕzk Word distribution of latent topic zk
P (A|B) The probability of A conditional on B
log a The logarithm of a
L Log likelihood of a dataset
KL(P ||Q) Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
JS(P ||Q) Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence
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